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To m y  Mother and m y  Wife 



This thesis consists of three parts. The first part 

introduces the frameworks of Western feminist theories and 

Chinese fednist  criticism. While the former draws on a 

number of discursive strategiea, in particular, Marxist and 

~econstru~ti~ni~t, the latter, a more recent phenomenon, 

st i l l  requires clarification and definition. 

The second and main part of the thesis is devoted to 

several contemporary Canadian and Chinese women writers, 

namely Margaret Atwood, Mavis Gallant, Joy Kogawa. Alice 

Munro, Wang Anyi, Zhang Jie, and Zhang Xinxin. I propose 

two steps of investigation. Pirst, it examines how and why 

the writings of Canadian and Chinese women writers differ 

in themes, priorities, and attitudes. I wish to investigate 

in what sense and to what degree the different emphases of 

western and Chinese feminist criticism reflect the 

differences in the themes, priorities, attitudes, and 

narrative strategies of Canadian and Chinese women's 

literary works. Secondly, it examines the fundamental 

cornmon ground in their works, focusing on the common effort 

of Canadian and Chinese women writers in problematizing the 



very nature of sub j ectivity. 

The third part of the these focuses mainly on the 

results of m y  investigation and some further suggestions 

about the comparative stuàies of contemporary Canadian and 

Chinese women writers . 
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INTRODUCTION 

FSMINISMS AND E'EMINfST LITERARY CIUTICISM 

IN THE WEST AND CHINA 

Canadians and Chinese, separated by their geographical 

distance and ideological difference, do not know enough 

about each otherfs literary works, particularly those 

written by women. Since the 19708, Canada has witnessed a 

new flowering of fiction written by women. Many of these 

women's works describe the lives of women, and they are 

mainly concerned with exploration and survival, crossing 

boundaries, challenging limits, and glimpsing new 

prospects. They are characterized by the direct engagement 

with the cultural and social problems that women face. For 

Chinese women writers, the last decade is considered to be 

a new era. The Chinese literary acene of the post-Mao era 

saw the emergence of hundteds of etories with love themes, 

most of which problematize and challenge the traditional 

conception of love. More significantly, the emphases of 

Chinese feminist writing were more political in the sense 



that women writers were expressing angry feelings of 

injustice rampant in their social and political life and 

were striving to raiee women'e mpoliticala awareness of 

their oppression by men. 

This thesis explores and investigatee the different 

thematic concerns and narrative strategies of Canadian and 

Chinese women writers. More importantly, this thesis also 

demonstrates that although the female characters of the 

Canadian and Chinese women writers have different cultural 

backgrounds and face different social, political, and 

economic problems, they have much in conmion. They  al1 

express a strong feminist consciousness: they reject 

passivity, they refuse to accept victim positions that have 

been imposed upon them, and, above all, they are developing 

a strong and unquenchable desire to search for their own 

identity. To appreciate such literary values as embodied in 

Margaret Atwood (b. 1939). Mavis Gallant (b. 1922), Joy 

Kogawa (b. 1935) , Alice M u n r o  (b. 1931), Wang Anyi (b. 

1954) ,  Zhang Jie (b. 19371, and Zhang Xinxin (b. 1953), 

Western feminist literary theories and Third World feminist 

criticism will be used. 



Western Feminist Criticism 

Western feminist echolarship received its impetus from 

the women8s movement of the late 1960s and 19708, but it 

participates in the more general dethroning of authority 

initiated by Freud, Marx and Saussure leading to "a 

redefinition of ideas of human nature and reality which has 

problematized traditional concerns of literary criticism, 

including established canons and ways of readingn (Greene 

and Kahn 2). Feminist scholars focus on diverse social 

constructions of femaleness and maleness in order to 

understand the universal phenornenon of male dominance. 

Simone de Beauvoir's statement that aone is not born, but 

rather becomes a woman ... it is civilization as a whole 
that produces this creaturem summarizes the thesis of her 

The Second Sex (De Beauvoir 301). Taking this as a point of 

departute, recent f eminist echolarship proceeds to 

ndeconstruct" the social construction of gender and the 

cultural paradigme that endoree it. As Greene and Kahn put 

it , [f ] eminist scholarship both originates and 
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participates in the larger efforts of feminism to lîberate 

wornen from the structures that have marginalized them, and 

as such it seeks not only to reinterpret, but to change the 

worldn (2) . 
Western feminist criticism draws on a number of 

discursive strategies, in particular, Marxist and 

Deconstructionist. Marx himself had little to say about the 

oppression of women. The major benefit of Marxism for wornen 

who cal1 themselves Marxist feminists is that it shows how 

to analyze a social system with a view to getting it 

changed. Two well-known statements by Marx have provided 

those feminists with a point of departure: "The 

philosophers have only interpreted the world in various 

ways; the point is to change itrW and "It is not the 

consciousness of men that determines their being, but, on 

the contrary, their social being that determines their 

~onsciousness.~ By contradicting widely accepted doctrines, 

Marx was attempting to put pe0pler8 thought into reverse 

gear. First, philosophy ha8 been merely airy contemplation; 

it is time that it become engaged with the real world. 

Translated into a feminist point of view, Marx's first 
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statement then reads: 'We intend to change the wotld eo 

totally that someday the texts of masculiniat writers will 

be anthropological curioeitiesa (Dworkin 9) . A l 1  activities 

therefore become instrumental to that end, including the 

study of literature, which is not to be undertaken eimply 

for "its own sake" in a belletristic or aeetheticist 

manner, but as a means to transforming readers who will 

then proceed to transform the world. Feminist criticism 

must be an oppositional practice based on resistance to the 

dominant hegemony. Secondly, it ishelieved that cultural 

life, social institutions, and legal systems were the 

creations of human and divine reason, but "Marx reverses 

this formulation and argues that al1 mental (ideological) 

systems are the products of social and economic existencem 

(Selden 23) . Marxism identifies capitalism (and the modes 
of production on which it is baaed) as the material base of 

class system, which ie the source of al1 oppression, and 

declares that the specific subjection of women will end 

with the general demiee of oppression which is to follow 

the destruction of capitalism. 

Marxist feminists da im that socialist feminism is 



their bridge to freedom. They see it as a radical, 

disciplined, and all-encanpaesing solution to the problems 

of race, sex, sexuality, and class struggle (Wong 290). 

They argue that only by overthrowing the economic system of 

capitalism can they liberate women and everybody elee who 

is also oppreseed. For socialism as an economic system 

would reorganize production, redistribute wealth, and 

redefine state power so that the exploiters are 

expropriated and workers gain hegemony. In a socialist 

society, they believe, male supremacy would not function, 

because socialism connotes a higher f o m  of human relations 

that caanot possibly exist under capitalism. Unfortunately, 

so far large-scale experiments in radical socialization 

have produced only unsuccessful results. 

a i l e  socialist feminists have been deeply concerned 

with the social construction of femininity and sexual 

difference, they have been uneasy about integrating social 

and political deteminations with an analysie of the 

psychological ordering of gender. Socialiet feminist 

criticiem tends to foreground the social and economic 

elements of the narrative and socialize what it can of its 
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psychological portions- It is assumed that women8s anger 

and anguish should be amenable to repair through social 

change. Therefore, [a] positive emphasie on the 

psychological level ie regarded ae a valorization of the 

anarchic and regressive, a way of returning women to their 

subordinate ideological place within the dominant culture, 

as unreasoning social beingea (Kaplan 152) . 
Other f eminists disagree , however , that the narrow 

economic focus of much classical Marxist thought will 

permit female oppression to diaappear as a result of 

economic revolution, because socialist feminism based on 

Marxist thought seems unable to explain the particular 

conditions of women as an oppressed social group and to 

make significant contributions to their transformation. 

Although the oppression of women is indeed a material 

reality, it ie also a question of eexual ideology concerned 

with the ways men and women perceiw themeelves and the 

opposite eex in a male-dominated society, and perceptions 

and behavior which range from the brutally explicit to the 

deeply unconscioue. Even Engels himself admitted that 

"while [Il and Marx always regarded the economic aspect of 



Society as the ul timate determinant of other aspects, [we] 

also recognized that art, philosophy, and other forma of 

consciousness are 'relatively autonomous' and possess an 

independent ability to alter ment s existencew (Selden 24) . 
French feminists, in their efforts to reject a %ateculinea 

authority or truth, have developed a great intereet in the 

Lacanian and Derridian types of post-structuralist theory. 

Implicit in much of Anglo-American feminist criticism 

is the assumption that .the text, and language itself, are 

transparent media which reflect a pre-existent objective 

reality, rather than signifying systems which inecribe 

ideology and are actually constitutive of reality" (Greene 

and Kahn 25). French feminiets, on the contrary, consider 

the ferninine to be unrepresentable by conventional 

language, because euch a language is a masculine construct 

that thrives on female absence. As Greene and Kahn put it: 

French feminist criticism, which participates in 
Derridian deconstruction and Lacanian 
psychoanalysie, has presented a radical challenge 
to humanist-empiricist aesumptione. The most 
radical feminist literary criticiem hae been 
infonned by structuraliet and post-etructuralist 
French thought . ( 2 6 )  

French feminist theories, based upon Derridian 



deconstruction and Lacanian psychoanalysis, tenter on 

language as a means through which men have reinforced their 

claim to a unified identity and relegated women to the 

negative pole of binary oppoeitions that juetify masculine 

supremacy : sub j ect/ob j ect , culture/nature, law/chaos , 

man/woman. As Ann Rosalind Jones summarizes: 

Julia Kristeva posits the concept of the 
semiotic, a rhythmic free play that she relates 
to mother-infant conamuiication, and looks for in 
moderaist writers. Luce Irigaray emphasizes 
diff€rence, a totality of womenrs characteristics 
defined positively against masculine noms, and 
imagines a specifically feminist language, a 
parler feame. Hélène CZxoue celebrates women's 
sexual capabilities, including motherhood. and 
calls for an écriture féminine through which 
women will bring their bodily energies and 
previously unimagined ucconecious into view . (8 O ) 

One major task of feminist criticism is to diamantle 

phallocentrism, which ie the structuring of man as the 

central reference point of thought, and of the phallus as 

the symbol of eociocultural authority. And that task has 

been made possible by the deconstructive philosophy of 

Derrida, whose writing constitutes a powerful attack on the 

mystique of the center in conceptual eystems. Three types 

of centering corne under damaging scnitiny in Derridian 
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analysis:  phonoc cent ris ma in linguistics, "logocentrimnN in 

philosophy, and aphallocentrisma in psychoanalysis . 

According to Derrida, -the %enter, as a concept in 

classical aystems of thought, is merely a construct which 

is brought into existence by the privileging of eome 

signifiers at the expenae of others, and for reasons which 

turn out to be in the interest of those who do the 

privileging" (Ruthven 51) . People desire a center because 
it guarantees 'being as presence.' Western thought has 

developed innumerable tenns which operate as centering 

principles: being, essence, substance, truth, form, 

beginning, end, man, God, and so on. This desire for center 

is called wlogocentrisma in Derridar s Of Granrmatol ogy 

(1976). A strategy to decentre logocentrism is to reverse 

the values placed on each component in the binary terms 

which constitute it. 'WritingU would thus become privileged 

at the expense of nspeech,R "absenceR at the expense of 

mpreeence," and eo on, although the aim ia not the 

establishing of a new "centerN but a free play of terms. 

Somewhere along the line the pair mmale-femalem would get 

written as afemale-male,n thus deprivileging the order 



condoned by an androcentrie society which, in 

psychoanalytic terme ie mphallocentrica (Ruthven 53 ) . 
Hglène Chou8 is most directly aware of this line of 

thought in Derrida. In her mSortiesrw ehe uees the 

Detridian methodology of reversing and dieplacing 

hierarchized oppositions. As one critic observes: 

French philosopher Jacques Derridafe general 
project of a subversive questioning of the 
Western philosophical tradition and its 
metaphysics has opened up new areas of study that 
no longer take for granted such basics as the 
definition of *Mann as a rational being, in 
control of everything. (Hutcheon Canadian 
Postmodern 18) 

Lacan's theories have much influence on Kristevafs 

thinking. The starting-point of Kristevafs psychoanalytic 

theory is Lacanrs distinction between the 'imaginarym and 

the "symbolic. a In the ..imaginary, a the child experiences 

unity with its mother, and the price to be paid for the 

acquisition of language in the msymbolic* is repreesion of 

desire for that lost unity with the mother. exile from the 

"imaginary." mieteva elucidates her critique by 

inttoducing a distinction between the 'semiotica and the 

msymbolicfa in which the former is related to Freud's 



primary and the latter to his secondary processes. 

misteva' s distinction between msemioticœ and msymbolicm 

corresponds to Lacan's between the %maginaxyw and the 

msymbolic.u The interaction between these two terms then 

constitutes the eignifying procees. The eemiotic tefers to 

the prelinguistic disposition of instinctual drives as they 

affect language and its practice. It precedes the symbolic, 

with which it is related in dialectical conflict. According 

to misteva, the symbolic is a domain of position and 

judgment. It cornes into being later than the semiotic. at 

the time of the mirror stage, It ie "language as 

nomination. sign, and syntax.' And 'it involves the thetic 

phase, the identification of the subject and its 

distinction from objects, and the establiehment of a sign 

systemu (misteva, Deoire in Lan-age 136, 19) . 

Significantly, Krietevafa eemiotic involves the pre- 

Oedipal ptimary procesaes. The endlese flow of pulsions is 

gathered together in the mchora," a t e m  Ktieteva borrowed 

from Platofs T h e u 8 .  misteva appropriates and redefinea 

this Platonic concept and concludes that the %horaa is 

neither a sign nor a position. This pre-verbal 'choram is 
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anterior to eymbolic signification, denotation, syntax, the 

word, even the eyllable. ft functions in diecourse as a 

supplementary register to that of the eign and meaning. It 

constitutes the heterogeneoue, disruptive dimension of 

laquage. The advantage of Krieteva's thinking for women ie 

that it places the semiotic and the symbolic not in an 

order of superceseion (such that the fitst has to be 

abandoned before the second can be attained) but in an 

order of interaction. Interplay between the semiotic and 

the symbolic constitutes the subject in language, not as a 

fixity but as a subject-in-process. This implies that the 

"chorau can never be destroyed, no matter how much it is 

repressed . 
aieteva's important distinction between the semiotic 

and the symbolic has established the very foundation for 

many other polarities. Her work has often taken as its 

central concept a polarity between *closeda rational 

systems and *openm disruptive systems. The semiotic throws 

into confusion al1 tight divisions between masculine and 

feminine and proceeds to deconetruct al1 the ecrupulous 

binary oppositions by which societies such as ours survive 
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(Eagleton 189) . According to Krieteva, the *eemioticw may 

be associated with the female body, and the *symbolicw is 

linked with the L a w  of the Father which censors and 

represeee in order that diecourse may come into being. 

W o m a n  is the silence of the nunconsciouew which precedee 

discourse. "She is the 'Other,' which stands outside and 

threatens to disrupt the conscious (rational) order of 

speecha (Selden 144) .  What is ordered and rationally 

accepted is continually being threatened by the 

mheterogeneousm and the "irrationaLW On the other hand, 

since the pre-Oedipal phase is undifferentiated sexually, 

the semiotic is not unequivocally feminine. Although the 

semiotic is in Kristevafs words "connotedu as materna1 and 

CO-extensive with the pre-Oedipal, to take it for a 

specificity of womenfs writing would mean a gross 

misunderstanding of Kristeva8s theory, Obviously, some 

dominant forms of avant-garde writing are "ferninine" 

despite the fact that they have been produced by men. 

mieteva relates the use of eound in poetry to primary 

sexual impulses. In hie poetry, Mallarme, "by subverting 

the laws of syntax, subverts the Law of the Father. thus 
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identifying with the mother through hie recovery of the 

‘maternai' semiotic fluxœ (Selden 144) .  Avant-garde 

literature demonstrates how the primary proceeses i n . e  

the rational ordering of language and threaten to disrupt 

the unified subjectivity of the nepeakeru and the reader. 

The psychoanalytic theoriee about instinctive drives 

have especially attracted feminist critics who have 

attempted to articulate the subversive and apparently 

formiese resistance of some women writers and critics to 

male-dominated literary values. Given that Freud's text 

clearly communicates a vision of woman as deficient man. 

feminist resistance to psychoanalysis is understandable. 

~ n d  yet both in France and in America, the usefulness of 

psychoanalytic inquiry to feminist inquiry has become more 

and more apparent. Veminiet paychoanalysism basically 

evolves out of two currente of neo-Freudian theorizing: 

that of the object relations analyste in England and 

America and that of the Lacanians in France. Whereae 

American feministe locate the core of patriarchal power in 

inter-persona1 relations and would radically reconetruct 

the family, French feminists explore how patriarchal power 
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functions on the symbolic level and would deconstnict the 

sentence. In other words, French feminist theory 

inwetigates the ways that 'the femininem hae been defined, 

represented, or represeed in the eymbolic syetems of 

laquage, metaphyeics, psychoanalysis, and art. 

Ferniniet criticism exposes the ptejudices at work in 

our appreciation of cultural artifacts, and shows how the 

linguistic medium promotes and transmit8 the values woven 

through the fabric of our society. Whereae the egalitarian 

argument in feminist criticism demands equal representation 

in literature of womenfs and men's experience of life, 

post-structuralist feminism denounces representation itaelf 

as already a patriarchal paradigm. 

Chinese Feminist Consciousness 

Karen Offen insiste that in order to understand fully 

the historical range and possibilities of feminism, *we 

must locate the origins and growth of these ideas within a 

variety of cultural traditions, rather than postulating a 



hegemonic mode1 for their development on the experience of 

any single naticnal or sociolinguietic tradition-be it 

Anglo-American, or French . . . or any otherœ (151) . In other 

wotds, feminism muet be inclusive rather than exclusive, 

progressive rather than static; it muet be mrevisionedœ by 

expanding our inveetigative horizons. 

Obviously, contemporary feminism rose mainly out of 

concerns of Western bourgeois women, and only in recent 

years have we heard voices of black women, lesbians, and 

women in the Third World expressing feminist views. 

Although feminist literary criticiem has been thriving in 

Western countries in the last decades, it has not, in fact, 

rallied under its banner a significant number of supporters 

in many Third World countriee. Such reality makes people, 

both i n  the West and China, wonder if there is, for 

example, a conscioua ferniniet movement in China. One critic 

definee feminism as 'the expression of a consciousnese that 

nowadays penetrates into al1 epheres of life including 

male-dominated institutions, organizations, and parties .... 
Where women ~tart raising questions inetead of obeying, 

fighting instead of acceptingm (Deretlacher 2 3 7 - 3 8 ) .  If we 
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follow this definition of the term, feminism does without 

doubt exist in China. This assertion ie enforced by Karen 

Offenfs definition of feminiets. According to her, 

feministe are people who recognize the validity of women's 

own interpretations of their lived experience and needs, 

exhibit consciouaness of, discornfort at, or even anger over 

institutionalized injustice (or inequity) toward women as a 

group by men in a given society, and advocate the 

elimination of that injustice by problematizing and 

challenging the coercive power, force, or authority that 

supports male prerogative in that particular culture (152). 

In China, "[a] history of the many struggles of the 

wornenfs movement ... bas revealed ta women the magnitude of 

the problem, both the depth and tenacity of the economic 

and ideological foundations of womenfs oppression in 

society, and the eensitivity that surrounds such a 

strugglen (Croll 332) . The ancient Chinese concept of yin- 
yang otiginally symbolized the interaction of dynamic 

principles in the universe. Eventually their associations 

changed. Yin became equated with passivity. darkness, 

degeneration, and femaleness, while yang wae associated 



with activity. creativity, light, and malenese. This 

philosophy, expanded by Confucius in the 5th century B.C. ,  

fomed the very foundation for the intensely patriarchal 

culture of traditional China. In that culture, Chinese 

women were subject to the Three Obediences (to fathers, 

huebande, and sone) and to the Four Virtues (to be humble. 

silent. clean and adorned to please the husband, and hard- 

working) . 
Political and social movements provided the context 

for the development of womenfe movements in China. The late 

nineteenth century witnessed the beginning of the 

emancipation of Chinese women. Threatened by Western 

invasion, the ruling class wooed female resources to 

increase productivity and atrengthen national defense. 

Under these circumstances, women were, for the first time 

in Chinese history , given equal educational opportunit ies 

and, with their increaeing participation in political 

movemente. women'e statue began to improve. Women played an 

important role in the overthrow of the Qing Dynasty and the 

birth of the Republic. Yet after the 1911 Revolution the 

ruling party refused to make provision for womenfs suffrage 
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and gender equality in the Constitution of the Republic. A 

women's suffrage movement and continued proteste from 

women's groupe failed to produce any sigdficant change. 

Womenrs memente in China regained momentum during 

the May Fourth Movement. Starting as a patriotic movement 

of Chinese intellectuals in reaction to domestic turmoil 

and the threat of Japanese militarism, "the May Fourth 

Movement was actually a combined intellectual and 

sociopolitical movement to achieve national independence, 

the emancipation of the individual, and a j u s t  society by 

the modernizatioa of ChinaN (Chow Tse-tsung 3 5 8 - 5 9 ) .  The 

May Fourth Movement of 1919 then grew into the New Cultural 

Movement, which was an attempt to refonn China. The 

intellectuals problematized and challenged traditional 

culture, the root of many age-old problems, and turned to 

Western culture for new solutions. "'Womenrs problems8 w e r e  

also an important issue in the general humanitarian concern 

of these ref ormersM (Ku 180) . They demanded equal rights 

for women and condemned old customs such as foot-binding, 

arranged marriage, concubinage and prostitution. Although 

the 1924 legislation promised to give equal rights to men 
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and women in law, marriage, education, economic opportunity 

and political participation, the inetitutionalization of 

equal rights for women did not produce any subetantial 

improvement in womenrs statue becauee traditional values 

were still predominant and resistant to changes in eociety. 

Chinese women came to realize that "actual life and 

struggle have taught us that real equality between men and 

women doesn't corne of itself, and it can't be given by 

anybody" (Croll 332). 

In twentieth-cent- China, we see two eras of 

concentrated feminist thinking: one was during the May 

Fourth period of the 1920s and 19308, and the other is the 

post-Mao era after 1976. Womenfs liberation has been an 

obsession with Chinese intellectuals since the turn of the 

twentieth century. Obviouely, the history of classical 

Chinese literature waa dominated by men. The single event 

that changed the Chinese literary landecape was the May 

Fourth Movement, which in fact produced the first group of 

modern Chinese women mitera. Although literary works by 

women were, at that time, still relatively few, these works 

w e r e ,  for the first time in the history of Chinese 



literature, considered rare items worthy of value and 

respect. In their Fuchu lishi dibiao (Emerging from the 

Horizon of Hietory) published in 1989, Meng Yue and Dai 

Jinhua euggeet that modern Chinese literature hae produced 

not only a good nunbtr of professional women writers but a 

female literature and a female literary tradition as well. 

They perceive the May F o u r t h  generation as the forerunner 

of that tradition (Meng and Dai 14). 

Of the May Fourth Chinese women writers, Ding Ling 

(1904-1986) is a leading figure in  exploring womenfs 

dilemma. As Yi-tsi Mei Feuerwerker says, "with the 

appearance of 'Shaf ei nüshi de rij if (The Diary of Sophie) , 

an unprecedented frank portrayal of the contradictory 

sexual feelings of a tubercular, high-strung young woman, 

Ding Ling was well on heir way to becoming one of China's 

most celebrated-and in the eyes of some, notorious--women 

writersN (6) . In the 19208, Ding Ling's own life became an 

example of the new independence being won by women.  As a 

young girl, ahe demonetrated for equal rights for women and 

successfully oppoeed an arranged marriage for herself. She 

studied and traveled alone. She took a lover and pursued 
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her owa career. She lived the life of an independent woman. 

When she had a child, she felt that it hampered her 

independence and therefote handed the child over to her 

mother. Ding Ling, of course, alao established hereelf as a 

major creative writer during theee yeare. It was her 

writing that originally brought her to the attention of the 

public. Her early works were strong in social sense and 

revolutionary spirit, probing and unveiling social evils 

and moral hypocrisy masked behind Confucian traditions. 

The early Ding Ling writings, auch as "The D i a r y  of 

Miss Sophien (Shafei ncshi de riji) (1927) , can still be 

illuminating to contemporary feminists. They prefigure 

contemporary women' s writing in a number of ways : "the 

focus on female subjectivity; the criticism of patriarchal 

ideology and institutions; and, most eignificantly, the 

problematization of writing and discourse through gender 

experience" (Liu 39). Moreover, Ding Ling is dietinguished 

for her gallery of heroines, and her style is reminiscent 

of the romantic, sensuous, and melancholic. Ding Ling'a 

first protagoniets were modern, Western-influenced youth, 

and her themes were mainly love and marriage. Her story 
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*The Diary of Miss Sophiew enjoyed laeting popularity among 

Chineee readers, for the story expresses an awarenees of 

sexual ineqwlity underlying patriarchal oppression and 

touches upon one of the moat sensitive iesues in the May 

Fourth Movement, that is, an individual's effort to assert 

persona1 freedom and happiness under the crippling weight 

of patriarchal society. But what Ding Ling, like other 

women writers during that period, contributes most to 

modern Chinese literature is that she records the active 

feminine response to the chaotic events of modern Chinese 

history, particularly those of the May Fourth period, which 

"dislocated al1 former waye and values, mixed up al1 

classes, and destroyed al1 faith, al1 proper orientationa 

(Lavrin 16) . 
About half a century later, Zhang Jie's story "Love 

Must N o t  Be Forgotten* (Ai ehi b u m g  wangjide) published 

in 1979 marked another turning point in Chineee literature 

following Maore death, as is attested by the controversy it 

provoked. "Chineee readers, accustomed as they were to 

socialiat realiem, were stuaned by the subjective voice of 

the fernale narrator and the story's forbidden eubjectu (Liu 
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3 9 ) .  mite a few crit ics  voiced either their disapproval or 

support of Zhang Jief s story. One reminde her that '[a]s 

literary workers, shouldnOt we be alert to and eradicate 

the corruptive influence of petty bourgeois ideas and 

sentiments?" (Xiao 4) . In contrary, Dai Qing 

enthusiastically welcomes Zhang'e departure f r o m  the 

dominant literary orthodoxy (4) . 
In a way, contemporary Chinese women writers have 

taken up where writers like Ding Ling and her generation 

le f t  off in the thirties. If we compare womenfs works of 

the May Fourth period and thoee of the post-Mao era, we rnay 

find certain common characteristics as follows: 

(1) Female protagonists predominate . 

(2) The problems they encornter involve sex, 

love, marriage, and the family. 

(3) These problems of sex, love, marriage, and 

the family, are usually intended to reflect  and 

comment upon large and important contemporary 

social issues, including not only the feminine 

issue of womenfs place in Chinese society but 

also other important political and economic 



issues of the day. (Duke xi) 

Although the similarities between theee two periods may be 

merely coincidental, they do demonstrate that the two 

generations have much in coanion. chiefly among them an 

almoet identical feminist conacioueness. They both 

represent a reaction against the conventional order, 

reason, schematization, ritualkation, and stnicturing of 

life. ~ n d  they both have ushered in an emphasis on 

sincerity of love, mutual understanding, and women8s 

awareness of their roles beyond those of mother and wife. 

In this sense, contemporary Chinese ferniniam seems to be a 

continuation of that of the May Fourth Movement. 

However, the literary works of contemporary Chinese 

women writere are characterized by their more direct 

engagement with the social and political problems that 

women face. If the feminist conecioueness of the May Fourth 

arose in responee to the perceived collapse of traditional 

and hierarehical order. the contemporary Chinese women 

writers like Zhang Jie built theirs on a new order, that of 

a socialist variant of patriatchy in which Chinese women 

are subordinate within the family and manipulated to suit 
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state policies on economic development. If the feminiet 

consciousneee of the May Fourth is characterized by its 

radicalism and anarchism, the present one is more or less 

found in the Marxist-socialist mode. Therefore, 

contemporary Chinese feminism ie not necesearily a direct 

continuation of that of the May Fourth. 

Feminism has, in general, been associated with the 

development of women8s movements in the West. In fact, 

feminists have considered feminism as a social movernent. 

Part of the self-image of contemporary ferninism in the West 

is the identity between feminism and a womants movement. 

Obviously, the various meanings of the term "feminismm 

correspond to the stages of development of the women's 

movement in the West and, therefore, may not always be 

relevant in the context of contemporary China. It is in 

this sense that 'femini~rn,~ when applied to the Chinese 

context, c m o t  be taken to stand for an aggreseive, 

organized, political women's movement. Neither does it 

represent feminist eeparatism, which may be understood as a 

departure from al1 previous traditions impoeed by men, and 

the attempt to recreate a new world from a female point of 
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view, in particular modes of thinking, forme of laquage 

and artistic expression, as well as patterns of social 

behavior . 
Needless to Say, women's problems should not be 

separated from their local social, economic, cultural. 

political, and psychological background. Anyone who looks 

for feminism in women's literature in China muet keep in 

mind that the expectations of the Chinese public toward 

women's literature do not encourage feminist writing which 

openly and explicitly problematizes and challenges social. 

economic, or political dimensions of patriarchy. 

Furthemore, there is no emerging organized women's 

movement, which in the West has helped eo much to promote 

female writers. The root of the problem lies in the 

persistence of feudal attitudes and the total control of 

the political life by the Comnnuiist Party, which doee not 

allow an independent women's movement to exist. So, in the 

Chinese context, feminist statements are not put forward in 

an aggreesive and forceful manner; instead of making 

appeals and offering solutions, they very often deal with 

possibilities and proposals. 
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Western feminisma and their Chinese counterpart are 

markedly different. While the former is embedded in liberal 

legal and political individualism, problematizing the very 

nature of subjectivity defined in Western culture, the 

latter is more concerned with the social injustice that 

women face in their daily life, concentrating on the 

"unhappy marriagea between feminist consciousness and 

socialist reality. G i v e n  the fact that Western feminisms 

and Chinese nfeminisms" have different emphases, it is no 

wonder that Canadian and Chinese women writers have 

different concerns and priorities in their respective 

writings. While Canadian women writers are constantly 

obsessed with "character formation and the difficulty of 

maintaining ontological securityH (Fogal 1161, their 

Chinese counterparts believe that literature contributes to 

the transformation of society. 

Consequently, contemporary Chinese feminism ie not a 

simple duplication of its Weetern counterpart. Rada 

Ivekovic, a Yugoslav feminist, has used the term 

"neofeminist" to depict the stnxggle for feminiet aims in a 

society where many of the political and economic issues 
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socialiem, but where many of the social, sexual, and 

psychological dimensione of womenge emancipation remain 

essentially unexplored within formal social channels 

(Ivekovic 735). Although Chinese women writere admit that 

the legal and economic achievements of women are 

insufficient for f u l l  emancipation, many of t h e m  like Zhang 

Jie and Wang Anyi reject the tenn feminist as they know it 

from the Western European and American contexts in which it 

implies liberal legal and political individualisrn. 

It is neceesary to pinpoint the different emphases 

between Western feminisms and Chinese feminist cxiticism. 

Yet  to exaggerate discrepancies in sweeping statements such 

as the following ie equally tnisleading: What is clear is 

that the problems that face Chinese women who are emerging 

from a feudal Confucian eociety have nothing to do with the 

problems of Western women who are trying to get out from 

under the thumbs of capitalism and monotheismw (Kristeva, 

"La Femme" 139-40) . Insof ar as 'woman is traditionally uee- 

value for man, exchange-value among menu (frigaray l o s ) ,  

both Chinese women and their Western counterparts are 
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engaged in the common struggle to free their bodies from 

being the property and propriety of men. Similarly, 

f eminist echolarship, whether Chinese or Western, worke 

toward the same goal of expoeing the collusion between 

ideology and cultural practicee and deconstructing 

predominantly male cultural paradigms. 

Thematic Emphasis , Narrative Strategies 

and Common Pursuit 

Womenrs writing about women has become an important 

vehicle of feminist consciousness and enlightenment. It is 

certainly true that male writers on womenrs i ssues  may 

adopt progressive attitude and achieve some positive social 

effect. Yet, the vital and major part of feminist writing 

is without doubt that written by women, who draw on their 

own experience for inspiration. Their works, committed and 

involved descriptions of female reality, are tranelated 

into women8s demands for social change and therefore 

present continued challenge to male dominance in social, 



political, and literary life. 

Feminist literary works, Canadian or Chinese, take 

their textual life from an encoding of the dynamic of 

womenfs oppression and their resistance. Women8s works - very 

often narrate a eimilar progress from oppression, 

suffering, victimization, through various stages of 

awakening conscioueneas to active resistance and, finally, 

to some form of victory, transformation, or transcendence 

of despair. Very often, feminist novels privilege and 

endorse womenrs bonding and female friendshipe; 

problematize, marginalize, subvert, or re j ect heterosexual 

love and passion; and interrogate family and motherhood. 

Their characteristic modalities are Bildung and utopia. 

Their characteristic tone compounds rage at women's 

oppression and revolutionaxy optimism about the possibility 

for change. 'Thanks to the works of feminist writere, we 

are facing a new situation: exit Man, enter Humdnkind, 

including Womanm (Hutcheon, Canadian Postmodern 18 ) . 

How does feminist criticism affect literature? In 

order to understand the collusion between literature and 

ideology, feminist crftics have realized that they need to 
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evolve a theory, which can help them change the tradition 

that has silenced and marginalized them for eo long. 

Moreover, understanding the heritage of feminiet writers 

both in Canada and China certainly requires theoretical 

investigation. In literary criticiem, feminist scholarship 

does more than merely append women to the discipline as it 

exists, for the inclusion of women raises questions that 

reshape the discipline. In the same way that womenrs 

history ha8 modified notions of historical evidence and 

periodization, the reading of women writers alters 

standards of literary excellence, redefines literary 

periods, and reshapes the canon. 

Finally, feminiet literary theoriee, Western and 

Chinese, may open up exciting avenues for analyzing the 

works this thesis has choeen to explore. In reading 

Kogawa's Obasan, for example, we can eee hou Kristeva8s 

semiotic working in the way that mrepreesed consciousnessn- 

-the silences that Naomi's narrative and Emily's documents 

emit-irrupte and dieturbe the narrative. The survey of the 

progress of Chinese feminist thinking may help us 

understand how feminist consciousness developed in the 



works of contemporary Chinese women writere and what 

specif ic strategies thoae airiters uaed in demythifying 

male-dominated discourse. 

"In Canada the two maj or (but by no means only) new 

fonne [postmodern and metafictional] to appear have been 

those that embody ethnicity and the female" (Hutcheon, 

Canadian Postmodern 18). The direct engagement with the 

cultural and social problems that women face is 

characteristic of much of Canadian women's writing, in 

which women are very often ptesented as victims. For many 

Canadian women writere, what is most important for a woman 

who ha8 realized her dilemma is, first of all, V o  

acknowledge the fact that you are a v i c t i m  but to refuse to 

accept the assumption that the tole is inevitable" (Atwood, 

Survival 37) . The f irst chapter of this thesis will examine 

Margaret Atwood's The Bdible W ~ m a n  (19691,  Surfacing ( 1 9 7 2 )  

and The Handmaid's Tale (1985) , which best illustrate 

Atwoodye views of women as victims and provide striking 

insights into women's victimization. Also discussed in this 

chapter are Gallant' s A Fairly Good Time (1983) and 

Kogaways Obasan (1981), both of which attempt to 
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investigate the ways that 'the femininen hae been defined, 

repreeented, or represeed in the symbolic system of 

language . 
When we turn to the Chinese literary scene, we find 

that Chinese women writers eeem to pay mch attention to 

the problems that women face in their pursuit of career 

success and persona1 happiness. They are concerned, in 

particular, with the "unhappy marriage" between feminist 

consciousness and socialist reality. The second chapter 

will explore the works of Wang Anyi, Zhang Jie, and Zhang 

Xinxin, who express a strong feminist consciousness in 

their works. This chapter will also pay special attention 

to some of the narrative strategies these writers have 

employed in order to locate the core of patriarchal 

dominance. 

Most noteworthy in both Canadian and Chinese women's 

works is the fact that their female protagonists are keenly 

intent on their persistent pursuit for identity. The third 

chapter will thus concentrate on the fundamental 

muniversality" both Canadian and Chineee women writers 

share when they insist that women, be they white or 
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nonwhite, have the right to assert their own values, ta 

assert their own identity. 

Regarding the subject of comparative literature East- 

West , Heh-hsiang Yuan raiseci three questions : " (a) What do 

w e  compare? (b) How do w e  compare? (c) What possible 

results do we expect?" (1) . There have already been 

numerous answers to those questions. Hopefully, this 

thesis, a comparative analysis of some contemporary 

Canadian and Chinese women writers, may provide another, 

concrete response to Yuan's challenge. 



CHAPTER ONE 

CANADIAN W o m N  WRITERS 

Victims or Victors: A Thematic Analysis 

of Three Canadian Noveis 

Woman is the Sleeping Beauty, Ciadetella, Snow White, 
she who receives and submits. In song and story the 
young man is eeen departing adventurously in search of 
a woman; he slays the dragon, he battles giants; she 
is locked in a tower, a palace, a garden, a cave, she 
is chained to a rock, a captive, sound asleep; she 
waits, (de Beauvoir 271-72) 

De Beauvoir's image of the fictional heroine, of her 

passivity and confinement, implies womenfs victimization 

presented by the majority of literary works written by men. 

In their narrative, womenfs role is to wait; their l i f e  is 

static. Excluded frorn active participation in culture, the 

fictional heroine withdraws into herself. Similarly, 

literary works produced by women themselves often suggest 

that women are victime. The emphaais of their narrative, 

however, is different: their female images are dynamic 

rather than static, positive rather than negative. Above 
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ail, their heroines8 role is not to wait, but to resist. 

The situation of being a victim and trying to survive 

àramatizes Margaret Atwood's major thesie in her critical 

work S w i v a l  : A Thematic Guide to Canadian Li terature, in 

which she suggeets that Canada, metaphorically still a 

colony or an oppressed minority, is "a collective victim," 

and that *[t]he central eymbol for Canada ... is 
undoubtedly Sumivalu (32). Atwood, furthemore, enurnerates 

what she labels "basic victim positions," whereby a victim 

may choose any of the four possible options, one of which 

is to acknowledge being a victim but refuse 'to accept the 

assumption that the role is inevitable" (Survival 37) . This 

position m a y  explain the situations in which Atwood's 

female protagoniste find themselves: feeling oppressed, 

trying to identify the real cause of their oppression and 

fighting to repudiate the victim role. Thie position, 

Victim Position Three, fit8 the heroinea of Atwood's works 

because * [tlhie ie a dynamic position, rather than a static 

one; from it you can move on to Position Four (to be a 

creative non-victim), but if you become locked into your 

anger and fail to change your situation, you might well 
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find yourself back in Position Two (regardhg yourself as a 

fated victim and doing nothing about it) a (Atwood, Survival 

3 8 ) .  This position defined by Atwood demonstrates the major 

difference between male and female writers in portraying 

female characters. 

T h e  Edibf e W o m a n  

Atwood's works are usually concentrated on the 

tortuous and tormenting journey of the women in search of 

their self-consciousness. The Edible W o m a n ,  Atwood's first 

published novel, is about a young womanfs reluctance to be 

mdevouredw by her husband and children. In describing the 

thematic emphasis of the novel, Sherrill Grace points out 

that *[ f ] rom the title through the tightly images of food 

and eating to the symbolic cake lady, the narrative 

presents the social, physical, and emotional prevalence of 

consumptionm ( 9 4 ) .  Manifeeted in thie novel are the choices 

with which Marian, the fende protagonist, is confronted: 

she must be either a victor or victim, either a consumer or 

the consumed; she must speak either in a first-person self- 

confirming voice, or in a third-person disembodied voice. 
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In this novel, "the struggle not to be victimized becornes a 

moral imiperative; passive acquiescence does not absolve 

guilt or remove reeponsibilitym (Grace 3) . 
The gdible W- explores how Marian moves from 

unconscious captivity to self-conecious and hope of self- 

determination- Obviously, Atwood's heroine does not face a 

gloomy picture from the beginning. She begins her story 

cornplacently: '1 know I was al1 right on Friday when 1 got 

up; if anything 1 was feeling more stolid than usualN 

(~twood, EW 11) . She has a decent job, a secure home with a 

tolerable roommate, and a satisfactory relationship with a 

lover who does not impose many demanüs on her. She seems to 

be moving toward the conventional ending of "happy-ever- 

afterN which she equates with marriage. 

In the following two days, however, her security is 

threatened. Her job with Seymour S w e y s  takee on an 

orninous eignificance when she ha8 to eign the pension plan, 

her 'signature going into a file and the file going into a 

cabinet being shut away in a vault eomewhere and lockedw 

until the day when she turne sixty-five and must live in "a 

room with a plug-in electric heater" (Atwood, EW 21) . And 
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on the same day, her eense of permilIlence ie disturbed when 

Ainsley, her rwmaate, declarea that ehe ie going to 

produce a baby without the benefit of clergy and conceive 

it in Marian's apartment. S t i l l  woree, Petet, her lover who 

has carefully cultivated hie 'playboyW image and seems to 

be loath ta make ;uiy legal commitments, suddenly becomes 

domestic and proposes . 
Marian has two major fears. She is afraid of losing 

her freedom while chooeing her own identity and life-style. 

Marriage, like the pension plan, might make her fit into a 

preformed role. At the end of Part One of the novel, ahe 

attempts to begin to fit by listing al1 the things she 

should do to tidy up her affairs in preparation for 

marriage. She knowe that "1 must get organized. 1 have a 

lot to do" (Atwood, EW 103 ) . She is fully aware that she 
must not w a s t e  her the: '1 canrt let m y  whole afternoon 

dribble away, relaxing though it is to ait in this quiet 

room gazing up at the empty ceiling with m y  back against 

the cool wall, dangling m y  feet over the edge of the bedw 

(Atwood, EW 103). Her other fear is of total 108s of 

identity. She feels that ehe is Xdissolving, corning apart 



layer by layer like a piece of cardboard in a gutter 

pudâlen (Atwood, BIY 218) . And [a] he wae afraid of losing 

her shape, epreading out, not being able to contain herself 

any longeru (Atwood, BW 219) . At an office Party, 
eurrounded by women co-workers , [el he felt them, their 

identities, almost their substance, pass over her head like 

a wave ... she was one of them, her body the same, 

identical, merged with that other flash that choked the air 

in the flowered room with its sweet organic scent; she felt 

suffocated by this thick sargasso-sea of femininityn 

(Atwood, 6W 167) . Against this fear, the idea of marriage 
seems at times a safeguard: "çhe s l i d  her engagement ring 

back ont.0 her finger, seeing the hard circle for a moment 

as a protective talisman that uould help keep her together" 

(Atwood, EW 218). But the complexity of her dilemma lies in 

the fact that the magie ring also locka her into one of the 

preformed identities she dreads. 

What Marian really desires becomes clear to her only 

very gradually. She has persuaded herself to want marriage, 

and evades as long as possible the meaning of al1 the 

d u e s ,  the fearful images of victimization and entrapment. 
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The sensible, calm self, BO carefully constructed to keep 

her safe, ha8 almost betrayed her into the paralyzed, 

stereotyped identity she moet fears. She ie fully aware 

that Ainsley %ad constructed her image and now she had to 

maintain ita (Atwood, EW 119), and Peter *exchanged the 

free-bachelor image for the mature-fiancé one and adjusted 

his responses and acquaintances accordinglyw (Atwood, EW 

120). Although ehe notices how frequently other people 

exist in narrow fabrications of self, she is slow to 

realize her collusion in her own identity-freeze. She 

persuades herself that the "nicely packagedv (Atwood, EW 

146) Peter is what she should devote herself to, and that 

marriage can be as practical and well organized as she 

believes her own personality is-wmPeter and 1 should be 

able ta set up a very reasonable arrangementm (Atwood, EW 

102). At this tirne, ahe undoubtedly believea that Peter is 

an "ideal choice* for her. 

Unfortunately, however, the relationehip between her 

and Peter turns out to be like the chase, eymbolized by the 

image of the hunt. Instead of being his beloved, she 

becomes Peterfs target and victim, captured and frozen 
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within his eyes, which have been characterized as the tools 

of the hunter capturing hie prey: 'He glanced quickly over 

at me, his eyes narrowed as though he was taking aimsn 

(Atwood, BW 81) . Later, when Peter takes pictures at his 

party, she is terrified. She equates the canera with a 

lethal weapon, hereelf in red àrees 'a perfect targetm 

(Atwood EW 244) .  Evading several of his efforts to 

photograph her, she runs away: "She could not let him catch 

her this time. Once he pulled the trigger she would be 

stopped, fixed indiseolubly in that gesture, that single 

stance, unable to move or changea (Atwood, EW 245)  . This 

party, Peter's conventional gesture of farewell to 

bachelorhood, precipitates, at last, her full realization 

that she cannot let herself be 'stoppedu in this way in her 

life, and that she is to be corseted, coiffed, dressed, 

hung with ornaments, made up and made over to please Peter, 

who, "a homicidal maniac with a lethal weapon in his handsm 

(Atwood, EW 246) , is haunting her . At Peter' s party, Marian 
is dreseing and acting as she is suppoeed to, she is being 

"smiling and efficient* (BW 233) as a good hostess, and ehe 

is briefly amazed and pleased that she is performing her 
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role so well. But finally she has to ask: w a s  that 

tiny two-dimensional small figure in a red drese, posed 

like a paper woman in a mail-order catalogue, turning and 

smiling, fluttering in the white empty spacern and she 

cornes ta realize: "This couldntt be it; there had to be 

something morem (Atwood, BW 243) . 

Marian's role as victim is first evoked through the 

symbolism of the "festive red dressn (Atwood, BW 219) which 

she wears to Peter's Party.  As Marian is deacending to 

captivity and imprisonment, her nightmare intensifies. 

Marian becomes increasingly aware that as she loses her 

sense of choice and free will, she is dominated in turn by 

fate. In Chapters 8 and 9, she recognizes the impulse of 

this nightmare and the need for escape from a world of 

which she has lost control. She realizes that she is partly 

responsible for her dilemma. She has passively allowed 

herself to please Peter, who telle her that  ehe looks 

marvelous with that red àress. She is aware of her 

discornfort with this invented image: "New she wondered 

whether or not she did look absolutely marvelouen (Atwood, 

EW 2 2 8 )  . 



In The B d i b l e  W-, "[mlarriage ie presented as 

owning , as coneuming , as entrapmenta (Hutcheon, V r o m  

Poetic to Narrative Structuresm 18-20). Marian is driven to 

revolt againet w h a t  seeme to be her fate. Fearing that ehe 

may be consumed by othere' expectations, she decides that 

only a rejection of her propoeed marriage to Peter can lead 

to her liberation fz-om the prison of eociety and return her 

to freedorn and a new life. Although the ending of the novel 

seems to  be pessimistic. in as much as Marian is faced with 

the same decisions as before and bas to search for a n e w  

job, new accommodations, and a new lover: she has, 

nevertheless, attained a new knowledge of herself. She has 

completed her journey into self-alienation and out again. 

The E d i b l e  W o m a n  explores and investigates the 

predicament of a woman who createe a fiction of self in an 

attempt to control her own reality, and who then has to 

deal with the ways in which her own fiction controls her. 

A t w o o d  sets her exploration of thia psychological quandary, 

however, in an environment whose social victimization of 

women is made clear. "The most obvious theme of The Edible 

Woman is that of consumptiona (Grace 94) . The dominant 
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image of the novel, appearing repeatedly in event, motif 

and metaphore, is an image of consumption, of woman as 

central commodity in a world where everything is comodity, 

and everybody is packaged for consumption. In the novelrs 

consumer eociety, Atwood's heroine has euccessfully avoided 

being swallowed into the nonentity or the etereotyping of 

identity ehe has dreaded. The victory may be precarious, 

but it is real. 

Surfacing 

"Surfacing has been variouely interpreted as a 

religious quest, a psychological journey, a search for 

national identity, and a narrative of emerging feminist 

power* (Berryman 51) . Like her f irst novel The Edible 

W o m a n ,  Atwood's Surfacing aleo presents a crisis in the 

development of a female protagonist. But Surfacing 

introduces a young woman far more fearful, desperate, and 

alienated f rom her true self than The Sdible Woman. In 

Surfacing, the author is examining among other things, "the 

great Canadian victim complexa (Gibeon 20) . The f emale 
protagonist, alienated and powerless, yet also determined 
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and strong-minded, d e s  a lasting impression on the reader 

of Surfacing, which rejects a particular tradition of the 

repreeentation of women: their passivity. 

~twood' s Surfacing grapples with the question of what 

it means to be human. To be human requires one's acceptance 

of one of the inescapable binary opposites: to be a victor 

or a victim. This dilemma shapes the novel's plot and 

determines its point of view. In this novel, Atwood's 

unnamed heroine-narrator is a divorced freelance artist, 

who escapes her city-bound imprisonment. or "normal life," 

and enters the wilderne~s, where self-transformation occurs 

within the legends of landscape. The reader watches her 

transform herself from a schizoid personality into a basic 

human creature by accepting the wilderness of nature. In 

thie novel, the protagonistfs external search for her 

father ia paralleled by her interna1 search for her self. 

mile the idea of rejecting the old self by fleeing "normal 

lifem and of eetabliehing a new one by returning to the 

primitive ie attractive and promising, the actual process 

turns out not to be BO simple. This journey, once started, 

turns out to be full of perils as well as promises. It is 



painful becauee m[e)verything from history must be 

eliminatedu (Atwood, Surfacing 190) . The heroine undergoes 

sufferings becauee there is no warmth or comfort in the 

natural world where she eeeks refuge, only a lack of 

hypocrisy . 
D i f  ferent from T h e  Bdible W o m a n ,  Surfacing seems to 

take a more comprehensive view of the situation of its 

protagoniste Surfacing is "the multi-leveled quest f o r  a 

contemporary Persephone for a particular type of freedom" 

(Grace 9 8 ) .  The novel surveys human foibles--questions of 
a 

power, guilt, innocence, expiation for a variety of sins-- 

rather than solely female ones. But not until the book's 

ending does the protagonistrs understanding of her capacity 

for evil become complete, To renounce power, to remain a 

passive v i c t i m  of others, she realizes, ie an exercise in 

futility: if she wishes to survive in this world, ehe must 

"join in the var, or she would .be deetroyedm (Atwood, 

Surfacing 203). She wishes that there were other choices 

but finds that there are not, What is morally easential, 

however, is for her to acknowledge her power, accept her 

imperfection, take responeibility for her actions, corne to 



terms with death, and 'give up the old belief that 1 am 

powerless and because of it nothing 1 can do will ever hurt 

anyoneR (Atwood, Surfacing 206) . 
Through the perceptions of her narrator, Atwood 

recorde the pathology of a aexual relationship in which the 

male asserts his maeculinity by inflicting physical and 

psychological pains: 

Hef s got this little set of rules. If 1 break one 
of t h e m  1 get punished, except he keeps changing 
them so 1 8 m  never sure. H e r s  crazy, therefs 
something missing in him. ... H e  likes to make me 
cry  becauee he cangt do it himself. (Atwood, 
Surfacing 13 1) 

Throughout Surfacing, sex is linked with mechanization, 

humiliation, coercion and death, and the themes of 

violation (physical, psychological, and ideological) 

provide the focus for Atwood's particular challenge to the 

male-"universal." 

Surfacing records escape and entrapment: Atwood's 

heroine escapes from city into nature, the wilderness; but 

she ie trapped in sexual humiliation, and caught i n  the 

ambiguous mingling of desire and powerlessness. Surfacing 

describes the semial battlefield. To love is dangerous 



because it runs the risk of drowning f r o m  desire, and 

because '[flor woman, the activity of desiring frequently 

becomes the paseivity of being deeiredR (1 mine 96) . To be 
loved impliee another kind of danger becauee ite 

consequences may be to be dominated and to be rendered 

powerless. Atwood's female protagoniet cornes to  realize 

that she cannot allow the desire to be loved ta control her 

sexual life, and she sees the point of struggling toward 

distancing. 

The last  part and climax of Surfacing, where the 

heroine, alone on the island, yields to her madness and 

acts out her alienation by rebelling against her friends 

and stripping herself of al1 signa of civilization, is 

clearly of a positive kind. She has moved from paesivity to 

action, has been brought face to face with her past, her 

suppressed problems, her eelf, and stands on the threshold 

of eomething new. Of course, what it will be remains 

uncertain, but a t  least hitherto unformulated questions 

have now been asked. Progress bas been made. As one critic 

observes : 

[The last part of Surfacing] is a stage through 



which the heroine passes. In the end she re- 
enters her own time; she refuses ta  be a victim; 
she sees herself in the glass as a natural woman; 
she is able to laugh; she accepts the child she 
is carrying; ehe rediscovers trust; she is ready 
ta begin again. (Stratford 122) 

m a t  &es Surfacing so unique is that the heroine 

seems wholly transfomed and wholly determined to "surfacen 

in al1 her full power into the world of culture. What has 

happened to her is that she has been so empowered by her 

fusion of spiritual or psychic and natural energies that 

she has brought about an implosion of her own world, a 

shifting of her selfhood £rom its stance on the margins of 

male society to a state of being in which her own female 

personality is central and independent, and patriarchy, if 

not obliterated, has been moved to the margin for her. 

Therefore, she has tranaformed herself from being a victim 

of male domination to a victor over patriarchy, turning 

patriarchal space inside out eo that it can no longer 

threaten or limit her being. Although the reader doea not 

experience the heroiners return to society, the impression 

that she makes on the reader is that she will no longer 

return to a peripheral or eecondary status. And the reader 



is quite sure that the unnamed narrator will really 

transcend the past to find new meanings in the present. 

Although thia novel ie aleo about victimization and it 

also ends with ambiguity, an optirnietic reading may find 

that the ending is hopeful rather than despairing. It is 

hopeful becauee the narrator comes to realize that she can 

refuse to participate in the destructive wmythologising" of 

her society: "This above all, to refuse to be a victim" 

(Atwood, Surfacing 206) . It is hopeful because for the 

first tirne, she understands and shows compassion for the 

subjective dimensions of others. She comes to realize why 

her father, %elanding hie life, protecting bath us and 

himself, in the midst of war and in a poor country," must 

take efforts "to sustain h i s  illusion of reason and 

benevolent order" (Atwood, Surfacing 204) . She f inds how 

her motherrs ~meticuloue recordsu of the weather "allowed 

her to omit . . . pain and isolationa (Atwood, Surfacing 

204) . Now, even her perception of her lover, Joe, is 

changed: "he isn't an American, 1 can see that now ... he 
is only half-fomed, and for that reason 1 can trust h i m n  

(Atwood, Surfacing 207) . The narrator now comes ta 
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understand the nature of human limitation, the need to 

define 'things by their absence; and love by its failures, 

power by its lossw (Atwood. Surfacing 204) . H a v i n g  f inally 

surfaced, she recognizes that the world is still what it 

was, death ie e t i l l  a practical joke, and the %ormal lifen 

is still tempting. Thus Yrom now on P l 1  have to live in 

the usual wayff (Atwood, Surfacing 204) . By declaring: "To 
trust is to let goa (Atwood, Surfacing 207) , Atwoodg s 

protagonist ha8 abandoned her former eenee of enclosure, 

thus gaining a liberated self and establishing a sound 

basis for her constructive action within this world. 

Hopefully, the rejection of the mnormalm society, a male- 

defined world, may open a woman to a full possibility of 

establishing her identity, and it may also make her 

understand that " [n] aming your own condition, your own 

disease, is not necessarily the eame ae acquieacing in it. 

Diagnosia is the first stepa (Atwood, Surfacing 42). 

Obviously, Surfacing ie more than a matter of 

survival; it is a question of salvation. The protagonistfs 

parents have taught her that ealvation requiree the 

resurrection of death through the conception of life. Once 
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she has laid the ghoet of her aborted baby, she can finally 

conceive an-: '1 can feel my loet child eurfacing within 

me, forgiving me, rising from the lake where it has been 

prisoned for so longw (Atwood, Surfacing 173). As the lost 

child surfaces, the mother achieves her long sought 

salvation. 

Signif icantly, both The E d i b l e  W o m a n  and Surfacing 

address themselves to victimization, to the victimization 

of women. They indicate that repudiation of victim roles 

cornes only after the protagoniets of the novels have 

identified the real cause of their oppression. More 

significantly, both novels are dynamic rather than static. 

Fear of enclosure is the reason for their ambiguous 

endings. Finally and perhape most eignificantly, the 

journeys of both Atwood's female protagoniets are 

intrinsically the same: the real cause of their oppression 

must be identified; energy aaist be traneformed into 

constructive action; and efforts must be made to repudiate 

the victim role. 



The  andm ma id's Tale 

Margaret AtwoodJ s The iÉanaàaaidOs Tale ie, among other 

things, a strong political tract deploring antifeninist 

attitudes. It is the fulfilment of the earlier promise of 

Atwood's Surfacing. If the narrator in Surfacing can still 

choose her lover, the female protagonist in The Hanhaid's 

Tale hae only two choices, neither of which, however, is 

promising : 'Dive me children, or else 1 diea (Atwood, HT 

57). 

Margaret Atwoodf s The Hm&aidOs Tale is narrated by a 

woman called Offred who is living in the Republic of Gilead 

(a futuristic society that may be a possible evolution of 

the U.S.). Offred is a handmaid, someone who is used only 

for reproductive purposes by membere of the male elite 

whose wives cannot bear children. The church-state regime 

of Gilead endorees such an unorthodox practice out of 

neceesity to solve a fertility crisie among the population. 

In this novel, Atwood has taken both the socio-ecological 

excesses and the burgeoning conservatism of the religious 

right that may be found in the contemporary U.S. and 

extrapolated them to their most extreme point, drawing a 
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picture of how terribly monitored our future lives might 

be . 

The reader is told that sometime in the mid-19808 the 

president of the U.S. wae aaeassinated and the constitution 

suspended. During the turmoil of the decade that followed 

there developed an authoritarian regime based on a return 

to "traditional valuesw and fundamentalist Christianity. 

Rebellious Quakers and Baptiste were hunted dom and 

slaughtered by the military, known as the  Angels of Light. 

The police were given the name of Guardians of the Paith, 

and the secret police were called the Eyes. 

In Gilead, as a result of radiation and excessive use 

of toxic chemicals, fertility has dropped to such a degree 

that drastic measures have ta be taken. Appropriate men, 

called Commanders, are chosen for stud duty, and a team of 

"handmaids," potentially fertile young women who are 

protected as a species, are installed to serve them. In 

t h i s  Gileadean society, handmaids are absolutely nothing 

but wombs, because "[w]e are containers, itfs only the 

inside of our bodies that are importanta (Atwood, ilT 90) . 
In one of the services, ironically called "ceremonyw in the 
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novel, the heroine has to lie in the marital bed b e t w e e n  

the Commander's wife's thigha, k ing serviced by the 

Commander* For the hancimaid and the Conmiander, or for al1 

of the three present, there is no love or pleasure, because 

they are only doing their duty. H e r e ,  Offred'e situation 

lucidly illustratee Simone de Beauvoir's assertion in The 

Second Sex about men defining woman not as an autonomous 

being but as simply w h a t  he decrees her to be relative to 

him: "For him she is sex--absolutely sex, no less. She is 

defined and differentiated with reference to man and not he 

with reference to her; she is the incidental, the 

inessential as opposed to the essential. He ie the Subject, 

he is the Absolute-she is the Other" (XVï) . 

The hancimaid's world is like a nineteenth-century 

school, ruled by taboos. The handmaids al1 âress in red, 

and must walk in twos; the Wives Wear blue and the Marthas 

(the domestic servants) W e a r  green. Al1 W e a r  habits dom to 

the ground, and long sleeves; the hmdmaids are also 

blinkered by nunlike coife, lest they catch the eye of a 

man other than the one they belong to. Death is the penalty 

for transgression, 
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In Kristevats words, "[al woman bas only two choices: 

either to experience herself in eex hyperabetractly (in an 

'imnediately universal' way, as Hegel would eay) eo as to 

m a k e  hereelf worthy of divine grace aad assimilation to the 

symbolic order, or else to experience herself as different, 

Other, f allen (or in Hegelt s terms again, ' [il mmediately 

particulart ) * ( "Stabat Materm 592) . The handmaids in Gilead 
also have two choices, neither of which, however, is 

desirable. If she cannot bear children within a limited 

time, the dire alternative for the handmaid, who will be 

declared Unwoman, is banishment to the Colonies, where 

women clean up radioactive waste as slave laborers and are 

destined to die. If women's life can be described in terms 

of "bridebed, childbed, bed of death," the handmaids in 

that Gileadean society can only find themselves on the last 

two. The handmaidts life journey is sunmiarized by Offred, 

who saye: "We are for breeding purposes. We arentt 

concubines, geisha girls, courtesans. On the contrary .... 
There is euppoaed to be nothing entertaining about us.... 

We are two-legged wombs, that's all: aacred vessels, 

ambulatory chalicesa (Atwood, HT 128) . Al1 this reminds the 



reader of Simone de De Beauvoir% words: "Women? Very 

simple ... she is a womb, an ovarym (De Beauvoir 3 ) .  

Besides, sterility can only be the handmaid8s fault, 

because 'there is no such thing as a eterile man ... there 
are only women who are fruitful and women who are barren, 

thatrs the lawu (Atwood, HT 5 7 ) .  But the desire to be a 

mother takes on a totally different meaning in the 

Gileadean society. For the handmaids, to be able to bear 

children means to survive. 

The state in Gilead sets a pattern of life based on 

frugality, conformity, censorship. corruption, fear and 

terrer-in other words, the common terms of existence 

enforced by totalitarian States, in which men seem to have 

absolute power over the fate of women. In The Hmdmaidrs 

Tale, the past (out preeent) is regarded as 'a society 

dying ... of too much choicea ( 2 4 ) .  Therefore, in such a 

society as Gilead, choice ie prohibited. Then when choices 

become severely constrained, life seems to be a painfully 

prolonged prison tenn. People only feel buried. Ironically, 

in the Gileadean society, the victimization process does 

not involve Offred and other hanàmaids alone; it extends to 
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the oppressors as well. Everyone ruled by the Gilead regime 

suffers the deprivation of having no choice, except what 

the church-state decrees, and even the Commander ia 

compelled to perform his aexual assignment with Offred as a 

matter of obligation: T h i s  is no recreation, even for the 

Commander. This is serious businessu (Atwood, HT 89)  . 

The authoritarian society of the future might make the 

reader long for the world of our preeent; and to denounce 

Gilead seems to leave us no alternative but to endorse the 

old system-our present one. The restrictions of the 

Gileadean society make todayrs "rulesa look like freedom: 

'1 remember the rules ... donrt open your door to a 

stranger .... Donrt go to a laundromat. by youreelf, at 

nightn (AtwoodI EIT 24) . As bad as our eociety might be, 

when compared to the repressions of a totalitarian regime 

like G i l e a d ,  it is free. Freedom, like everything else, is 

relative and conditional. Laundromats represent freedom, as 

Offred, in one of her nostalgie "attacks of the paat," 

recalls the days when she were able to go to laundromats: 

"mat I wore to thern: shorts, jeans. jogging pants. What 1 

put into them: my own clothes, my own eoap, my own 
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money. . . . 1 think about having such controlw (Atwood, HT 

2 4 ) .  Laundromts are freedom, as are short dresses, high 

heels, and make-up, which are al80 prohibited in Gilead. 

Furthemore, Of fred constantly yearns for her former 

marriage with Luke. She had been a happy wife and rnother in 

"the time before, with a husband, a daughter, a secure 

job, money to spend, and, most importantly, a name of her 

own. NOW, robbed of  al1 of the above ("Offredu is not her 

name. Her Commander's name is Fred, thus she is an object 

"Of F r e d " ) ,  she is only expected to conceive. 

ûverwhelming lonelinees and boredom afflict her even 

more than oppression. 'Nobody dies from lack of sex," 

Off red discovers, " [il t ' s a lack of love we die f rom. 

Therets nobody here 1 can love, al1 the people 1 could love 

are dead or elsewheren (Atwood, HT 97) - Now even her 
beautiful body, instead of being a source of pleasure as in  

the past, becomes the seed of hatred, an enemy: 

My nakedneae ie etrange to me already. My body 
eeems outdated. Did 1 really Wear bathing suits, 
at the beach? I did, without thought, among men, 
without caring that my legs, my ams, m y  thighs 
and back were on dieplay, could be eeen. 
Shameful, immodest. 1 avoid looking dom at m y  
body, not so much because it's shameful or 



immodest but because 1 donOt want to look at 
something that determines me so completely. 
(Atwood, HT 58-59) 

The reason is obvious: in the paat, ehe would think of her 

body as an instrument of pleaeure, or a meane of 

transportation, or even an inplement for the accomplishment 

of her will. Aithough there were limits, her body was, 

nevertheless, lithe, single, solid, one of her, one that 

completely belonged to her, to ber will, to her desires. 

Now she finds that her body is different. She turns into a 

cloud, congealed around a central object. In that Gileadean 

society, her body is not what it used to be. It is etiff, 

rather than lithe. It is empty, rather than solid. It is 

ugly, rather than beautiful. It brings her nothing but 

disgust and hatred. 

In Atwood's Gilead, even the male leaders are not 

immune to longing for the illicit pleasure of the paet, to 

"an appreciation for the old thingsa (Atwood, EET 1 4 7 ) .  

Offredfs Commander takes it upon himself to break the 

rules, summoning her to corne to him alone in his private 

study. She goes to the assignment expecting, as the reader 

does, whips and chaina, eexual perversion. Instead she only 
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finds herself in a marvelous comic situation. What the 

Commander wants is to play with her a g a m e  of Scrabble, 

which represents the pleasure of the past he longs for. 

In Atwoodf s The Hdlzdmaid*~ Tale, the paat ( o u  

present) was terrible: "‘Yeu eee what things used to be 

like?'" Aunt Laddie aeks after the showing of a 

pornographie movie. It portrays ' f rom the seventies or 

eighties ... women kneeling, sucking penises or guns, women 

tied up or chained or with dog collars around their necks, 

women hanging f r o m  trees, or upeide-dom, naked, with their 

legs held apart, wornen being raped, beaten up, ki l l edw 

(Atwood, HT 112). Reading this, the reader might ask: is 

our f r e e d o m  real or is it only a eham? And the very 

suggestion that Gilead stands for a possible evolution from 

our society, or the North America of the 19808, must be 

taken as a crushing indictment of our own timee. 

But Atwood's mfeminismR in The Xmdmaidrs Tale is not 

simple. In this novel, the present (our possible future) is 

terrible in another way: There is m o r e  than one kind of 

freedom.. .. F r e e d o m  to and f r e e d o m  from. In the days of 

anarchy (our present tirne is referred to here), it was 
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freedom to. Now you are being given freedom f r o m n  (Atwood, 

HT 24). Aïthough she questions how much freedom our society 

allows the female, Atwood e t i l l  implies that our Vreedom 

tom is preferable to the new orderf s Vreedom fromlff which 

only means a condition of alavery and powerlessnees. Atwood 

makes her idea clear whea the nazrator recalls women of our 

present time in films: *women on their 0~11, making up their 

minds .... They seemed to be able to choose ... then" 

(Atwood, WT 24). Looking at the images of women in an old 

copy of Vogue, Offred sees in their "candid eyesm there was 

"no quailing, no clinging." She then heartily admires: 

"Pirates, these womenff (Atwood, HT 147) . 
Many of the female protagonists in the works of 

Canadian women writers find themselves in the position as a 

victim but refuse "to accept the aesumption that the role 

[as a victim] is inevitablea (Atwood, Survival 37) . This 
position fully explains Offredfs role as the protagonist- 

narrator of The Haadmaid's Tale. Offredls progress as a 

maturing consciousneas is indexed by an evolving awareneas 

of herself as a victimized woman, and then a gradua1 

development toward initially risky but assertive schemes 
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that break the slavery syndrome. Her double-crossing the 

Commander and his Wife, her choice to hazard a sexual 

affair with Nick, and ber association with the underground 

network, al1 point to the shift from being a helplees, 

passive v i c t i m  to  being a sly, eubvereive survivor. This 

impulse to survive transmit8 reaesuring signa of hope and 

humanity in an otherwise chilling and depressing tale.  

But this novel is not merely a picture of patriarchy, 

nor a series of comparisons and contraet between our 

present and our future. Margaret Atwood also explores how 

women may benefit from and therefore acquiesce in their own 

oppression. 'As both a Canadian and a woman, [Margaret 

Atwood] protests any tendency toward easy paesivity and 

naivety; she refuses to allow either Canadians or women to 

deny their complicity in the power structure that may 

subj ect t h e m m  (Hutcheon, Canadian Poetmodern 12) . Women are 
the dominant victime in Surfacing, but men also become 

victims in The Handinaid's Tale, for they victimize 

themselves. The new world of The Handmaid's Tale is a 

womanrs world, even though governed, seemingly, and policed 

by men. The real power in the household lies with the 



regally blue-robed Wife, who was, in the old days, a 

celebrated TV personality, and is now feetering with 

reeentment at the world in which women are barred from any 

visible public role. She arranges and supervises the sex 

pmcesses, in which the handmaid, desexed and dehumanized, 

is obliged to participate, while [t] he Conunander, too, is 

doing hie duty* (Atwood, HT 89) . It is also worth noticing 
that in such a seemingly male-domixzated society as Gilead, 

al1 the male characters are weak. On the other hand, not 

al1 the females are sympathetic. In Gilead, women are also 

the victirns of a right-wing feminism that endorses and 

supports patriarchy in return for certain privileges. The 

Aunts, a vicious elite of collaborators who conduct torture 

lessons, are among the church-staters staunchest 

supporters: these renegades turn into zealous converte, 

appropriating male values at the expense of their own 

values. Aunt Lydia, one of the fernale church-state8 a 

supporters, serves as the epokesperson of antifeminiem. She 

urges the handmaids to renounce themselves and become non- 

persons: "Modesty is invisibility,' eaid Aunt Lydia, 

'Never forget it. To be seen--to be seen--is to be--her 
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voice trembledo-penetrated. What you must be, girls, is 

impenetrablecu (Atwood, IIT 28) In Gilead, there are quite 

a lot of women who are willing, ready and anxious to serve 

as Aunts, either because of a genuine belief in what they 

cal1 "traditional values," or for the benefits they may 

thereby acquire. The novel clearly reminds the reader that, 

century after century, women have been complicitous in 

their own undoing. 

For women writers like Margaret Atwood, writing can 

hardly be separated from social and cultural issues. What 

sparkles out of her novels is her political intent and 

ferniniet focus. Her novels are written out of a conviction 

of the value of women and the necessity for women to be 

critically conscious of their own roles in conventional 

social structures. Significantly, her Yeminismm is a 

dynamic one. 

In Margaret Atwood's description, \ [t] he tone of The 

E d i b l e  W o m a n  is lighthearted, but in the end it's more 

pessimistic than Surfacing. The difference between them is 

that The Bdible Womém is a circle and Surfacing is a 



spiral* (Sandler 14)  . In Surfacing, wilderness is not 

preeented as an alternative to twentieth-century existence 

but rather as a place to be emerged from with strength 

renewed. =ter her nerve-vracking descent into the 

wilderness , the protagoniet surf acee with a new aff innation 

of life. In that sense, the heroine of Surfacing 

accomplishes more than Marian in The B d i b l e  Woznan,  for, not 

only does she eave her self, but she aleo creates a new 

life. In SuIfacing, the haroine's liberation is real and 

complete. Her quest to wilderness and her journey to 

wholeness not only record her survival, but also lead her 

to salvation. She accepto her condition of eubjection 

including her guilt as "naturalU until her experiences in 

the wilderness enable her to see "the world with n e w  eyesn 

(Blodgett, "On Surfacingw 83) - 
Obviously, Atwood's The Handuraid's Tale is double- 

edged. T h i s  novel may be read in terme of the catastrophic 

extreme of the imposition of a certain kind of female 

order: women are respected above al1 for their mothering 

function; women burn pornography; and women punish 

deviation from the nom. Like the sadistic Aunts in The 



Han&aidr8 Tale, it ie women w h o  are oppresaing other 

women, and it is women who are making other women non- 

pereons. In the long hietory of human cruelty and pillage, 

women are actors as well as victims. If [il n the earlier 

phase of modern feminiet writing on literature (Kale 

Millett, Germaine Greer, Mary Ellmann) the emphasis was 

often quite political in the senee that the writers were 

expressing angry feelings of injustice and were engaged in 

raising womenfs 'politicalf awareness of their oppression 

by men" (Selden 1321, the reader of The Hfüzdmaid's Tale 

will see a different picture, in which women are not only 

ruled by men, but also oppressed by members of their own 

gender. If in Gilead the male dominance is visible 

everywhere, the invisible matriarcbal p o w e r  is also 

pervasive. If Gilead is designed by men, it is women who 

make it n>n, who keep it in line, j u s t  ae Linda Hutcheon 

observes: Wilead may be patriarchal in form, but in 

content much is matriarchaln (Caaadiaa Postmadern 156) . 
This novel suggests that women should, if only gradually 

and painfully, realize their own complicity in 

victimization and stop playing the game by others' niles. 



Therefore, it is inappropriate to overeimplify 

Margaret Atwood' e 'f e m u i i s m w  in her The H'cnriaidrs Tale, in 

which, the author, having realized that feminism today 

should be different fran what it vas yesterday and that 

women should not be simply characterized as a single group 

on the basis of a shared oppression, does not isolate 

herself by gender. In thie way, her mfeminisma in The 

Handmaid's Tale upholds and cherishes a man-woman axis; 

here, "feminism" functions inclusively rather than 

exclusively, poignantly rather than stridently, humanely 

rather than cynically, thus transcending the limitations of 

traditional feminism and providing such feminism with fresh 

enlightenment. 

Narrative Strategies in 

A F a i r l y  Cood T i m e  and Obasan 

During the past two decades, feminiet critics have 

approached writing by women with an %biding commitment to 

discover what, if anything, makes womenfs writing different 
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from men's* and a tendency ta feel that aome significant 

dif f erences do exist (Koladny 78 . French f eminists claim 
that umen8sm language is not eimply inadequate because 

incomplete; rather, they argue that a patriarchal monopoly 

upon naming has left no voice whatever for women.  Helène 

Cixous, Luce 1 rigaray, and Marguerite Duras, among others, 

ascribe a male gender to laquage and find the ferninine at 

the level of the silent, the unconscious. In their view, 

discourse--liaear, logical and theoretical-is masculine. 

When women speak, therefore, they cannot help but enter 

male-dominated discourse; speaking women are silent as 

women (Munich 239). 

Similarly, in her discussion about the common 

tendencies among women writers wuch result from their 

exclusion from dominant diecourse, King-Kok Cheung suggests 

that womenfs writing is "characterized by silence, both as 

a theme and as a methodm ( 4 ) .  As a t h e m e ,  according ta 

Cheung, ailence breaks many barriers to female expression, 

such as rejection by the literary establishment and imposed 

repression, while the art of silence covers various 

"strategies of reticence," including irony, hedging, coded 
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language, and muted plots, used by women writers to tell 

the forbidden and name the unspeakable (4) . Obviously, the 
silencing of women is both a motif and method that run 

through both Gallant8s A Fairfy Cood T h e  and Kogawa's 

Obasan, in which the authors articulate their protagonists' 

dilemaa and plight by employing the Vtrategies of 

reticence? 

Cheung further argues that many women writers distrust 

inherited language and decline to assert themselves as the 

voice of t n i t h  (4). The question whether language can 

represent ferninine reality has divided American and French 

feminist theorists. As Margaret Homans describes it, there 

is an opposition between the view, on the one hand, that 

"experience is separable from language" and, on the other 

hand, that "laquage and experience are coextensive" (186). 

In an attempt ta mediate between the two schools of 

thought, Homans argues that although 'there is a 

specifically guider-baeed alienation from language that is 

characterized by the special ambiguity of womenle 

simultaneous participation in and exclueion from a 

hegemonic group," several North American noveliets, such as 
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Marilyn French, Alice Walker, Toni Morrison, and Margaret 

~twood, express this alienation by \representing their 

skepticism about representationm (205) . Mavis Gallant and 
Joy Kogawa, as we will eee, share sidlar ekepticism in 

their works. 

A Fairly Good Time 

One of the most striking aspects of Gallant's novel is 

its emphasis on mother-daughter relationships, which are 

central to the development of the novel. Through the etory  

of mother and daughter, characterized as man uninterrupted 

dialogue of the deaf* (Gallant 4 5 ) ,  the author suggests the 

misunderstanding and subsequent impossible coinnunication 

between the mother and the daughter. The mother-daughter 

relationehip in th i s  novel is narked by emotional 

conflicte, and always it is the child who is vulnerable. In 

this novel, Shirley mourns her mother, her first husband 

P e t e  Higgine, and her second hueband Philippe Perrigny. One 

critic defines thie book a8 a Vomedy of mannere* (Besner 

581,  but Gallant uses this comic made, 1 suggest, as a 

trope in the subtext of grief, one that counters the 



sadness and losa in general. 

A Fairly  Good T h e  reveals gradually a past and 

preeent dominated by the image of the mother. Shirley, 

throughout the novel, is eearching for facte, for 

enlightenment, for guidance, for assurance, for something 

to help her cross the deaert in which she finds herself. 

She has written a diatraught letter to her mother, and 

enclosed a eadly decomposed bluebell that she has picked. 

Her motherfs cool and relentlessly unsympathetic response 

to this tear-stained letter opens the novel: 

Don't cry whilst writing letters. The person 
receiving the letter is apt to take it as a 
reproach. Undefined misery is no use to anyone. 
Be clear, or, better still, be silent. If you 
must tell the world about your personal affairs, 
give examples. Donf t j u s t  sob in the pillows 
hoping someone vil1 overhear. (Gallant 7) 

Mrs . Norringtong s letter includes an injunction to [b] e 

clear, or, better still, be silent," and Shirley seems not 

to expect her mother to be capable of hearing her childish 

~ r y "  for attention, becauae "it would be contrary to her 

motherfs character to hear ita (Blodgett, "The Letteru 

Throughout the novel, Shirley's musings are mental 



conversations with hex mother. She seems intent on 

clarifying misunderstandings and on constructing a 

satisfactory life story. But she has trouble. She 

repeatedly hears her motherfs warninge and, when she writes 

to her mother, regreesee to childhood, expecting the 

replies "to contain magical solutionsa (Gallant 45), 

Shirley is always disappointed. She is unable to develop 

independent epeech because her voice has been silenced by 

the mother. As a result, the daughterrs voice becomee a 

"Silent Crya (Gallant 22). In the opening letter, Mrs. 

Norrington responds ta descriptions of her daughterrs 

disintegrating marriage by aunouncing that -you canft 

'understand' anyone without interfering with that personfs 

privacya (Gallant 7 ) ,  and continues with a discussion of 

botany and her daughter's illegible handwriting. She 

refuses to hear her daughterfs voice. As a consequence, 

Shirley remains min the dark, screaming for a light or a 

drink of water-for attention from the bright staying-up 

world downstairem (Gallant 249) . 
The genealogical Y ernale lineu (Gallant 4 0 ) between 

Shirley and her mother may exist, but a line of 



communication is never succeesfully establiehed. One 

morning after being abandoned by Philippe, Shirley 

experiences a hallucinatory vision of ber parente, who also 

abandoned her through death and emotional neglect: 

A milder luminosity--of imagination thie tirne-- 
surrounded two middle-aged persons cycling 
steadily up an Bnglieh hi11 .... The flower 
fragrance altered and reeembled the scent of the 
aging lovers, of soap and of death .... Ber 
parents, a loet pair, cycled off into the dark. 
They became smaller than a 8-11 living spider. 
What she required this morning was not a reminder 
of the past but a hannlees eubetitute for it. 
(Gallant 9-10) 

Regarding the actual letters changed between Shirley and 

her mother, Shirley thinks that they participated in "an 

uninterrupted dialogue of the deafa (Gallant 451,  and that 

her letters to her mother were screams for attention-just 

as her marriage was conducted in "a white silencen (Gallant 

125). Shir1eyts bluebell letter is a request for 

confirmation of her values, and for comfort, because she 

was so insecure that ehe wae troubled by a friend of her 

husband's calling him "poor Philippea with regard to his 

marriage to Shirley: "Poor Philippe., ... Hervé said it, 
muttering to his wife. Something about your being married 



to me. P o o r  Philippe, married to a wife who canrt even pick 

bluebells ! a (Gallant 249-50) , 

Significantly, just prior to hearing thie comment, 

Shirley undergoes an epiphanic m o m e n t  while picking 

bluebells, one of which she included in her letter to her 

mother as a sign, not as a request for identification. The 

bluebells represent l i f e  and love to Shirley. T h e i r  decay 

coincides with the final disintegration of her marriage: 

she kept them "in water three days alive and four days 

dead, and then you (Philippe) left meu (Gailant 250) . 

Bluebells are also connected to Shirley's father: "She 

remembered how her elderly father had called her Belle, 

first because he disliked the name Shirley, then because 

Belle corresponded to a generation and a measure of female 

beautyn (Gallant 66) . The flower is Shirley* s real name, 

then, and evokes a sense of her real self; it also evokes 

scenes of beauty: 

Suddenly 1 saw a lake of blue. The blond girl 
clutched her golden heart and turned at the same 
moment. For a second only, the new, sweet 
fragrance that rose from the blue lake was a 
secret between us. . . . [Tl his  color was blue and 
the scent was real, and as 1 crouched dom the 
better to see and touch 1 believed that you had 
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led me outside the city after all. (Gallant 249) 

Neither Philippe nor his friends can understand Shirley's 

experience of pastoral-like biies,  and ehe cannot 

understand their values either. So she sends a bluebell to 

her mother ineide a letter, hoping that "when she saw it 

she would know everything" (Gallant 249) . But Shirleyf s 
emotional needs are neither met nor acknow1edged by her 

mother, whose rationalistic epistemology makes no room for 

feelings . 

Obviously, Gallantfs narrative can assault our 

expectations of novel-reading, for the novel concerns "the 

writing of the unwritten" (Blodgett, "The L e t t e r "  174). and 

"multiple readings [are] made possible by the ambiguity of 

codingw (Radner 423) . In A F a i r l y  Good T i m e ,  meaning must 

be extracted from the fragments of narrative, and the 

meaning of Shirleyfs relationship to her mother surfaces as 

a significant subtext. Shirley's imagined letter of 

explanation to Philippe is simultaneously an apostrophe to 

her now-deceased mother, and a gesture of self-disclosure 

and hoped-for understanding and love. Interepersed in the 

narrative are Shirley's unreliable memories, other people's 
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contradictory recollections , Mrs Norrington' s letters , nThe 

Silent Cry,' and so on. 'Yet noae of theee texte possesses 

or confers any interpretive authorityw (Keefer 8 6 ) .  By 

undedning her own authority? the author eeems to suggest 

that literature ie of no more help than any other eemiotic 

system . 

Gallantrs novel Rfocuses on a tex+ that teaches one 

that Gallant must be read constantly, that ie, decodedw 

(Blodgett, "Heresy and Other A r t s n  8 ) .  The unsettling 

questions raised w i t h i n  this novel have overwhelmingly to 

do with language. Laquage, whether or not it is used to 

deceive, can convey only partial and subjective realities. 

It is seen as both problematic and potentially powerful in 

the development of alternatives to political, aesthetic, 

and intellectual traditions shaped by and for men. With 

Gallant's text  we are not reading a book, but language 

itself.  Languages used in Gallant's novel include Latin, 

French, German, Italian, Flemish and Spanish, as well as 

English, but incompreheneible accents and dialects are also 

heard. There is, as well, the language of Geneviève's 

novel, which Shirley depicts as a situation. Mrs. 
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Norrhgton's letter, written in responee to Shirley's cry 

for help (though ehe disregara the cry entirely), is 

accidentally incorporated into the novel within the novel, 

fragments of the text written by Philippe's friend 

Oeneviève (appropriately entitled A L i f e  Wi thin tife) . 

Geneviève's novel is also a fictionalized cry, but it is a 

narcissistic parody of Shirley's; that her motherfs letter 

of "good counselR (Gallant 25) becomes part of this novel 

demonstrates its lack of value for grief-stricken Shirley. 

Gallant, it seems, is commenting on the rhetorical 

distortion that can prevent communication, self-expression, 

and consolation. Shirley realizes that 'Geneviève's 

language w a s  a situation in itself .... Language is 
Situation .... The Silent Crya (Gallant 21-22), which 
suggests to the reader that if language is indeed 

situation, then Shirley's pitiable situation is rendered in 

a rhetoric of mouning, and her pursuit of happiness is a 

parallel performance to her narrative think-acts. Philippe 

becomes 'part of a long etozya (Gallant 137) , one that is 

written to, for, and about him, but not only him. Shirley 

addresses Pete, her mother and Philippe in her elegiac 
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epistle, mostly imagined; her addrees to the absent is her 

silent cry ,  and, as a result, the paet becomee 'detached 

from her, and floated away like a balloon" (Gallant 251). 

Her ability to remember, to rewrite, and then to forget and 

to continue seeking happinese is the mode1 of mourning that 

the reader is able to decipher, and learn, from the novel. 

Obasan 

Read as a woment s text , Kogawa' s Obasan yields fresh 

and foxceful interpretations of mother-daughter relations. 

It presents Obasanfs motherts absence as the problematic 

and the recovery of her lost identity as the means to the 

daughterts recovery of psychic health. In the process of 

"restoring the image of our mothersw and "embracing ... the 

materna1 pastN (Davidson xii) , the novel deals with the 

daughterfs effort to search for a lost mother as well as 

her attempt to find her own identity. 

Obasan is 'auntH in Japanese, but it can aleo mean a 

nwoman.m The title of Kogawa8e novel thus implicitly 

~acknawledges the connectedness of al1 womenfs lives- 

Naomi, her mother, her two auntsu (Fujita 41). Although 



Obasan focusee on one family and on a specific period, it 

does have a universal quality that transcende personal and 

political tragedy. In her novel, Kogawa endowe her 

characters w i t h  a tirnelees quality by calling them Obasan, 

Uncle, Father, Mother, and Grandma. Obasan, in particular, 

is  compared not only with the old woman of many Japanese 

legends but with *every old w o ~ n  in every hamlet in the 

world ... Cwho] stands as the true and rightful owner of 

the earth" (Kogawa 15-16) . 
Obasan begine with Naomi, a Japanese Canadian 

daughter, in eearch of a silenced, lost, and forgotten 

Japanese mother, and traces the daughterfs reconstruction 

of this absent racial/maternal figure. As one critic notes: 

Kogawa's representation of the myth of separation 
from the mother perhape approximatee most cloeely 
to Jacques Lacan's reinterpretation of Freud via 
Saussure and structural linguistics .... In this 
version the crisis of separation fram the 
mother's body coincides with entry into the 
eymbolic order of language [whichl presupposee 
the absence of the object it signifies .... Hence 
to enter into a world of relationships mediated 
by language ie to enter into a world of endless 
yearning. (Magnumon 61-62) 

"Situated on the crossroads of culture, Kogawa in 

Obasan shows a mixed attitude toward both language and 



silence and reevaluatea both in ways that undermines 

logocentrisma (Cheung 128) . Part icularly noticeable in 

Kogawa's novel O h m n  is the inveree relation between 

spoken and written expression. The narrator in Obasan has 

trouble telling her life story. She is silent and silenced 

as well. Even as a child she had been without speech, as 

Aunt Emily reminds her: "Yeu never spoke. You never smiled. 

You were so V n a j i m e . '  What a serious babyu (Kogawa 5 7 ) .  Yet 

her unspoken emotions break into print as poetry, 

autobiography, and novel. At the end of the novel, the 

poetic voice triumphs, celebrating the discovery/recovery 

of the mYoung Mother of Nagasaki." Therefore, as Kristeva 

uses the term, we aee the semiotic working in Obasan in the 

way that "repressed consciousnessu--the silences that 

Naorni's narratives and Rnilyfe documents emit--irrupts, 

disturbs, and disrupts the narrative (Kristeva, Revolution 

68-71). Kristeva derives the semiotic from infants' pre- 

Oedipal fusion with their mothere, from the polymorphous 

bodily pleasures and rhythmic play of mother-infant 

communication. ceneored or harshly redirected by paternal 

(social) discourse. The semiotic sets the bodily rhythm8 of 



poetry against the linear structures and codified 

representations of the eymbolic. In Kogawa8s novel, the 

semiotic is what the narrator appeals to in her referenee 

to uspeaking silence* in the epigraph, eilence that bears 

eloquent testimony and speech that recreates the experience 

of such silence. The novel moves from muteness or aphasia 

(Obasanrs character), to symbolic documentation (Emilyrs 

character) , to a speaking voice (the narrator' s poetic 

voice) , thus reordering the other genres of writing and 

giving to the expression of racial memory the power of the 

semiotic . 

Obasan navigates between the subject of the "1" and 

the language through which the subject is expressed and 

bases the thematics of recuperation of a lost mother in the 

thematics of recuperative powers of language itself. The 

subject of the novel can only be produced in the language 

of the novel. Naomi describes how, as a four-year-old, 

"Speech hides within me, watchful and afraida (Kogawa 5 8 ) ,  

yet in moments of crisis her mother acts m[w]ithout a word 

and without alam. , . .  A l 1  the while she acts, there is calm 

efficiency in her face and she doee not epeakff (Kogawa 59). 
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Unfortunately, the umbilical cord between N a d  and her 

mother is soon severed not only by her motherBs departure 

for Japan but by the sexual abuse Naomi suffers by O l d  Man 

Gower ,  a white neigbbor, the racial implication of 

domination by the powerful majority being quite clear. She 

refuses to tell her mother of this abuse, thus causing a 

rift between them: 'If 1 tell my mother about Mr. Gower ,  

the alarm will send a tremor through our bodies and 1 will 

be t o m  from her. But the secret has already separated us. 

The secret is: 1 go to seek Old Man G o w e r  in his  hideawayn 

(Kogawa 64-65) .  H e r e  the author attempts to link a 

particularly female condition of sexual silence to her more 

general concern w i t h  the condition of minoeity silence. The 

sense of Japanese propriety Naomi has been taught to uphold 

defies articulation of this abuse, so that the "motfier 

tonguea--eymbolized by her mother-fails her for the first 

tirne. Simultaneously, her confusion ie compounded by her 

perverse attraction to the suc and race that abuses her, 

perhaps because that race controle, while denying through 

an injunction to silence, accese to the very language that 

would allow her to utter her abuse. In either case, 



uncommunicative silence leade to passivity and 

powerlessnese, as Rough Lock B i l l  tells Naomi: Van% read. 

Cantt talk. Whatre the good of you eh?' (Kogawa 145) .  It 

appears that without the discursive power of language there 

can be no conununication, no knowing, no identity, no self 

as a linguistically constituted eubject, in a word, no 

agency. People m u e t  narrate themselves into hietory or be 

doomed to extinction. 

If the mother-daughter relationship in Gallant's novel 

depends on letters, that relationship in Kogawats story is 

constituted in silence, in the overflowing absence of the 

mother whose presence is acknowledged in the oppressive 

presence of silence as a central trope in the book. The 

first chapter opens on the ecene of narrator/protagonist as 

mystified interrogator: What is the matter, Uncle? ... why 

do we corne here every year?" (Kogawa 3 ) .  After Uncle 

Isamuts death, Naorni returns to the house of her childhood, 

and through flashbacks and with the documents given to her 

by Aunt Emily finally goee on to decipher the ridàïe which 

has been embarrassing her. The central mystery of Naorni's 

family is: Why did my mother not return? After al1 these 
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years, 1 find niyeelf wondering, but with the dullness of 

expecting no reeponsea ( K o g a w a  26) . 
The trope of silence, central to the text, develope in 

two forme of nonspeech: Thete ie a silence that cannot 

speak. There is a silence that will not speakn (Kogawa 

epigraph). The silence that cannot speak. w e  are informed 

later, refere to Obasan. NaomiOs suLTogate mother. But it 

is the materna1 silence, the willed absence of speech, 

associated with Naomifs absent mother. against which the 

daughter muet struggle moet. The first silence arises from 

powerleseness, the second, more wilful, from denial. In the 

course of the novel the reader learns that the absent 

figure is the mother and that the silence of impotence and 

denial belong t o  her and those Japanese Canadians who for a 

generation kept the truth of the mother's death in the 

Nagasaki holocaust frorn her daughter: \'Please tell me 

about Mother,' 1 would Say as a child to Obasan. 1 was 

consumed by the question. Devoured alive. B u t  Obasan gave 

m e  no answersn (Kogawa 26). The subject/interrogator is 

herself *devoureda by the question of her lost mother. The 

surrogate mother's inability to reecue the child from the 
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*consumingW question prepares the reader for the diecovery 

of the real niother's complicity in her daughter8s 

mystifications. 

This kind of meaningful silence, which Naomi believes 

to be typically Japaneee, continues to haunt her into 

adulthood in the figure of Obasan. To Obasan, 

[el verything" has become 'f orgetfulnesem (Kogawa 26) . It 

is because the hidden memories are so painful and horrible 

that she refuses questions: "If it is not seen, it does not 

horrify. What is past recall is past pain. Questions from 

al1  these papers, questions referring to turbulence in the 

past , are an unnecessary upheaval . . . " (Kogawa 45) . B u t  

Naomi  knows " [t] he language of [Obaeanr s] grief is silence. 

She has learned it well, its idioms, its nuances. mer the 

years, silence within her mal1 body has grown large and 

p o w e r f u l m  (Kogawa 14). Therefore, Obasan becomes the figure 

of resisting silence: "The greater m y  urgency to know, the 

thicker her silences have alwaye been. No prodding will 

e l i c i t  cluesa (Kogawa 4 5 ) .  She is also the figure of 

deliberately obfuscating silence, the silence whoee obverse 

side of the protective shield is repression. 
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In King-Kok Cheungf s v iew,  'Obasan navigates between 

voice and voicelessness in both content and form. ft 

invites the reader to listen at once to a voice for 

justice, embodied in Aunt Emily, and to an Wndergroundf 

language of love and forgiveneee, exemplified by Obasana 

(26). The narrator, however, seems not to privilege Aunt 

Emily as the affirmative answer to Obasanre negating 

silence. After all, through the decades of physical 

isolation, deprivation, and emotional h u t  that the 

children experienced in the Canadian prairies, it is 

Obasan, rather than Emily, who has "motheredn them. Naomi 

offers instead a truncated memoir, that is, a microscopic 

wonnts-eye view of her familyfs experience before, during, 

and after World War If. The reader is compelled to read 

between the lines, ta make connections between ckeams, 

fairy tales, and events, and between 'fragments of 

memoirs.' The text also incorporates excerpts from Emilyrs 

journals, which expose the linguistic and political abuses 

cornmitted by the Canadian government that led to the 

internment of Japaneee Canadiane. However, Naomi doea not 

adopt the sure voice of Emily and sees this auntts belief 
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in documentation of fact as a limited and ineffectual mode: 

nElsewhere, people like Aunt Emily clack away at their 

typewritere, spreading words like buckehot, aiming at the 

shadow in the sky.... But what good they do, 1 do not 

know. ... They do not touch us where we are planted in 

Albertam (Kogawa 189) . Against Aunt Emily8 e energetic 

indignation, Naomi is "curiously numb" (Kogawa 3 4 ) .  Their 

interaction activates the dialogic quality of the fiction's 

sociopolitical materials . To Naomi, [pl eople who talk 

about their victimization make me uncornfortable. It8s as if 

they use their suffering as weapons or badges of some kindm 

(Kogawa 34) . To Aunt Emily, however, " [al lot of academic 

talk just immobilizes the oppressed and maintains 

oppressors in their positions of power" (Kogawa 35) . If 

Naomi is the question to Obaean's silence, Emily is the 

fact to Naorni's imagination. The opposition between Obasan 

and Emily is that of silence and fact, but the narrative 

does not rest on such dualism. To heal herself, Naomi has 

to go beyond both modes of language, the language of 

recessive silence and of eociopolitical fact. 

The daughter's new knowledge of her mother8s death 
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enables her to imagine her mother's final sufferings and in 

imagination empowers her to possess her mother once again: 

"Young mother at Nagasaki, am 1 not also there?" (Kogawa 

242). The adult Naomi, realizing the damage done by her 

mother's silence, describes the child/Naomi as suffering "a 

double wound. The child is forever unable to speak. The 

child forever fears to tella (Kogawa 243) . She is now fully 

aware of the destructive force of imposed silence: "Gentle 

Mother, we were lost together in Our silences. Our 

wordlessness was Our mutual deatructionm (Kogawa 243). But 

as an adult, endowed with knowledge long kept secret from 

her and with enabling speech, the narrator/Naomi is able to 

VcnowW her rnother's presence: "1 am thinking that for a 

child there is no presence without flesh. B u t  perhaps it is 

because I am no longer a child 1 can know your presence 

though you are not herem (Kogawa 243). Naomi'e knowledge of 

her mother's presence is obtained through imagination, 

which is liberated through telling. The novel dramatizes 

the emergence of the daughterte imagination/apeech, the 

"voice" from "that amniotic deepw (Kogawa epigraph), to 

reconcile contrary truthe too painful and disjunctive to be 
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borne otherwise, and so to find her own 'lifelong SongR 

(Kogawa 246) . W h a t  w e  hear finally ie N a d f  s own voice, 

regained at last through knowledge, flowing from the 

breaking of silence, and leading to an interna1 

reconciliation with the absent mother. In rescuingfwriting 

her materna1 and racial past, the narrator/protagonist has 

rescued/written herself. 

It is ber grandmotherfs letter from Japan that allows 

Naomi to corne to terms with her past, her sense of 

abandonment and separation. The letter deecribes Nasion, 

the beautiful Japanese woman rushing through the living 

hell of Nagasaki during the radiation, trying to protect 

her cousinfs little daughter-a child who, we learn, 

happene to bear a etriking resemblance to Naomi. Harking 

back to the allegorical methods of communal portrait, it is 

quite likely that Naomi recognizee herself both in the 

child and in the mother eimultaneouely. More importantly, 

it becomes clear that in spite of Motherfs unspeakable 

suffering, she i s  still able to care for her cousin's child 

and to think of her own children. Not allowing Naomi and 

Stephen to know about her illness and her death, she wants 



to spare them her own agony, putting consideratione of 

their welfare before her own need for them, even in the 

most harrowing moments of her anguiah. 

The power of the mother's poethutllous message is 

enonnous. Before receiving thie message Naomi eees heraelf 

rootlees, wounded, amputated. Looking at her motherrs faded 

photograph, ehe also secs her image as lifelees, distant, 

indifferent: 

The tree is a dead tree in the middle of the 
prairies. 1 sit on ite roots still as a stone. In 
m y  àreams a small child site with a wound.... A 
double wound. The child is forever unable to 
speak. 1 apply the thick bandage but nothing can 
soak up the seepage. f beg that the woundednees 
may be healed and that the limbe may learn to 
dance. But you stay in the black and white 
photograph, smiling your yasaehi smile. (Kogawa 
243) 

Obsessed by her "double wound" Naomi withdrawe into the 

hurt silence of woundedness. Benumbed, paralyzed by the 

past, she is unable to rejoice, to join in the celebratory 

dance of life. Naomi's l a tex  discovery that her mother was 

alive in Japan after the w a r ,  along with the fact that her 

mother had never attempted to communicate with her, 

reinforces her senee of abandonment to the point where the 



mystery of the mother8s fate becomes a persistent 

obsession. The letters from Japan enable her to relate to 

her mother as an adult in a loving but also critical way. 

and thus she can affirm her allegiance to the "tendes 

heartm while moving beyond the "silencea this ideal imposes 

on her in its traditional form. As she imagines the mother 

as an adult, irreparably separated from her in a loving but 

mistaken silence, Naomi also experiences herself as an 

adult, freed from fixation on the ideal mother of 

childhood. The account of her motherfs fate provided by the 

letters allows Naomi to interpret her iailure to 

communicate as a loving silence rather than the silence of 

re jection. At the same time as Naomi gains a new sense of 

relation to her mother, however, she also places the 

motherfs silence in a critical perspective and thus 

dietinguishes her own coneciousnees from her motherfe 

traditional values. 

Although the letters convey a shocking, devastating 

message, they also bring about a healing change in  Naomi: 

mThe letters tonight are skeletons. Bones only. But the 

earth still stirs with donnant blooms. Love flows through 



the roots of the trees by our gravesa (Kogawa 243). T h e  

climax of the novel recapitulates the destructive as well 

as the enabling aspects of silence" (Cheung 151)- Having 

realized that the 'living watersm nurture the roots of the 

trees at the graves, Naomi ia finally able to see that the 

flow of love has power to overcome death: now she is 

getting ready to join the dance of life by completing the 

funerary dance she had been preoccupied with in the 

previous àreams. Consequently, the numbness of 

"woundedness" is over: the fomerly 'dead treen has corne 

alive, and so has the black and white photograph from her 

childhood. Adàressing her mother with the fervor of a 

religious h m ,  Naomi celebratee the power of regenerative 

love in her cosmos: 

You stand on a street corner in Vancouver in a 
straight silky dress and a light black coat.... 
Your leg ie a tree trunk and 1 am branch, vine, 
butterfly. 1 a m  joined to your limbs by the right 
of birth; child of your flesh, leaf of your 
bough. (Kogawa 242-43) 

Experiencing the flow of love over the roots. leads Naomi to 

another affinnation: the organic unity O* oneness of l i f e .  

ft is the affirmation of the oneness between the roots, the 



trunk, the bough, and the branche8 that enablee the 

formerly dead tree to regenerate. Such unity hae overcome 

the etonelike silence of paralysie and woundednesa, ready 

to respond to the %ew worldœ in the formerly dead 

landscape. 

m[sJkepticiem about laquage and interrogation of 

consensus align Kogawa with many a woman writer" (Cheung 

139) . Obasan records the author8s awareness of the 

difficulty of utterance, her skepticism about official 

records, her engagement with historiographie metafiction, 

and her ability to render the voiceless audible. In this 

novel Kogawa confronts the outrages c o d t t e d  against her 

people during World War II without raising her voice. 

"Instead, she resorts to elliptical devices such as 

juvenile perspective, fragmented m e m o i r e  and reveries, 

Western fairy tales and Japanese fables--devices that at 

once accentuate fictionality and proffer a 'truth8 that 

nuis deeper than the official records of war years spiced 

into the novela (Cheung 129) . 

In both Gallant ' s A Fairly Good Time and Kogawar s 
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O b a s a n ,  the image of the mother dominates the narrative 

development. The structure of Galïant's novel ie circular: 

the daughter reads the eame letter f r o m  the mother at the 

beginning and at the end. This euggeste man enclosure, both 

desired and threatening, that revolves around the motheru 

(Inrine 248). The circularity of the novel implies 

suffocation, repetitions that paralyze rather than release. 

Compared with Gallant, Kogawa seems to present a richer and 

more complex frontier for narratological exploration. The 

epigraph of Obasan introduces the major figures and 

configurations in the novel: the figure of despair ("There 

is no replyu ) , the figure of death ('the sealed vault with 

its cold iconu), and the figure of hope ("unless the stone 

bursts with telling, unless the seed flowers with speecha) 

(Kogawa epigraph) . The first-person narrator/daughter, 
m i ,  gives voice to the silence. In the tracing of that 

silence, in the unriddling of mystery of the motherfs 

absent discourse, a discourse of absence, the 

narrator/protagonist ie \tellingR and transfonning silence 

to speech, absence to presence. The untold story of 

Japanese Canadian despair is made hopeful in the telling. 
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Aithough both A F a i r l y  Oood Time and Obasan imply that 

'[tlhe 108s of the daughter to the mother, the mother to 

the daughter, is the essential female tragedya (Rich 2371, 

the endings of the two novele reveal their major difference 

in dealing with mother-daughter relationshipe. Obviously, A 

Faiairly Cood Time is dominated by a tone of sadness: the 

tone of mourning is pervasive throughout the novel because 

the daughter ultimately fails to reach her mother. As one 

cr i t ic  suggests: "[Shirley's] problem is what to do with 

[language], as well as what to do with the texts of her 

mother, Philippe and the Maurelsa (Blodgett, The Letter" 

178). In Obasan, the daughter's attempt to establish an 

association with her mother has also to be achieved through 

language. The novel records the daughter's plight: as a 

child she does not know and cannot tell, as a girl she 

questions but receives no anewer, and as an adult ehe 

desists because she dreads knowing. H e r  problem is twofold: 

"There is a silence that cannot epeak, and [t] here is a 

silence that will not speaka ( K o g a w a  epigraph) . 
Fortunately, the daughter in Kogawafa story discovers the 

empowered voice for the breaking of silence in the very 



mamniotic deepw of prefigurative, literal mother-child 

communication, so that her cuiminating epiphany of "water 

and stone dancingu brings together, and holde in 

harmoniously negotiated tension, the "atoneu of silence and 

the "stream* of language that have run through the novel 

(Kogawa 247). By binding the metonam of silence and the 

"strearn' of language, the daughter has finally succeeded in 

embracing her mother: 'Young Mother at Nagasaki, am 1 not 

also there?" (Kogawa 242). The last voice is certainly 

optimistic: initial separation ends by bringing the 

daughter ever closer to the mother. 

Both Gallant and Kogawa reveal the strengths and 

limits of discursive power. They both implicitly or 

explicitly question the notion of a transparent language. 

Trinh T. Minh-ha eays of effective storytelling in general: 

T r u t h  ... is not attained here through 
logocentric certainties .... The boundaries of lie 
and truth are ... multiplied, reversed, and 
displaced without rendering meaningless either 
the notion of lie or that of truth. Directly 
queetioned, the story is also indirectly 
unquestionable in its truthfulneas. (13-14) 

The observation applies equally to the works of Gallant and 

Kogawa, who recoil at "logocentric certainties." 
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"Cezltainly, words can liberate, but they can also dietort 

and wound; and while silence may obliterate, it caa also 

minister, soothe, and conaminicatem (Cheung 128) . B o t h  

Gallantfs and Kogawafe protagoniste struggle against 

oppressive silencing. If Gallantfe protagoniet fails 

because of her situation in language, Kogawa's Obasan 

manifests how the ostensible usilence" to which women are 

relegated is capable of turning into a voice. 



Love and Politics: Thematic Development 

in Contemporary Chinese Women8s Writing 

One of the major achievements of feminist criticism 

was the discovery that women writers had a literature of 

their own, whose historical and thematic coherence, as well 

as artistic importance, had been obscured by the 

patriarchal dimensions that dominate our cultures, be they 

Canadian or Chinese. Obviously, Chinese women writers had 

their own literary history. 

As Chow Tse-tsung remarks, the May Fourth Movement in 

China was essentially -an intellectual revolution in the 

broad sense, intellectual becauee it was baeed on the 

assumption that intellectual changes were a prerequisite 

for such a task of modernization, and because it 

precipitated a mainly intellectual awakening and 

transfomation, and because it was led by intellectualsm 
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(359). Significantly, the May Fourth period produced the 

first group of modern w m e n  writers. Rallied under the 

slogan of anti-feudalism. democracy, and liberation of the 

self, they fought with men in their conmon struggle against 

the dark force of feudalism. From the very outset, those 

women writers were concerned with issues special to women, 

such as freedom in love and marriage. 

Among Chinese women writers of the 19208, it was Ding 

Ling who first "expressed an awareness of the sema1 

inequality underlying patriarchal dominance* (Li Ziyun 

300). She was keenly aware that womenrs problems were not 

totally identical to those of men. Her stories from the 

late 1920s and the early 1930s. such as "The Diary of Miss 

Sophie," Wei Hu (1930). and Shanghai 1930 (1931). reflected 

her point of view. Al1 the female protagonists in the three 

stories are found in similar spirits of liberation. After 

leaving their well-to-do families, they corne to cities for 

better education and mingle freely with young men. 

Unfortunately, they find themeelves in the same dilemna: 

whoever Ding Ling's heroines fa11 in love with. a socialist 

or libertine, their freedom in love gete them nowhere 



nonethelees. The love of a libertine is certainly 

unreliable. Falling in love with a revolutionary, however, 

is equally disappointing. For, when there is any conflict 

between revolution and love, women are always the first who 

are required to sacrifice themselves for the revolutionary 

cause. The f emale heroines in both Wei Hu and Shanghai 1930 

are deserted for political reasons. Having suffered enough, 

Ding Ling's female protagonists corne to realize that love 

alone is not their whole life. In this sense, Ding Ling 

might be said to be the first Chinese woman writer who 

expresses womenrs awakening consciousness. W o  other 

points, however, should be mentioned with regard to Ding 

Ling's works. First, her works deal with the subject of 

sexual love, which other women writers of the May Fourth 

period were reluctant to approach. Secondly, her works 

imply that the New Democratic Movement in China was still 

dominateci by men, and consequently, women remained at the 

mercy of their male partners both during and after the 

revolution. 

Later developments justified Ding Ling's observation 

and concern. The 1930s witnessed womenfs consciousness and 
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their writing being stifled. Even Ding Ling herself gave up 

writing about issues concerning women exclueively. From the 

1930s to 1978, over a span of almost fifty years, writing 

about women almost vanished from the literary scene, and 

only very few low moans of the female voice were heard. 

T h e y  were Xiao Hong (1911-1942) from the 1930s, Zhang 

Ailing (1920-1995) from the 1940s, and Zong Pu (b. 1928) 

from the 1950s. 

As one critic points out, in most of Xiao Hong's 

works, "the theme of feminism is highiy visiblew (Goldblatt 

120) . In her The Field of Life and Death (Shengsi chang) 

(1934) and Tales of H u l a n  River (Hulan he zhuan) (1940), 

Xiao Hong portrays the abysmal conditions in which the 

peasants in northeast China found themselves before and 

during the Japanese invasion. Writing from a female point 

of view, Xiao Hong expresses her particular concern about 

the fate of women, who, because of male cruelty and 

indifference, "bore an extra burden of suffering over and 

above their male partneren (Li Ziyun 302). As Zito and 

Barlow point out, [b] y virtue of their bodiliness, the 

fact that they menstruate, bear babies, can be raped, and 



die of sexual disease, these women can turn against a 

masculinist national discourseu (14) , 

At the height of her literary career, Zhang Ailing 

produced such stunning works as The Golden Cangue (Jinsuo 

ji) (1943) and Love in a Fallen City (Qingcheng zhi lian) 

(1943)- In the opinion of Ce T. Haia, The Golden Cangue is 

"the greatest novelette in the history of Chineee 

litaraturem and "undeniably the creation of a highly 

distinctive and individual talent" (398 ) . The story f ocuses 

on the gradua1 fa11 of its young heroine from innocence to 

madness. In the story  the heroine finds herself trapped in 

a hopeless marriage to a man half-dead. Her married life is 

reduced to a barren existence devoid of love, understanding 

and caring. The dieillusionment and eubeequent resignation 

to her fate drive her to an insanity of sadistic and 

destructive tendency. 

Many of Zhang Ailing's works are stories of the well- 

to-do daughters and wives of degenerate merchant and 

bureaucrat families. These women commit adultery out of 

boredom, or use al1 their wiles to land a big catch. They 

muster al1 their wits and wiles to play on men's need in 
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order to secure their status in the family (Li Ziyun 303). 

Their mentality is dietortad and humanity stifled. 

Significantly, Zhang Ailingfs pen touches the i ~ e r  lives 

of her heroines, unvciling al1 the humiliations brought 

upon them as semal and reproductive tools and the hate and 

resentment dominating them in their desperate struggle for 

survival. Zhang Ailingfs heroines are fully aware of their 

dilema. They keenly realize that they are only the 

playthings of men, or their reproductive tools. Never 

before did any other Chinese writer offer such clear-eyed 

treatments of the topics as Zhang Ailing in her incisive 

and vivid description of the fate of women. 

-The Red Beansm (Hongdou) written in  1957 by Zong Pu 

was in fact the last moan of the female voice in the fifty 

years from the 1930s to 1978. The story is a vivid 

description of a female university student, who sacrificed 

love for the sake of revolution. When Zong Puf$ heroine 

later happened to see the red beans, the symbol of her 

love, ehe could not help revealing eome of the pain she 

felt. But that kind of individual emotion expressed in her 

work was enough to incur accusations and attacks upon the 
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author in the Antirightist Campaign. Aftet that, virtually 

no fentale voices w e r e  heard from the Chinese literary 

scene . 
Such a phenornenon is understandable because the 

women's movement in China has always been subordinate to 

social and political movemente eince the May Fourth. The 

impetus for promoting womenfs rights that the May Fourth 

heritage provided has repeatedly been overwhelmed by other 

political priotities. In the 1 9 3 0 ~ ~  the Anti-Japanese War 

became the most dominant concern. Accordingly, the issue of 

national sumival preceded al1 others. Women's energies 

were channeled into a nationalist w a r .  Under such 

circumstances, the subordinate position of literature to 

politics was emphasized to an even greater degree. Even 

Ding Ling wae censured for her feminist views. In her 

1942's article "Thoughts on March 8th" (Sanba j ie you gan) 

Ding Ling proclaimed that sexiam ran high within the 

Communist Party. She was brought back to the Party line: 

War effort first, women8s rights second. Consequently, such 

emphasis silenced women8s voices initiated by Ding Ling. 

This situation was aggravated after 1949. The Chinese 



Communist Party has long claimcd that women have 

constituted important and reliable allies in building a 

peasant revolution and then in conatructing socialism. The 

government of Cormmu~ist China made provisions for womenfe 

political, economic, and legal rights. However, Chinese 

women acquired their rights at the expense of their own 

femininity. On the literary scene, the policy that 

literature must serve the interest of the workers, 

peasants, and soldiers was translated into the fact that 

only people of those classes could be heroes in literary 

works. Based on the Marxist premise of the class nature of 

literature and art, it was taken for granted that 

literature was only an ideological tool for class struggle 

and for the promotion of cornmunism. This state of affairs 

was pushed to an extreme during the Cultural Revolution, 

when women became mere vessels of class ideology. In the 

so-called eight mode1 operas produced in thoae years, women 

were al1 sermally neutralized revolutionary militants. As a 

matter of fact, Chinese women are one of the most oppressed 

sectors of Chinese eociety. Their tragedy lies in the fact 

that "they get short shift on both ends: whenever there is 
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a political crisis, they stop being women; when the crisis 

is over and the culture rebuilde iteelf ,  they resume their 

more traditional roles as wives and mothers ae part of the 

concerted effort to restore orderm (Rey Qow 8 8 ) .  

Thinge began to change in 1978, which eaw art and 

literature, tepressed for so long, enjoy a revival. From 

the end of the 1970s Chinese women writers began to raise 

questions regarding womenrs situation and to express their 

concerns. Obviously, they exploted more widely and probed 

more deeply than those writers of the May Fourth period. 

They came to realize that although the law ensured their 

economic independence, patriarchy still dominated their 

whole life and they were still no more than the "second 

sex." They were keenly aware that deepite constitutional 

guarantees and official pronouncements of the Communist 

Party, equality between the sexes had yet to be achieved. 

In search of self-realization, they faced sexual 

discrimination, sexual harassment, sexual abuse, and the 

persecution of women under the old ethical code. 

Confronting such obstructions and frustrations, women 

writers initiated a general attack against patriarchy, 
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describing the revolt of women againet euch repression of 

human nature and appealing for their fundamental rights. It 

was againet this background that women8e discourse. 

silenced for alrnost fifty years eince the 19308, began to 

revive. 

As Li Xiaoj iang says. Y r o m  the late 1970s to the mid- 

1980s. [Chinese] women8s literature centers on the subject 

of women8e awakeningn (118) . Standing at the forefront were 
Zhang Kangkang (b . 1950) , Zhang Xinxin, and Zhang J ie  . 

Implicit in their works are such questions as: Do women 

have the right to love? 1s it fair t o  sacrifice women's 

rights for the sake of a seemingly happy family? Are women 

still discriminated againet in their pursuit of careere? 

Zhang Kangkang, s mThe Right to Lovem (Ai de quanli) (1979) 

and Zhang Jie8s 'Love Muet Not Be Forgottenm brought up the 

issue that love belongs to people of al1 clasees, not the 

bourgeoisie alone. These two stories shook the literary 

world. for Chinese women writers, silenced for so long. 

finally etood up and appealed for their fundamental rights. 

At the eame tirne, Zhang Xinxin aeked whether it was 

proper for women to lose their femininity. In her short 



story 'How Did 1 Mies Yeu?- (Wo zai  nar cuoguo le ni?) 

(1980) Zhang Xinxin'ci heroine ie a ticket seller on a 

public bus. On the packed bus she has to fight and shout 

her way through the c r o w d .  Wrapped in a shapeless blue 

cotton padded jacket and wearing a pair of high, tight- 

fitting pigskin boote covered with mud, she eeem to have 

lost almost al1 the traces of femininity (Zhang Xinxin, 

"How Did 1 Miss Yeu?" 92). The young woman is also a 

talented writer whose play has been accepted for production 

by an amateur dramatic group. She falls in love with the 

director of the group. T h e  director is impressed by her 

talent but repelled by her aggreesiveness and her rough 

masculine manner. Feeling frustrated and disappointed, she 

wishes that she *had al1 along been gentle, refined, and 

soft-spokenn (Zhang Xinxin, "How Did 1 Mise Yeu?' 119) . 

Describing her heroine's feelings of frustration and hurt, 

the writer asks: "New who made her w h a t  she is in  the first 

place? 1s it not men themaelves, w h o  make al1 the rules? 

Why did they 'mold' her into auch a ehape and then reject 

her for being what they have made of herw (Li Ziyun 308)? 

There and then, Zhang Xinxin se izes  the essence of the 
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issue. Although the official policy of the male-dominated 

society upheld equality between the sexes, such equality 

only served the policiee of the goverrullent, which 

encouraged women to meet male standards and undertake hard 

manual labor. However, m e n  did not want any mmasculinizeda 

women. Women were required by convention to be nwomanly," 

that is, to support their husbands in adversity and look 

after them at al1 times. When women tried t o  gain their own 

independence and succeeded in their chosen careers, they 

were neither encouraged nor supported. On the contra- 

they could only expect obstructions. Under the 

circumstances, many women found it hard to choose between 

career and family. Similarly, Zhang Xinxin' s On the Same 

Horizon ( Z a i  tongyi dipingxian ahang) (1981) and The Dream 

of O u r  Generation (Women zhege nianj i de meng) (1982) 

address such issues as women's forced masculinization, the 

awakening of womenf8 consciousness, and womenfs frustration 

and pain in their choice between career and family. 

Before we start to look into contemporary Chinese 

womenfs works, it must be pointed out that while it is 

possible to analyze Canadian womenrs writing in light of 
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Western ferniniet literary theories, in particular French 

ferninist theory, which investigatea the waye that the 

"feminineW has been defined. represented, or repressed in 

the symbolic systeme of laquage, it could be far-fetched 

to approach Chinese wontenos literary works with exactly the 

same frame of reference. Different methods and strategies 

are required for the observation and exploration of the 

works produced by Chinese women writers. 

"Love Must Not Be Forgotten" 

Arnong contemporary Chinese women writers, Zhang Jie 

deserves credit as a pioneer who highlights women's 

problems as early as 1979, when most Chinese mitera were 

just beginning to use the tolerance of the authorities by 

gingerly breaking out of their confines and treating such 

forbidden topice relating the Wark aspectsa of society and 

nbourgeois sentiment." Consequently, Home of her stories 

have been most controversial. One of her earliest stories, 

"Love Must Not Be Forgotten. caueed quite a furor when it 

was published in 1979. It justifies love outeide marriage, 

albeit of the most platonic kind, implying that the only 
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moral marriages are those baeed on love. It also suggests 

that a girl ehould remain single unless she can find a man 

she loves and respects. Becauee of this, critics accused 

Zhang Jie of undermining social morality, ineomuch as most 

Chinese take it for granted that everyone muet marry. 

In her works, Zhang Jie describes the problems that 

women face in the family, and in the society as well, Her 

heroines are usually ten or even twenty years older than 

Zhang Xinxints and therefore have had richer experience. 

Consequently, they have suffered much more in their lives; 

and confronting the male-dominated society, Zhang Jie's 

heroines seem to be more aggressive in challenging cultural 

and social traditions than Zhang Xinxin's protagonists. 

Zhang Jiers stories reveal the emotional sufferings of 

her female protagonists, concentrating on the pain of 

loveless marriages and the importance of real love in life. 

The theme of Zhang Jie' s mLove Must Not Be Forgotten* is 

straightfoward: by problematizing and challenging the 

traditional conception of love, the narrator of Zhang Jie's 

short story 'Love Must Not Be Forgottenu strongly believes 

that the pursuit of genuine love is worth any sacrifice. In 



this story, 'a daughter finds guidance and meaning for her 

l i f e  as ehe reflecte across genetations and think of her 

mother s divorce and unrequited loveH (Prazniak 276) . By 
recalling conversations with her mother and reading 

passages from her mothetfe diary, the daughter has obtained 

access to het mother'e experience, which provides her with 

some perspective and insight into her own decieion whether 

to accept a proposal of marriage or not. After serious 

consideration, she decides that she should wait for genuine 

love instead of simply fulfilling the traditional role of 

women. On behalf of love-pursuing women, she appeals to the 

public : 

Let us wait patiently for our counterparts. Even 
waiting in vain is better than loveless marriage. 
To live single is not a fearful disaster. 1 
believe it may be a sign of a step forward in 
culture, education and the quality of life. 
(Zhang Jie, %ovew 13 ) 

This decision is significant because in China a woman 

unmarried at thirty would arouse suspicion among people. 

Zhang Jie8s heroine remains single, in defiance of 

aspersions inevitably cast upon her desirability. Here, 

Zhang Jie is certainly not arguing against marriage, but 
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she does see it as only one variety of love that ehould not 

eliminate alternative considerationa. She does not believe 

that one should m a r r y  without love and thus pervert oners 

life and sense of self j u e t  to appear to be happily united 

into a family. Through the mouth of her protagoniet, Zhang 

Jie articulates her point that women must mature beyond 

motherhood and wifedom as part of their essential journey 

to self-consciousness--not necessarily by abandoning the 

roles of mother and wife but by choosing them under 

conditions that support their self-confidence and awareness 

as full social beings. 

Zhang Jiers "'Love Must Not Be Forgotten8 is a story 

of uafulfilled loveu (Hu 40). In this story, the author 

encourages people to make a clear distinction between love 

and marriage, a distinction previously often blurred. Zhang 

Jie justifies her point by describing the abnomal behavior 

of the narratorrs mother, who remained married while being 

in love with someone else. Apparently, for more than twenty 

years she read and reread The Coflected Works of Chekhov, 

simply because it was a present from her "10ver.~ Aîthough 

a former committed Comunistr she has, yet, to place her 
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hope on her afterlife because any extramarital affair would 

damage her political career. Her dying words reveal her 

dilenmia and despair: 

1 am a materialist, yet 1 wish the- were a 
Heaven. For then, 1 know, 1 would find you there 
waiting for me. 1 am going there to join you, to 
be together for eternity. We need never be parted 
again or keep a distance for fear of spoiling 
someone elsefs life. Wait for me, dearest, 1 am 
coming- - . (Zhang Jie, *Loveu 12 ) . 

Zhang Jie'e "Love Must Not Be Forgottenff implies the 

difficulty in balancing the quest for love with the demand 

of society that love lead to marriage. The question of the 

relationship between love and marriage is quickly asserted 

when the narrator asks her suitor why he loves her. Hi8 

responee is that she is "goodU (Zhang Jie, "Loveff 2) . She 
appreciates his honesty, but at the eame time she wonders 

i f  they can fulfil their duties to each other in a marriage 

based upon respect for goodness and gratitude for honesty. 

The narratorts question about love and marriage reminds her 

of her mother's story. Before her marriage, her mother had 

fallen in love with a high-ranking cadre, and apparently he 

had felt the same love for her. Unfortunately, their love 

was never fulfilled. The old cadre is married. Years before 



a man had saved his life at the expense of his own, leaving 

a wife and àaughter. The cadre married the daughter 'out of 

a sense of duty, of gratituden (Zhang Jie, uLoveu 6 )  . 
Regretting her own marriage which ie solely based on 

convenience and not love, the mother warns the narrator: 

When you are young. you donft always kiow what 
youfre looking for, what you need, and people may 
talk you into getting married. As you grow older 
and more experienced you find out your true 
needs. By then, though, youfve done many foolish 
things for which you could kick youreelf. Youtd 
give anything to be able to make a fresh start 
and live more wisely. (Zhang Jie, %ovem 4 )  

After all, the mother's story is brought to light 

because the daughter herself finds herself in the dilemma 

of deciding whether or not she should m a r r y  her friend Qiao 

L i n ,  whom she finds physically handsome but intellectually 

inadequate. She is reminded by her rnother : 'Shanshan, if 

you aren't sure of what you want, don't rush into marriage- 

-better live on your own!" (Zhang Jie, "Loven 3). 

This story rightly reflects the dilemma facing Chineee 

women who are at a los8 about how to love. The ending of 

'Love Must Not Be Forgottenff reveals a combination of 

frustration and resignation on the part of the narxator. 



Each time 1 read that diary 'Love Must N o t  Be 
Forgotten" 1 cannot hold back my tears. 1 often 
weep bitterly, as if 1 myeelf experienced their 
ill-fated love. If not a tragedy it aras too 
laughable. No matter how beautiful or moving 1 
find it, 1 have no wish to follow suit! (Zhang 
Jie , *Loveu 13 ) 

Zhang Jie'e writing illuminates a contradiction in 

womenfs literature based upon the inability of women to 

match feeling with reality. Such a contradiction is usually 

found in the conflict between the pursuit of love and the 

doubts concerning the validity of marriage, and between the 

power of eros and the lack of sexual equality between men 

and women.  

In her "hneraldu (Zumu 16) (1984) , Zhang Jie moves one 

step closer to the contrast between love and marriage, on 

the one hand, and social responsibility, on the other. 

There are three characters in the story,  two females and 

one male, The two women have both fallen for the same man, 

Beihe is the wife of Zuo Wei, but Zeng Linger was the first 

of his lovere. Al1 three had been in college together and 

now are working together on a supermicro-computer project. 
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The conflict between eros and equality is aeen in the 

conversation between the two women about the difficulty of 

working together. Beihe, realizing that her husband needs 

help in the project, is the one who reconmiende Linger for 

the job. As Linger does not understand her motive, Beihe 

tells ber: "Yeu donrt understand h i m ,  Linger, Although you 

were head over heele in love, what you loved was simply one 

side of him. 1 took over the whole of h i m m  (Zhang Jie, 

"Emeraldm 54). The "one side* to which Beihe refers is the 

erotic s ide .  When they were young, Linger and Zuo Wei were 

lovers, and the night before they parted to work in 

separate sections of the country, %inger became a womanm 

(Zhang Jie, Wmerald" 31) . Prom that union, a son is born, 
but Zuo Wei is never aware of that. 

Zuo Wei is incapable of love, but he needs both women. 

He needed Linger when he was younger because she protected 

h i m  from criticism during the Cultural Revolution and later 

helped him through college. Now he needs Beihe because she 

knows how to se ize  opportunities. In fact, -people had 

hinted that without a wife in her position, he would never 

have got anywhere" (Zhang Jie, mEmeraldn 23 1 . 
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To Beihe, however, the need for love is a weakness. 

She is described as having 'suffident good eense and 

strength to resist al1 temptation and safeguard herself* 

(Zhang Jie, mEmerald* 23 ) . However ,  the good judgment 

becornes futile when love is concerned, for she mcouldn8t 

help loving Zuo Wei. No doubt everybody had some similar 

weaknessn (Zhang Jie, "EmeraldR 23) . 
While Beihe is  a vital part of the success of her 

husband, Zeng Linger is the character who is victimized by 

the growing expectation that woman will be the social equal 

of man. As a result, she has to resist her persona1 

desires, ber emotional needs, Ail her energy and time have 

to be transformed into efforts to strive for success as a 

professional woman. Seeing L i n g e r  as a success, Beihe says 

to her: "Yeu are already above it all, because you are no 

longer in love. As soon as you stop loving, you have wonn 

(Zhang Jie, WneraldR 57) . To Beihe' s surprise, Linger 
r e p l i e s :  'Life givee us a huge variety of roles to choose 

from. You should cherish yours. Perhaps what 1 represent is 

just s o m e  kind of unambitious attitudem (Zhang Jie, 

"hneraldw 5 8 ) . Wnf ortunately, neither woman f inds 



fulfilment, either in lare or in work. 

Zhang Jiefs eto~y indicatee that although Linger finds 

herself in a fate which throws her into a coaflict between 

eros and sexual equality, she is not a tragic character. 

Even though she has discovered that she cannot match 

feeling with sexual expectation, she .gently eighed, rested 

both hands on the window-si11 and breathed in the sea 

air. . . a (Zhang Jie, Vmeralda 62) . 
Zhang Jie s mEmeraldff repeats the theme in her "Love 

Must Not B e  Forgottenff: the pursuit of genuine love is 

worth any sacrifice. At the end of the story, Linger is 

about to tell the newly-wed woman, whose hueband has j u s t  

drowned in the sea: "[SJhe would tell her that her love has 

already been reciprocated, that she had already experienced 

the most profound love, the kind that ie reciprocated, and 

that even one day of that love can be enough. So many 

people lived their whole livee without mer experiencing 

thatw (Zhang Jie, Wneraldn 62) . By tealizing that , Zhang 
Jiefa heroine seems to have gained a rebirth and 

transcended to .another plane of human experiencen (Zhang 

Jie,  "Emeraldn 6 2 )  . 
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Obviously, the relationship between man and woman is a 

particularly important element in a womanr8  l ife.  In a 

male-oriented society such a relationship dominatee the 

life of women much more than that of men, Criticism of 

marriage, since it deale with the usual man-woman 

relationship, is therefore a classical concern of the 

feminist movement. F i r s t ,  criticism of marriage aims at 

particular marriagee, and huebands are inevitably involved. 

Secondiy, criticism of marriage is directed toward an 

institution. The two aspecte cannot be separated because 

dissatisfaction with a particular marriage can always 

contain scepticism toward the institution as such. 

"Love trilogyn 

In the 1980s Wang Anyi emerged as one of the most 

prolific and promising novelists in mainland China. Het 

consistent effort is impressive: she has published numerous 

novels, collections of short stories and novellas ever 

since she first tried her hand at this genre in 1980. 

Significantly, although Wang Anyi explores different 

subject matters in her writing, it is those etories 



centering on amorous and sexual adventures that best 

demonstrate her keen powers of observation, insight, and 

literary skills. More eignificantly, although Wang Anyi 

insists that she is not a feminiet writer, her works 

certainly convey a feminist conecioueness. She focuses her 

attention on women themselves, that is, women's sexual 

consciousness, their sexual awakening, and their sema1 

experience. Different f r o m  such male writers as Zhang 

Xianliang, whose female characters are always submissive, 

sacrificing themselves for the interest of their male 

partners and seldom complaining about their humiliating 

f ate, the heroines in Wang Anyi8 s works are a n e w  type of 

women: They know how to assert their own rights, in 

particular their right to sexual love. In Wang Anyi8s 

works , women are no longer men' s submissive semial ob j ects . 
On the contrary, they ueually take the initiative and play 

the active role. 

Wang Anyi'e mlove trilogya (san lian), dubbed usemial 

fiction" (xingf ai xiaoshuo) by a number of critice , 

includes Love on a Barre. Mountain (Huangshan zhi lian) 

(1986) , Love in a Small Town (Xiaocheng zhi lian) (1986) , 
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and Brocade VkZley (Jinxiugu zhi lian) (1987) . Y n  these 
works, Wang Anyi explores with keen insight the male-female 

relationship in the content of contemporary Chinese 

societyH (Leung 178 ) . During the anti-bourgeois 
liberalization campaign of 1987 in China, though Wang Anyi 

was not ditectly criticized, eome accusing fingere pointed 

to Hsan lian," because her love trilogy deals with 

sexuality and extramarital affaire, which were st i l l  a 

taboo subject at the time of its publication. 

Wang Anyi claims that her works 'express love through 

sex* (Leung 186). Her trilogy portrays the sexual awakening 

of young women. Aithough the author presents her heroines 

in different circumstances, one common theme nins through 

the descriptions of al1 these young heroines: once aroused, 

they are insatiable. Al1 her characters, educated or 

ignorant, derive unutterable ecstasy from semial 

experfence, whether carried out under the veil of romantic 

love, or thrust forward in crude and naked, even perverted 

form ( L i  Ziyun 315). Wang Anyirs trilogy attracted a lot of 

attention in mainland China, because it was the first time 

that a woman writer brought the bedroom into view and 
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preaented sex as an instinctive drive born with women, and 

because it was the f i r a t  tirne that a woman writer chose for 

her protagonists women who w e r e  no longer a passive tool 

for male satisfaction, but actually the active party in 

sexual love with their male partnete. Wang Anyirs worke 

suggest that like men, women are entitled to pursue their 

ultimate satisfaction and happiness in sur, and like men, 

women have their right to sexual satisfaction and 

happiness. Equally noticeable in her works are "the 

author8s keen powers of observation, her interpretation of 

the roles of men and women in love, her evocative lyrical 

prose and her sense of humor" (Eung i x - x )  . 

Wang Anyits Love on a B a r r e n  Mountain, the first 

novella of her love trilogy, is roughly divided into two 

parts. The first two chapters center on how the heroine and 

hero respectively corne of age, while the third and fourth 

chapters focue on how their extramarital affairs start and 

develop. Before Wang Anyi's hero and heroine meet each 

other, they are both married. The hero is a cellist, shy, 

introverted, sentimental, and emotionally dependent upon 

women. Even before he gets married: 



he was ehy with women, and since he could not 
overcome his shynees he was always alone, though 
at heart he preferred women to men. He needed a 
strong woman, one who could help him overcome his 
shynese, one on whom he could depend, one who 
could provide not only a eoft, comforting embrace 
but a pair of strong arme. (Wang Anyi, Love on a 
Buren M0untai.n 49 ) 

In contrast, the heroine, beautiful and fashionable, 

is good at flirting with men and sees that as great fun. 

Bef ore she is married, she has numerous boyfriends and 

knaws how to remain in control of the male-female 

relationship : 

As for going to bed with men, she had her own 
ideas about this and no one needed to worry about 
her . Her uboyfriendsm . . . al1 had a clear idea 
about it too. When they were with her, they al1 
wanted to do it, but none of them could really do 
it. She was as slippery as a fish and as alert as 
a nymph. Whatever their sweet talk, there was no 
way they could cross the threshold. In her heart 
she knew that was the most precious thing a woman 
had, it was a woman's dignity, her whole worth. 
(Wang Anyi, Love on a Buren Moutain 54-55)  

In a sense, their different personalities prepare them for 

the adulterous affair. 

It happens that Wang Anyi's heroine and hero corne to 

work in the same cultural center in a provincial town, and 

it is there that their romantic encounter takes place. 



Significantly, in Wang Anyi8s stories, "men play supportive 

and subordinate roles . And fw] hen a heroine f alls for a 

man, she does so either becauae ehe can protect him or 

because she can seduce himm (Ngai 369). As usual, the 

heroine takes the initiative: 

" I f m  not bad-looking, am I?" she asked al1 of a 
sudden. 

He mumbled, not knowing what to Say. 
She laughed so hard that her whole body shook. 

After she etopped laughing she asked, 'This 
sweater Ifm knitting, is it pretty?" 

She spread out her half-done sweater and held 
it up in front of her face, telling him to look. 
He had ta turn around and look. 

The sunlight was behind her, illuminating the 
sweater, and her features could be seen very 
clearly. The sweater looked thick j us t  because 
the pattern was in lacy atitches. It was in fact 
rather flimsy. But still it acted as a barrier 
and he calmed dom and looked at her fine 
features behind it. She, being on the other side 
of the sweater, could see him very clearly. She 
finally saw the look in hie eyes and, assured of 
victory, she was overjoyed. He suddenly 
discovered that the eyes behind the sweater were 
shining mysteriously. Flustered, he looked away 
and mumbled. 

Very pretty. * 
She put dom the sweater and continued 

knitting . 
Neither of them spoke for quite a while. After 

a period of silence she suddenly asked, Which do 
you mean is pretty, m e  or the sweater?" 

He k n e w  that she wae faking nalvety to 
embarrase him, and th i s  made him angry. And yet 
she was really lovely, ao he replied, "Your re 



both pretty.@ After he said that he bluehed and 
his heart juniped; he almost wanted to run away. 
(Wang Anyi, Love on a Barren Mountafn 119-20) 

Finally and inevitably, as is often the case in Wang 

Anyi's stories, they are dominated by sexual passion. Their 

desires riee steadily, and finally they are completely out 

of control. After dinner they try to find an excuse to go 

out and m e e t  in some remote place. They roll under the 

bushes and embrace passionately. Their adultery brings them 

the joy of love, the excitement of adventure, the elation 

of tragedy, and the great happiness of rebellion: "They are 

shameless, out of control, and care nothing for 

consequences; in their search for sexual satisfaction, 

everything is swept away. Only pleasure prevails" (Li Ziyun 

315). 

Love in a Small Town, the second of the trilogy, 

centers on carnal desires and "lays bare the blinding power 

of sexual passion over a young man and a girl, who 

eventually become the victims of their passionsa (Ngai 

281). Whereaa Love on a Barren Mountain concentrates on the 

process of seduction, Love in a Small T o m  focuses on the 

courting couple's physical attraction. In this story sex is 



presented as an instinctive drive, uncontrollable because 

it provides the ultimate happiness. The etory begine with 

two adolescent dancers, the female twelve and the male 

sixteen, who are in the eame ballet group and working hard 

to improve their skills. Although neither of them is a 

principal dancer, they both practise hard. The next four 

years see their daily contact, which in fact prepares them 

for their future sexwl adventure. Then the heroine turns 

sixteen and the hero twenty. Although she is inexperienced 

in sexual matters, he is already mature. Gradually he 

begins to lose control of himself in their daily physical 

contact : 

She still asks him to help her turn her legs and 
loosen her joints, just  as she used to when she 
was young. . . . 

She lies before him, her legs bent in front of 
her chest, and slowly parts them to either side. 
He cannot control the turmoil in his heart. He is 
panting loudly, almoet suffocating with the 
effort to suppress himself. Sweat poure d o m  from 
his head, hie face, hie shoulders, hie back and 
from the inside of hi8 thighs .... When he helps 
her to loosen up, an evil thought takes hold of 
him; he wants to hurt her, so he pushes hard. Sbe 
screams; a scream like the siren of a ferry. 
It frightens him; hie hande weaken, letting go of 
her knees. (Wang Anyi, Love in a Small Town 13 ) 

Slowly but inevitably, the man and the woman are drawn 



to each other and set out for their adulterous journey. 

Like their counterparts in Love on a B a r r e n  Moutain, they 

find ecstaey in their sexual adventure: 

Every day at nightfall the two of them dieappear, 
leaving the dark studio behind. Then as the polar 
star sinks in the West and morning mist whitens 
the pitch black night, they appear in the 
courtyard, one after the other, like ghosts, 
their hair tousled, their clothes untidy and 
their eyee shining in the dark. Treading on the 
wet Stone slabs they steal black into their 
dormitories. It has been a night of bliss. After 
the excitement of petting and rubbing against 
each otherrs body they feel blissfully exhausted 
and proudly languid. Their lover's touch seems to 
have seeped into their pores and mixed with their 
blood, which flows along their veins singing a 
happy tune. This feeling of blissfulness almost 
makes them sigh. They would like to tell 
everyone, to make everyone envious . (Wang Anyi , 
Love in a Small Tom 41) 

Explicit in their sexual experience is their insatiable 

carnal desire. They are totally dominated by their sexual 

instincts: they begin to have eex, and the more they have 

sex, the more insatiable they become: 

It is as though a river, long frozen, has melted, 
and spring waters pour dom-stream. Nobody 
understande why al1 of a sudden they look 
blooming . 

...... 
Like enemies they ignore each other as they 

brush past one another, their eyes looking 
straight ahead, but in their hearts they exchange 



myeterious glances and cunning smilee, feeling 
ever so proud of themselvee. When no one elee  is 
around, they are inseparable, as if glued 
together. They don8t really know what love is; 
they only know that they c m o t  supprees their 
need for each other. (Wang Anyi, Love in a Small 
TOWZ 39-41) 

As their sexual desire cannot be fulfilled at the tirne 

when such love affairs are still taboo, their sadistic 

instincts overwhelm them. They vent their uncontrollable 

yearnings and unfulfilled passions through mutual 

infliction of pain .  They fight. And they fight hard: 

It is a fight rarely seen in the history of the 
troupe. He tramples her underfoot so hard that 
she is almost suffocated. Yet somehow she manages 
to crawl up from the ground and pounces on him. 
He falls to the ground, and she picks up a stone 
and hits h i m  right on the head. There is no 
sound, and then blood streams down ont0 the stone 
slabs. (Wang Anyi, Love in a Small Tom 6 9 )  

From that day on they become sworn enemies. A mere bmsh 

will be disastrous: 

The exchange of a few words will see them 
throwing themselves on one another, and however 
hard the others try they cannot separate them; 
they are like two copulating dogs .... They just 
cannot stand being apart. If they do not see each 
other for a single day they start looking for 
each other as if they are under a spell. Anb when 
they lay eyes on each other they rush forward and 
start hitting and kicking. And so an unforeseen 
battle commences. (Wang Anyi, Love in a Small 



Understandably, this kind of relationship can only be 

short-lived because eexual instinct alone can never lead to 

ever-lasting love. Their passion burns out quickly, and a 

sense of g u i l t  and ehame begins to afflict them. The woman 

even attempts to commit suicide. But when she finds that 

she is pregnant, she decides to live on. The birth and 

rearing of her two children bring her eventual salvation as 

the story draws to its close: 

"Mama ! ff the chi ldren shout . 
Tes," she answers. This i s  a sound which can 

wake her from the deepest sleep. 
"Mama!' the children shout again. 
wYes,ff she answers. 
"Mama!' the children shout repeatedly, and 

their voices reverberate in the empty studio. It 
is  like a voice fxom the heaven. She feels 
enveloped in a sense of sacred solemnity, so she 
too becomes solemn. (Wang Anyi, Love in a Small 
TOW 103-104) 

Commenting on the third novella of Wang Anyi's love 

trilogy, Eva Hung says: "in [Brocade V a l l e y ]  the phyeical 

existence of the hero becomes irrelevant, Wang Anyi has 

perhaps achieved the ultimate in her women-centered love 

stories" (xii) . The heroine in Brocade  V a l l e y  f inde herself 

in two different worlds, one of which is her married life-- 



routine, real, and boring-, and the other, her 

extramarital experience--adventurous, romantic, and 

exciting - 
The story begins on an Autumn morning: 

She got up and eat on the edge of the bed, drowsy 
and lethargic; her mouth wae SOW, a yawn rose in 
her throat, her eyes blurred with tears. 

- - - - . -  
[ B r  husband] lay on the bed, face up, arms 

and legs sprawled wide, occupying the half of the 
bed which she had just relinquished. The wind 
blew in the bamboo blind, shifting the m o r n i n g  
sunlight; his body lay in darkiess one minute and 
bathed in light the next. Her mind also shifted 
from dark to bright and dark again, as if it were 
on a swing going up and dom, until she felt 
slightly nauseous. 

- - - - * -  

She sat there calmly, relaxed and at ease, 
watching him without seeming to. Then at last he 
was awake; the light of sense and teason dawned 
in his eyes. Seeing het seated on the edge of the 
bed, he asked about breakfast. She anewered 
briefly, pointedly, and got to her feet. (Wang 
Anyi, Brocade Valley 1-2) 

ïmplicit in this passage is the heroinefs diesatisfaction 

with the routine of marriage. A senee of tedium dominates 

the narrative. 

Different from the two paorly educated young lovera in 

her Love in a Small Town, Wang Anyif s heroine in Brocade 

Valley is an editor and her romance is much more 
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"delicate." This tinte, the romantic encounter is situated 

at Mount Lu, where the heroine, during her business trip. 

falls for a writet. Mount Lu, whoee face is shrouded in 

clouds, symbolizes the unfathomable depths of self in 

classical Chinese poetry and serves in the story as a 

metaphoric locus for the heroine's pursuit of self (Liu 

50). In this story, the mountain offers the heroine an 

opportunity to realize her desire: to be a âifferent person 

from that petulant housewife at home. "In order to impress 

and attract her lover, Wang Anyifs heroine has to personify 

feminine perfectionN (Ngai 348). The heroine's romance 

helps her create a different persona. Compared with the one 

who occupies herself with a boring job of editing second- 

rate novels and endless household chores back at home, Wang 

Anyirs heroine seems to have changed into another person, 

who is beautiful and seductive. Different from the one who 

nags al1 day at home, Mount Lu unveils another side of her 

personality, which is eerene and composed. 

Unlike Love  on a Béuren Mountain and L o v e  in a Small 

Town, the romance in the last novella of Wang Anyits 

trilogy does not fa11 into physical adultery. Returning 
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home, the heroine even doubts if anything has ever really 

happened. Her efforts to recall the details of the romantic 

encounter get nowhere. Her adventure seems to be something 

she has fabricated becauee it ie too illusory and lacking 

in substance. However, it does not matter whether the 

romance has really been materialized or not. After all, 

this is the heroine8s fabrication of a love, which provides 

her with a chance to prove her value. 

Many of Wang Anyi's works tend to address problems 

that women face in life, and particularly in love. Implicit 

in her works is her insight: 

Women are b o n  to suffer and to be lonely, 
patient and humble. Glory always belongs ta men; 
magnanimity is a male attribute. Would you 
believe if 1 told you that through their 
endurance of loneliness and hardahips, women m a y  
have long surpassed men in terms of human nature? 
(Wang Anyi, Afterword, Love on a Barren Mountain) 

in al1 the three love stories written by Wang Anyi, 

"the heroine is the dominant partner as well as the center 

of the storyu (McDougall and Chen vil. Obviously, Wang 

Anyi's female protagonists are no longer traditional 

victims. They know how to assert their rights, and they 

fight for their rights at al1 costs. It m e t  be pointed 



out, however, that Wang Anyi's works are also the products 

of favorable political conditions in which people are 

allowed to mite with a relatively free hand. It must also 

be pointed out that Wang Anyi doee not limit herself solely 

to feminine issues and many of her works transcend gender 

limits and concern themselves with broader issues, such as 

the human condition, human nature, and the loneliness of 

modern human beings . 

The Ark 

The concern about the fate of women runs through Zhang 

Jiet s -Love  Must Not Be Forgotten, " "hnerald, " and The Ark 

(Fangzhou) (1982)--the last in particular. The Atk focuses 

on three women who live together-two are divorced and one 

is separated from her husband. Many of the problems they 

encounter are ones comrnonly faced by divorced women. Their 

experiences, though fictitioue, attests to the difficulties 

of being a divorced woman in China. 

The Ark wae another story of Zhang Jie's that shocked 

a number of people, and was even more controversial than 

"Love Must Not Be Forgotten." The Ark is indeed an 
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ambitious attempt in a feminist perspective, dealing with 

the suffeting and alienation of divorced intellectual women 

in contemporary China. It centers on a brief period in the 

lives of three such women and emphasizes how miserable and 

hard it is to have been born a woman, as the epigraph and 

the last sentence of the novella etate: 'You are especially 

unlucky because you are a woman." 

Jinghua, Liu Quan and Liang Qian are divorced or 

separated women in their forties who went to school 

together in the idealistic early post-revolution period. 

University, marriage and the tunnoil of the Cultural 

Revolution sent them in different directions, but they are 

reunited on their return to live and work in Beijing. Their 

situations have led them to construct an alternative life 

together. sharing an apartment and struggling against 

social disapproval and emotional unfulfillment. both of 

which they find preferable to the unhappinees of their 

former married relationships. 

Jinghua, an educated youth, spent many years in the 

northeast. Because of the need to support her father, a 

former rightist who was deprived of his income during the 
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Cultural Revolution, she had to marry a forestry worker. 

Because of the continuing financial preeeure, she 

subsequently undement an abortion, thus pe~inanently 

alienating her husband, who announced that he no longer 

wanted her as a wiie because she had denied him a child. By 

the time the story begins, Jinghua, now a Marxist literary 

critic, is already divorced, and one of her essays ie being 

seriously criticized by the authorities for its political 

~incor~ectness.~ 

Liu Quan, an interpreter, in contraet, initially 

rnarried of her free will. But such a choice proved 

disastrous. Soon she learned that her husband was 

interested only in the acquisition of material possessions 

and that, in addition, he waa unbearably sexually 

insistent. Feeling demeaned and violated by his nightly 

insatiable demands, she wiahed every evening that she could 

hold ont0 the suri to prevent it from setting, but if she 

resisted his advances he would grab her roughly and shout: 

YWe you my wife or not?" (Zhang Jie, The Ark 166) . 
Obviously, he did not regard her as his wife at a l l ,  only 

as something he could use for sex. Like Jinghua, Liu Quan 
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also signed her divorce agreement. But that does not end 

her tragedy. Pursuad by a leader in her office who 

constantly harasses her, she ha8 to apply for a transfer. 

However, approval muet be granted by the same leader, who 

seizes this opportunity to further harass her. She is now 

more vulnerable because of the circumstances under which 

she has divorced her husband. 

Liang Qian, the third of Zhang Jiefs heroines and a 

film director, married out of love and out of admiration 

for the musical talent of her husband, an accomplished 

violinist, but as his fame grew, his sensitivity and 

aesthetic concenis were displaced by the ambition to 

increaae his power in political life. No longer a 

dedicated, disciplined musician, he spends his time 

smoking, drinking, and having affairs. Because he refuses 

to relinquish the persona1 advantage afforded by Liang 

Qian' s f atherO 8 high off icial position, he agrees to a 

permanent separation, but not a divorce. Moreover, he is 

totally unsympathetic to her efforts to eucceed as a film 

director, accusing her of ignoring her role as a wife and 

complaining that she has sacrificed too much of her womanly 



appeal for her work. 

At home and at work, Zhang Jie's characters are 

oppressed because they are women. Bach rejects the role 

conventionally assigned to her e tx :  Jinghua is childless, 

Liu Qwn refuses to remain a eexual object, and Liang Qian 

neglects her feminine appeargnce. At the eame time, each is 

vulnerable at work: Jinghua is the target of degrading 

rumors, Liu Quan is always pursued by her boss, and Liang 

Qian is discredited by her husband8s damaging allegations 

about her film. 

The Ark rerninds the reader of the stigmatization 

irnposed upon divorced women. One of the most humiliating 

aspects of being a divorced woman is that others may regard 

her as sexually available. At one point in the story,  for 

example, a female neighbor came to their apartment . When 

Jinghua answered the door, the neighbor asked: 

"Ha8 our cat by any chance come over to your 
place?" 

"No," Jinghua replied quickly. .Why should it 
come here?" 

'Oh dear my Cornrade Zao (Jinghua) . Don t you 
know? Your [femalel cat has been playing court to 
al1 six of our toms." And [the neighbor] tittered 
sarcastically. (Zhang Jie, The Ark 122) 



Zhang Jie treats sexual abuse of women as the 

widespread and inevitable coneequence of the deep-rooted 

historical and traditional belief that men possess the 

right to dominate women and to use force to coerce 

cornpliance with their wishee. The significance of her 

treatment lies in the fact that she does not hesitate to 

criticize, indirectly as least, a political system which 

claims to protect women against any inequality in their 

social, political, and economic life. The three women are 

presented as individuals fighting for sumival in a sea of 

hostility and alienation. Old ties have broken dom, 

idealism has vanished and there is no sense any more of 

mutual help on a commuaity level. The ark of the title, the 

image of a boat battered by hostile seas to illustrate the 

dire situation in which the three women find themselves, 

suggests a struggle for sumival. Zhang Jie8s own solution 

is to keep on fighting, not to give up. In order to eurvive 

they have to form new ties and new forms of cooperation. 

Zhang Jie8s novella is a well-ordered, densely-packed, 

sustained narrative that makes a point and argues it 

effectively. The novella, however, does not end neatly, 



with al1 the problems solved. In Zhang Jie's story, 

ambiguity pervades, and the women8 s problems remain 

unresolved. The ending of the story eeems to be more 

despairing than hopeful, and life eeems to continue almost 

unchanged. There are, however, signe of hope in the final 

scene when the three women, and Mengmeng, L i u  Quanrs young 

son, are together for the first time. The emphasis here is 

on the need for solidarity with al1 women, and there is a 

suggestion that salvation might lie with the next 

generation. 

Patriarchy recognizes no geographical or cultural 

boundaries. As one critic points out: 

T h e  Ark is a harsh tirade against the 
humiliations and obstacles faced by al1 women but 
by divorced urban intellectual Chinese women in 
particular .... Couched in strong, deliberately 
straightforward laquage and images which 
sometimes seem over-exaggerated, the story 
promises no swift amelioration but instead 
presents a forceful argument to prove that 
statement . (Bailey 98 ) 

That statement is clear and concise: It is hard to be a 

woman. Exploring the unequal conflict between men and women 

in contemporary China, Zhang Jie, in The Ark, shows through 

repeated examples that the socialist system does not 
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guarantee women real emancipation, but instead imposes upon 

them an empty liberation in a world dominated by men. My 

conclusion is therefore different from Roxann Prazniakrs 

assertion that 'Zhang [Jie] ... retaina eocialism as an 
ideal and envisions woraen's emancipation within that larger 

social context" (273 ) . 

The Challenge to Socialist Realisrn 

in Zhang Jie and Zhang Xinxin8s Writing 

Li Ziyun, a feminist critic in China, describing the 

most recent development in Chinese literature, emphasized 

the fact that " [w] e are witnessing a second upsurge in the 

literary output of female writers in mainland China. This 

is marked not only by the extraordinary number and quality 

of womenrs works but by the vaquard role s o m e  of those 

works have played in Chineee literature. I a m  referring to 

their disregard for exieting literary conventions. their 

exploration of new horizons in terms of theme and 

experience, and their experimentation with formN (Liu 34). 
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In order to tell women's lives in new ways, contemporary 

Chinese women writers like Zhang Jie and Z h a n g  X i n x i n  

endeavour to develop freah thematic as well as fonaal 

resources for narrative interpretation. 

The discussion of narrative strategies in Chinese 

literary works often concerns the term mrealism,w which 

predicates for the author an autonomoue platform of 

objective observation and operates on its readers through 

catharsis. by arousing and then purging the unpleasant 

ernotions of pity and terror f r o m  their minde. In contrast, 

traditional Chinese literary theory was dominated by a 

notion of literature as the spontaneous expression of the 

author's emotional life. Even when a place for observation 

was identified in literary composition, it was understood 

as only a stage in a process of ethical cultivation. At 

both the creative and receptive ends, then, realism 

introduces a fundamentally new mode1 of aesthetic 

experience. However, realiam haa always been a topic of 

dispute in China. Problems and concerns aesociated with 

realism have been central in Chinese literary criticism 

since the May Fourth movement. Anderson points out that in 
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China, "realism came to c a r y  the profoundest burden of 

hope for cultural transformation. And realism generated the 

largeet body of literature in the years that followed [the 

May Fourth rno~erncnt]~ (3). Realism was embraced during the 

May Fourth period as one major element of the larger 

crusade to modernize China and regenerate its culture . In 

the late 19208, political transformations led the 

discussion to converge on problems of the term realism 

itself. At that time, many of China's young writers and 

critics were interested in socialism, and the "realism" 

they identified was defined by the concerns of Marxisrn. The 

debate about realism centered on the contrast between 

voluntaristic elements and the deterministic side of 

realism. The former allows the writer significant influence 

in the social arena through cultural action that takes 

place in the superstructure, while the latter insists on an 

absolute relationship between the economic base and the 

superstructure, placing the writer in the poeition of a 

passive reflector of social change. In other words, the 

former focuses on writers' responsibility for identifying 

evidence of progressive social evolution, while the latter 



views writers as objective social scientists, or detached 

and impartial observers. The former aspect of realism--its 

ability to reflect progressive social evolution--was also 

central to literary debates in Yan'an and to the literary 

thought of Mao Zedong, who believed that the taek of 

awakening the masses ehould be placed among the top 

priorities of literary creation while passive reflection of 

social reality should not be the attitude adopted by any 

progressive writer. As Leo Ou-Fan Lee points out: 

Mao8 s Yanr an Talks" is concerned more with the 
what and why than the how of literary writing: 
the correct attitude of the writer, the need for 
a popular laquage comprehensible to the masses. 
the prerequisite of mextolling* and not 
"exposing" revolutionary reality, and so forth.  
(162 

In this belief, Mao reaffirmed the importance of the 

ability of the superstructure to influence society, and 

separated transformation in the superstructure from an 

absolute link with the economic base, thus strengthening 

the voluntaristic approach to realism. This tendency is 

exhibited in the term socialist realism (as opposed to 

critical realism), and in the post-1949 years revolutionary 

realism, which requires the writer to express the 



mevolutiona of society. This baeically voluntaristic 

definition of realism in post-1949 China has caused it to 

become aseociated with a particular political framework- 

that of the Chinese Communist Party. The Party claima that 

at al1 times aina is indeed experiencing progressive 

social evolution. 

"The Madernists ... believe themselves to be 'living 

in the temporal belatedness of a cultural aftennathr" 

 a avis 13) . In many ways the situation in post-Mao China 

mirrors Europe after World War 1. A sense of spiritual 

dissolution and crisis becomes a salient element of the 

society, while the decay of political orthodoxy and the 

increasing pressure to industrialize and make projections 

about the future catch millions of Chinese, especially the 

so-called "lest generation," in a dilemma between self and 

society. In the early 1980s, there was a nation-wide 

discussion about Western modernism and its influence on 

Chinese literature. One Chinese critic summarizes three 

major points of controversy emerging from this discussion: 

1. Chinese Modernism is a necessary corollary to 

modernization; 2. authority and tradition are obstacles to 
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the liberation of thought and the reform of literature; 3 ,  

any artistic innovation necessitates a clash with and in 

some cases the destruction of pre-existing aesthetic tastes 

and artistic habits (He 49-54) . 
Some Chinese critics were vehemently opposed to what 

they perceived as Western modernist influence. They equated 

modernist narrative techniques with ubourgeois or petit- 

bourgeois individualism and anti-rational anarchismm (Cheng 

3). And they perceived modernism as a reflection of the 

nhopelessness, emptiness. and desperationN of the Western 

capitalist systern (Cheng 8 ) .  It seems that their views are 

based on LukScsr belief that since the content of modernism 

is reactionary, modernist form is equally unacceptable. 

In support of modernism, Anderson argues that "Realism 

served an indisputable purpose in China as long as it was 

being used to question the underlying principles of 

traditional Chinese culture, but once thia goal was 

accompliehed. its statu8 became increasingly problematic" 

(74) . Proponents of dif ferent kinds of modernism viewed 

those who opposed modernism and advocated realism as 

conservative; and realism was identified as a conservative 
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literary and philosophical ideology. Their views may have 

had considerable influence on the works of Z b a n g  Jie and 

Zhang Xiwin, the latter in particular. 

Judith Kegan Gardiner points out that u[f]eminist 

literary historians are now defining the contribution of 

women to modernism" ( 3 5 5 ) .  Modernism is generally perceived 

as a kind of realism appropriate to the Western situation-- 

the kind of writing that uses reflection of reality much in 

the same way as realism. The difference is that the object 

of the reflection is a chaotic, pessimistic, disintegrating 

world, not the progressive world that muet, by definition, 

be shown as evolving if a miter uses a realist ideology. 

In subject matter, modernism emphasizes the non-rational, 

the psychological, and the self-referential; in technique, 

fractured narrative, stream-of-con~ciousness, wobscureN 

symbolism, idioglossia, and 80 forth. As one cr i t ic  points 

out, [t] he 'cal1 for formf . . . is a distinctly modernist 
gesturem (Davis 13) . 

Significantly, Kristeva \considers that modernist 

poetry actually prefigures a social revolution which in the 

distant future will corne about when society has evolved a 
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more complex form" (Selden 8 0 )  . As a means of undermining 

the symbolic order, the .languagem of the semiotic is fluid 

and plural, and opposed to al1 fixed, transeendental 

significations. Krieteva regards "thie poetic revolution as 

closely linked with political revolution in general and 

feminist liberation in particular: the feminist movement 

must invent a 'form of anarchismO which will correspond to 

the 'discourse of the avant-garde'" (Selden 144). Anarchism 

is necessarily the philosophical and political position 

taken by a feminism determined to end the dominance of 

phallogocentrism. 

As a matter of fact, the concept of "modernism" is 

relatively n e w  in China. In the late 1920s and 1930s, some 

poets like Li Jinfa and Dai Wangshu used modernist poetic 

techniques developed by Baudelaire and others in Europe, 

but a complex set of conditions, including the rise of 

Marxism, the redefinition of the intellectual, and the 

continuing waztime conditions, prevented modernism from 

becoming widespread and popular. Therefore, in creating 

modernism in China, writers like Zhang Xinxin writing in 

the early 1980s had f e w  Chinese models to turn to, but 



could look at the 

twentieth century 
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Western modernist works of the early 

that employed the techniques of Stream of 

consciousness, plotlessness or lack of narrative 

progression, lack of didactic social message, emphasis on 

individual psychology, and intenial monologue. 

"Love Must Not Be Forgottenn 

Zhang Jie's writing claims immediate social relevance 

as well as some novelty in literary technique. H e r  story 

"Love Must Not Be Forgottenn emphasizes the relation of 

writing, gender, and authorship (Liu 41) . The narrative of 
the story takes place between the narrator, Shanshan, and 

her late mother, Zhong Yu, whose writing she attempts to 

decipher. The first-person narrator in this story is the 

daughter who reads her motherOe diary after her death and 

tells about the latter's love to a married man, who also 

loves her mother deeply, but has to marry another woman 

w h o s e  father saved his life in a moment of danger. The 

w h o l e  story is filled with Zhong Yu's heart-rending love 

for the man she hardly sees and "never once even clasped 

handw with (Zhang Jie, *Lovem 12) . Her love is personif ied 
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in a set of Selected Stories of Chekhov he gives her as a 

present because Chekhov is one of her favorite authors. She 

reads or just  gazes at the booke every day. When she is 

dying, she asks to have those booke cremated with her. In 

fact, she lives in her dream of him, and the only way she 

pours out her love to him is ~ i t i n g  her di- in which she 

talks with him. 

In Zhang Jiers story, the daughter, a first-person 

narrator, attempte to interpret the incoherent words 

contained in a notebook that the mother left behind and 

successfully subverts the discourse of a literary tradition 

(Chekhov and Romeo and Juliet) to which her mother has 

subscribed as novelist, heroine, and woman. "By 

reconstructing the tnother's life in writing, the narrator 

is able to rewrite the story of a womanrs destiny so that 

independence rather than romantic attachment to a man will 

become her priorityn (Liu 43) . And, .[b]y asserting her 

difference and exercising independent authorship, the 

narrator achieves autonomy (Liu 43). In this etory, a 

first-person female voice has provided fertile resources 

for a renewed interpretation of women's lives. 
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Significantly, the insistent presence of the first-person 

narrator in Zhang Jie's Ytove Must Not Be Forgotten* blurs 

the transparency of the language of the story and 

problematizes the discourse on romantic tragedy. As Joanne 

S .  Prye pute it. .the narrating '1' finds additional ways, 

both thematic and structural, ta avoid narrative 

entrapment, new ways to subvert the power of old storiesn 

(81 

On the Same Horizon 

Zhang Xinxin is modernist not only in spirit but also 

in technique, taking political and social risks (she was a 

prime target of the campaign against "spiritual pollutionm 

in China frorn 1983 to 19841, experimenting restlessly with 

different media and literary forms, and constantly 

searching for new cultural frontiers to traverse. 

Zhang Xinxin's novella On the Same Horizon is a tale 

about a young woman disillusioned by her marriage, f ocusing 

on a persona1 relationship and its fate. In this story. the 

author gives both protagonists their say in their owri 

authentic voices in separate segments of the text .  Bath 
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characters freely vent their spite againat each other in a 

rationally ordered stream of reflections and mernories. The 

story tries to overcome the stylietic constraints of the 

realistic mode through devices such as dreams or symbols to 

form this Chinese variant of "stream of consciousness.w 

The novella starts with the contradiction in the 

heroine's life between family and career. This is actually 

the first and surface framework of Zhang Xinxinfs 

structure. Underneath the surface is a complex structure of 

the heroine's inner self fighting against her frailty, 

exploring her deepest feelings, and longing for the 

impossible or unattainable--ber husbandrs understanding of 

her. The story is made up of 8-11 incidents and minute 

details mingled with psychological insertions to reveal the 

female protagonist's illusion and disillusion, 

determination and indecision, fulfilment and failure. 

On the Same Horizon moves like a movie with the scenes 

shifting back and forth froni "sheff to "heu as the story, or 

rather "she," develops, from past to present, from actual 

happenings to psychological yearnings. Chapter Three is 

quite a typical one. This chapter is not long, but the 



range of tirne and space covered in it is tremendous, and 

its significance strikes deep. It is a rainy day. WheU is 

talking. The first scene ie in a local district office 

where she and he come to apply for a divorce. This is also 

the place where they came to register for marriage. Quite 

naturally the scene movee back to a year and a half before: 

"One never intends to recall these insignificant moments, 

but now they suddenly turned up from the depths of m y  

memory. And they were so clearn (Zhang Xinxin, On the Same 

Horizon 183). Then, back to the present, in front of the 

reader is a scene of a Chinese official and his 

bureaucracy: 

The officia1 examined nry household registration, 
work ID, and letter of introduction one by one. 
He was as meticulous and thorough as a customs 
officer. Then he raised his head and said with a 
complacent smile: 

*Accordhg to the regulations laid dom, you 
really ought to start procedures in your own 
district. " 

mBut, but it was here that 1 waa issued the 
marriage certificate!" 

"Don't be so anxious. Divorce is different, 
and itrs not that simple. You have to go through 
reconciliation procedures, and investigation, and 
then put your name on the waiting list, as there 
are quite a few people trying to get a divorce 
these days. If you cannot get anywhere at your 
own district office, we will look at your case 
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again. " (Zhang X i n x i n ,  On the Same Horizon 184) 

The implications are definitely clear--the red tape, the 

rigid restrictions, the difficulty of getting a divorce, 

the helplessness of the applicants,.., However, the 

heroine's mind often wanders eleewhere while lietening to 

the bureaucrate She cannot help recalling the quarrel in 

which the word divorce first blurts out in a sudden fit of 

fury.  Then the word is repeated every time they quarrel. 

But the time comes when she starts to consider seriously 

the implications of the word, and finally she is actually 

sitting and waiting to be granted the release from the 

marriage bond, The scenes move back and forth in the 

heroine's mind as well as in the readerrs eyes. 

Then there is a sudden and significant change in the 

time and setting. When the heroine and the hero corne out of 

the office, it is still raining. With this sentence, "[tlhe 

rain battered dom on my rainhat as though there were 

nothing between heaven and earth but the sound of the rainu 

(Zhang Xinxin, On the Same Horizon 184) , the reader is 

suddenly brought to another downpour in a totally different 

setting-the village where she works and where "he" first 
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enters ber life. There is no conjunction linking the two 

incidents, nor is thete any w o r d  of hinting the change of 

the scene. ft is just like film montage: in a flash, the 

audience find themselves in a place where "the bamboo huts 

dotted along the dam, the mimosa trees epread out like 

umbrellas over the uncultivated ground, the clusters of 

waving phoenix-tail bamboo, the mountain ranges weaving 

round us on al1 sides ...* (Zhang Xinxin, On the Same 

Horizon 184). Another friend of hers takes her to his shed 

to shelter her from the downpour. Her thirst for art and 

culture in such a remote and desolate place makes her feel 

close to his paintings and then to the painter himself. 

Then suddenly, the scene shifts back again to the pltesent-- 

in  her room. H e  has already moved out. A party is going on 

celebrating her acceptance into college. The room is filled 

w i t h  laughter and blessings. Most of her friends believe 

that she will have a promising future. Yet, in a moment, we 

read her mind: "... there was not much joy in m y  heart 

after al l ;  instead it was hollow and emptya (Zhang Xinxin, 

On the Same Horizon 186). This chapter is b u i l t  up by the 

shifting of the scenes: the past and present, the 



revelation of the heroine's deeper feeling, and the  

confrontation of a new challenge at the end of the chapter. 

And t h i s  is only a small structure w i t h i n  the bigger 

structure of the whole story. 

T h e r e  are altogether eleven chapters i n  Zhang Xinxinfs 

story. F o r  the f i r s t  aine chap-ters "sheU and 'heW a l te rna te  

by chapters with the exception of Chapter Six i n  which "heM 

talks f i r s t  and thenasheu cornes i n -  Chapter Ten follows the 

structure of Chapter Six; th i s  t i m e  %heu talks f i r s t ,  and 

then "hem" In the last chapter %heu and "he" are waiting 

for the o f f i c i a l  i n  charge of handling divorce cases to 

corne back from his  lunch break so tha t  they can get  the  

divorce papers. She and he talk a l ternate ly  with very short 

intervals between them as the author tries to bring out the 

discrepancies between what they Say t o  each other and what 

they think about each other. The shorter and shorter  

intervals of alternation also produce a faster  tempo, which 

implies t h a t  they both eeem e t i l l  t o  have a l o t  of feel ing 

left for each other. However, neither of them has the 

chance ta reveal thei r  t rue  emotions, and the eventual 

separation seems inevitable. 



Zhang Xinxin is clearly influenced by modern Western 

fiction and attempts to incorporate various n e w  techniques 

into het writing. Obviously, her arrangement of structure 

i a  different from Zhang Jie. By varying her structure, 

giving no names to her main characters, and employing a 

movie-like style and tempo, Zhang Xinxin eeeks to "free her 

fiction from the topicality so characteristic of post- 

Liberation and 'post-Mao' literaturen (Wakeman and Yue 

The D r e a m  of Our Ceneration 

Zhang Xinxin's second novella The Dream of Our  

Generation is a psychological portrait of a woman of the 

author' s own generation. As the author puts it : 

In this novella 1 tried to express the following 
theme in art and ideology: In real life, after 
being pounded repeatedly, 1 realized that once 
the beliefs and ideals of the people in our 
generation were shorn of their flowery language, 
many people have become engulfed in trivial and 
ordinary lives, becoming more and more 
-practical." This "practical feelingn has 
specific causes hietorically. But the decline of 
idealism gives rise to a series of problems which 
are worth thinking about. Therefore 1 attempted 
to probe into the peychological changes in an 
ordinary young working woman. ( "Biyao de huidan 
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Like Zhang X i n x i n  and her peere, the heroine is sent 

to the countryeide to be *reedu~ated.~ For quite a few 

years ehe has to work on an ill-fated irrigation project in 

Inner  ong go lia. Finally she retums to the city, finds a 

job, and takes up her expected yoles as a wife and mother. 

Carolyn Wakeman and Yue Daiyun notice that '[algain in 

this second novella Zhang X i d n  has abandoned conventional 

narrative structure to express the yearnings and 

frustrations of an anonymous wornanw (203). In this story, 

through the use of a ~ r i e t y  of cultural intertexts, our 

attention is variously directed toward Pinocchio and 

Thumbelina, B j o r n  Borg and John McEnroe, the oracles of 

fortune-tellers and the texts of their trade, the slogans 

of the Maoist era, the jargon of office politics, and the 

Japanese heroes of martial arts. Added to this cultivation 

of "chaosN is the technique of disjunction, particularly 

through the interior monologue of Wreams." 

The first chapter of the etory begine with a fairy 

tale : 

Once upon a time, long, long ago, there was a 



poor little girl, whose only companion was a 
small boat with red sails, Once, a stranger 
passing by aaw the small boat with red sails in 
her hand, and said to her: When you grow up, a 
handsome prince in a boat with red sails will 
come for you." Rumour of the prophesy spread like 
the wind; of course, no one believed it. ûnly the 
lonely little girl continued to remember it. She 
gazed blankly into the sky, glorious illusions 
one after the other drifting in and out with the 
clouds. One day, w h e n  the sua had just risen, a 
splendid boat with red sails really did come for 
her from the great, w i d e  ocean.... (Zhang Xinxin, 
The  Dream of Our Generation 7 )  

Obviously, Zhang Xinxinfs fairy tales provide an 

alternative ta social realism. In her story, "[alrt cornes 

to represent an alternative to life, illusion an antidote, 

and occasionally a supplement , to lif e" (Wake and Yue 203 ) . 

The constant ehift from reality to d r e a m ,  f r o m  off-  

stage to on-stage, f r o m  the outer world to the inner self, 

is an important part of the formation of Zhang Xinxinfs 

structure. In The  Dream of Our Generation, the protagonist 

moves in and out of ber dream of a childhood fantasy. She 

once meets a boy while camping, and he is transformed into 

a fairy prince; she has sought him ever eince in both her 

day and night dreams. At last ehe seeme to identify him, 

and he turns out to be a very vulgar and mean person. The 
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childhood fantasy remaine a dream. In this fashion Zhang 

Xiwin departs from earlier, orthodox socialiet litetature, 

or revolutionary realism. 

Significantly, Zhang Xinxinrs works reflect her 

radical efforts to open a new horizon beyond that of 

realism. In narrative style, Zhang Jie and Zhang Xinxin are 

noticeably different. Zhang Jie's narrative style is 

characterized by simplicity and directness of the language, 

which is fully in keeping with Dorrit Cohnts suggestion 

that writers "who do not wish to take risks with the 

readability of their worksff will avoid stylistic 

experimentation in rendering consciousness ( 8 9 ) .  In 

contrast, Zhang Xinxin abandons linear narrative and 

consistent point of view, and her "narrative structure 

becomes explicitly and daringly experimentalu (Wakeman and 

Yue 201). In her On the Sarne Horizon, alternating first- 

person monologues convey the simultaneity of the estranged 

loversr feelings of anger, frustration, resentment, and 

loss . Here, [cl ritical realism, an effective vehicle for 

exposing society's failings, seemed ill-suited to the 
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representation of those inner needs eo long subordinated to 

the public gooda (Wakeman and Yue 201). The narrative style 

of Zhang Xinxin's etories is complut and aplotlesew by 

Chinese standards of the times-full of flashbacks, 

shifting points of view, and matream-of-consciousness.~ 

More prominent to the reader, though, vas the sense of 

estrangement and lack of clear bearings it seemed to 

communicate. As a matter of fact, Zhang Xinxinfs style 

could be understood within a well-defined category of 

"young people's writing," as a work of youth alienation, 

indeed feminist youth alienation. Zhang Xinxin's modernist 

"disruption" technique links her quite concretely to the 

international modernist movement. 



c2mwmR TmEE 

COMMON EFFORTS: 

THE PURSUIT OF SELF IDENTITY 

IN CANADIAN AND CHINESE WOMEN'S WORKS 

The preceding chapters have attempted to pinpoint the 

different thematic concerns and narrative strategies of 

Canadian and Chinese women's works. ft is certainly 

necessary to point out these different emphases. Yet it is 

more important to bring our attention to the common efforts 

shared by writers of both countries when they insist that 

women, be they Canadian or Chinese. have the right to 

assert their selfhood. The investigation of female identity 

represented in woment s literary works may provide a key to 

understanding the epecial qwlities of contemporary writing 

by women,  Twentieth-century women writers express the 

experience of their own identity in w h a t  and how they 

write. Often they communicate a coneciousness of their 

identity through paradoxes of sameness and difference-from 

other women,  from men, and from social injunctions for what 
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women should be, including those inscribed in the literary 

canon 

Literary criticism ie one of the places where feminism 

confronts patriarchal values. Elaine Showalter emphasizes 

that *it ie important to eee the female literary tradition 

in ... relation to the wider evolution of women's self- 

awareness and to the ways in which any ainority gtoup finds 

its direction of self-expression relative to a dominant 

society" (11). Showalterfs helpful definition of women's 

literature as a subculture with its own patterns of 

relationship, themes, images and concerns provides a 

starting-place from which feminist criticism may counteract 

the ahistorical tendency of much work in the field. She 

points out that "each genetation of women writers has found 

itself, in a sense, without a history, forced to rediscover 

the past anew, forging again and again the consciousness of 

their sexw (Showalter 11-12). Rather than concentrating on 

a special vision inherently belonging to women, Showalter 

studies their contributions to literature as part of "the 

female subculture.* Accordingly, she replaces traditional 

literary periods with three stages in womenfs literary 



history, stages which record their growth in conscioueness 

as feminine, feminist, and female. These correspond to 

phases of other literary subcultures: 

First, there is a prolonged phase of imitation of 
the prevailing modes of the dominant tradition, 
and inteznalization of its standards of art and 
its views on social roles. Second, there is a 
phase of protest against these standards and 
values, and advocacy of minority rights and 
values, including a demand for autonomy. Finally, 
there is a phase of self-diocovery, a turning 
inward freed from some of the dependency of 
opposition, a search for identity. (Showalter 13) 

Showalter is 'intentionally looking, not at an innate 

sexual attitude, but at the ways in which the self- 

awareness of woman miter has translated i tself  into a 

literary form in a specific place and time-span" (Showalter 

12). For Elaine Showalter, the existence of separate 

literary traditions is less a matter of biological 

differences than the result of differences in the 

socialization process of the still-evolving relationship 

between women writers and their society. More 

significantly, Elaine Showalter secs meelf-discovery,a "a 

search for identity," as the main theme of women's 

literature since 1920 (13). This assertion is largely true 
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with the contemporary writings of both Canadian and Chinese 

women writers . 

Search for Identity in Canadian Womente Writing: 

Achievements and Ambivalence 

Lives of G i r l s  and Nomen 

In Munro8 s Lives of Girls and Women, the heroine Del 

gradually obtains her selfhood partly by realizing the 

difference between herself and others. As the first-person 

narrator and a superb observer of the world around her. Del 

exulte in the details of the country life on the Plats Road 

and of the city life in Jubulee. She lives in a world of 

conflicting values. When she is  a child, ehe feels quite 

secure in her family structure. On the other hand, she is 

aware that there is another world outside somewhere, in 

which "people could go dom in quickeand, be vanquished by 

ghosts or terrible ordinary cities; luck and wickedness 

were gigantic and unpredictable; nothing was deserved, 

anything might happen; defeats w e r e  met with crazy 



satisf actiona (Mme, Lives 26) . 
In order to understand Munro's heroine better, the 

reader may have to look into the way ehe is defined. 

Realizing that "[olnce you make that mietake, of being-- 

distracted, over a man, your life will never be your ownw 

( M u n r o ,  Lives 173), Del's mother warns her that a change is 

coming to the lives of girls and women. Such a change will 

bring them something more than their connection with men. 

They will be able to have lives of their own; they will be 

able to have self-respect. However, Del is not satisfied; 

she desires more. She is aware that ber mother's advice is 

basically the same as the other advice given to girls, 

which invariably assumes that the female is "damageable, 

that a certain amount of carefulness and solemn fuss and 

self -protectionn are required (Munro , Lives 173 - 74 ) . Women 
are encouraged to judge their inner selves through their 

external physical appearance and to equate the t w o .  At the 

same tinte, they are urged to produce socially approved 

images of themselves by manipulating their drees, speech, 

and behavior. 

Without any hesitation, Del decides to do what the men 
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do--"to go out and take on al1 kinds of experiences and 

shuck off what they didnBt w a n t  and corne back proudu 

(Munro, Lives 174) .  Her relationehip with G a r n e t  French 

proves her determination. In a dramatic struggle in the 

river, she is amazed to find that Gamet should think that 

he could force her to be baptized, that he could even 

imagine that he had Veal power" over her (Munro, Lives 

234). For the power she granted h i m  has been "in playN 

( M u n r o ,  L i v e s  234) . She refuses to be baptized, even at the 

price of losing Garnet. She will never give up her freedom 

to any person or any institution. For Munrofs heroine, 

fighting for freedom is Y ighting for lifew (Munro, Lives 

235). Once away from Garnet, Del finds that '[tlrees, 

houses, fences, streets, came back to Cher], in their own 

sober and familiar ehapeea and "the world resumes its own, 

its natural and callous importancea (Munro, Lives 236) . 

This section of the novel, "Baptizing," demonstrates Del's 

sexual initiation and her sharpeet conflict with the 

cultural expectations of women. Garnetfs challenge to her 

makes her realize that she has to choose between her own 

autonomous aspirations and the opposition: baptism, 



marriage , and children. 

The end of the Mumro's story reads like a spiral. 

Finally, as E .D. Blodgett remarke, 'the narrator 

distinguishes hersel f  from her childhood, passes judgment 

upon it, and in the word 'applause8 reminds us that the 

novel, while i n i t i a l l y  dominated by a man, is about the 

lives of girls and womenu (Hice  Muaro 4 0 ) .  The adult Del 

sees herself, "at last without fantasies, or self- 

deception, eut off from the mistakes and confusion of the 

past, grave and simple, carrying a small suitcase, getting 

on a bus, like girls in movies leaving home, convents, 

lovers" to embark on ber n e w  life (Mwo, Lives 238) . The 

adult Del seems fully cognizant of the errors in thought 

and perception ehe made as a child and adolescent. Del will 

begin her "real life." However, this process of defining 

oneself will continue as she may find that the real life is 

also unreliable. 

Who Do You Think You Are? 

'By turning womenfs lives into narrative, Munro denies 

women the secrecy that has traditionally kept them 
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mysterious and articulates the problems they encounter as 

desiring subjecteu (Irvine 95). Wunro's Iimo Do You T b i a k  

You Are? explores a crisis in the development of a female 

protagonist, who is presented as independent, powerful, and 

able to act out certain desires, although her independence 

is not always reliable, as her power is weakened from tirne 

to time, and her ability eometimes limited. The novel is 

about self-realization, as is suggested by its title. It 

explores the tensions between the orderly and the 

uncontrollable in the modern world, particularly as they 

affect women. In this novel, by shedding light on the dark 

side of womenfs existence, MWO looks into her heroine's 

childhood, adolescence and womanhood, centering on her 

journey to search for her identity, to obtain her 

independence and to reach her self-realization. 

As one critic points out, "much of the story turns 

upon Rose's growing awareness of difference, of her desite 

to transcend her origin, and eepecially the pain it will 

cause" (Blodgett, Mice Munro 8 6 )  . For Rose, Munro' s 
protagonist, rejecting stereotypes in a male-dominated 

culture is the first step. She is fully aware of what her 



father expects of her: 

A woman ought to be energetic, ptactical, clever 
at making and saving; she ought to be shrewd, 
good at bargaining and bossing and eeeing through 
people's pretensione. At the same time, she 
should be naive intellectually, childlike, 
contemptuous of maps and long words and anything 
in books..., (Munro, NûY 45) 

Rose, however, has no wish to be driven into such a role. 

One of her early wishes ie "to attach herself to those 

waffle-eating coffee-drinking aloof and knowledgeable 

possessors of breakfast nooksm ( M ~ o ,  WDY 38) . Obsessed by 
her constant struggle to gain recognizable success, she 

knows that she has to be an intruder, aligning herself w i t h  

the townies at school. 

Rose's constant attempts to escape are obvious 

throughout the novel. She flees West Hanratty. She leaves 

behind her little t o m  legacy. But she cannot escape 

oppression and solitude. Her most significant escape in her 

adult life is her career as an actress. She finally becomes 

"an actress to the marrow of [her] bones" (Munro, kiDY 157) . 
Although there are only a f e w  scenes in which she is 

actually performing, she is almost always acting, in a 

broader metaphorical sense, and also watching herself and 
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others acting. Although she has aianaged to gain a better 

life by fleeing West Hanratty, symbol of poverty and 

isolation, Rose cannot as easily escape her role as victim. 

W h a t  she fears and what ehe later experiences is 

powerlesaness as opposed to power, paeeivity as opposed to 

activity, following as opposed to leading. 

One of the major themes Munro conveys in this novel is 

the humiliations of love. Rose constantly fails--in her 

marriage, and in her sexual connections as well. Ever since 

her childhood, the overwhelming erotic feelings, "the 

increase, the flow, of love," "[tlhe high tiden and "the 

flash f loodn have threatened to drown Rose (Munro, FfDY 33 ) . 

She is a potential drowning victim. When she steals candy 

for Cora from her step-motherfs store and Cora returns this 

nclownish" love-offering to Flo, her step-mother, Flo 

sarcastically berates her because ehe "saw the danger," and 

"read the flaw," of such a childish, homoerotic crush, and 

she warns her against "the enslavement, the self-abasement, 

[and] the self-deception* (Munro, WDY 35). 

When Rose and Patrick become lovers, she fears sexual, 

as well as social, humiliation. She is terrified, sensing 
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that "there was a great humiliation at store, a great 

exposure of their deceits and etratagemsœ (Munro, WDY 8 1 ) .  

  ut with Patrick, her social humiliations are far more 

profound and persistent. "The problem of self-recognition, 

then, is defined and exacerbated ... by a clash of 
discourse, by her embarrassrnent about her familyrs speech 

and her failure to find a discourse that can be shared with 

Patrick through which she might see who she isff (Blodgett, 

Alice Munro 9 5 ) .  Rose cornes to realize h o w  great the social 

differences between her lover and herself are, and is 

getting more and more confused and miserable about this 

wide distance. To end this confused misery, Rose decides to 

break her engagement. And with "great pleasuren and 

"energy' she humiliates Patrick, feeling that he is 

completely exposed to her and enjoying such an advantage 

(Munro, WDY 92) . What triggers this break might be that she 

is unable to "resist such a test of Cher] powern ( M u n r o ,  

kl)Y 95). She equates power with freedom when she recalls in 

mSimonls Luck" that only with Patrick %ad she been the 

free person, the one with [the] powern to order a man: 

Tome here . . . or go awaya (Munro, WDY 16 9 )  . 
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But even such temporary freedom or power may t m  out 

to be a sham because she admit8 that it is Patrick that 

"she was bound to . . . " (Munro, RDY 96)  . And even nine years 
after their divorce, she is still haunted by that feeling. 

Ever since Patrick, R o s e  has frequently found herself 

trapped in sexual life. Her relationship with Clifford 

finds ber in more miserable humiliations. Rose and Clifford 

arrange a secret t r y s t  to consuarmate their relationship. 

When Clifford arrives, he says that he cannot hurt his wife 

and calls the whole thing off. In her hope that "there must 

be some way to turn things around and start againn (Munro, 

krDY 122), Rose tries to persuade him to shed the mask of 

the "dutifuln husband to which he has reverted. only to 

hurt herself more. At that tirne, her ultimate "shame" is 

"like a whole wall crumbling in on her, rubble choking herw 

(Munro, WDY 123) . When she calls Clifford in the middle of 

the night. her humiliation reaches its peak. Her attempt ta 

persuade him to talk to her only results in hie ambiguous 

repetitions. That ' s  okay, Josea (Munro, WDY 125). which 

may be interpreted as hie reassurance to h i s  wife of hie 

f idelity . Finally, deep in [a] n entirely dishonorable 



grief" and full of [al 11 smashed pride and ridiculed 

fantasy," she weepe al1 the ways home, where she, in an 

attempt to recover her pride, claims to Patrick that she 

has "had an af f air w i t h  Clif fordR (Munro, WDY 131) . 

Unfortunately, her bid to eraee such a humiliation produces 

only more humiliations. 

Rose's relationship with Simon is significant in that 

Simon is the direct oppoeite of Clifford. Instead of 

disappointing or exploiting her, Simon ie wise and 

protective. Delighted by this mwarmm man in "the widespread 

sunlight of the moment," who provides the warmth that she 

desires--not only love, but also *a remarkable supper" and 

practical advice on how to make her chilly house wann,  Rose 

is convinced that he is "the man for [her] l i fen (Munro, 

hElY 161-164). 

But his failure to come the next weekend, after Rose 

ha8 made elaborate preparations for his visit, throws her 

into the dark and cold again, driving her into humiliation 

once more. She remembers then al1 the umortificationsa that 

she has undergone, sadly brooding upon "how many crazy 

letters she had written, how many over-blown excuses she 



had found, having to leave a place, or being afraid to 

leave a place, on account of eome mana (-0, WDY 168) . 
Caught in another undeserved and unbearable sexual 

re jection, Rose leaves her job and her cold house and 

drives westward, struggling to mleap freew of the 

ambivalent feelings that keep tempting her to turn back 

(Munro, WDY 169 1 . Once again, like her escapes f rom poverty 

and isolation in early years, she sees the point of 

struggling for distance because the tempting force of 

pulling her back .did weaken, with distance* (M-o. WDY 

170). ThugI she 'kept driving. Muskoka; the Lakehead; the 

Manitoba border" ( M u n r o ,  KDY 169-170) . She has crossed the 

borders, physically and psychologically; she has overcome 

the invisible borders as well as the visible ones. Now 

[s] he felt relatively saf e , . . and sanen (Munro, HDY 171) . 

Her sense of security, however, may st i l l  be an illusion. 

because she admite that [el ither w a y  [she wae] robbed of 

somethinga (Munro, NDY 170). 

Rose's stories navigate between extremes: on the one 

hand, caring too much; on the other. not caring enough. 

Love presents itself as a perilous venturing force; and it 
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entails the risk of appearing ridiculous, aince the beloved 

may weil prove unworthy or uareliable. In thie novel, 

sexual relationships are constantly found to be at the 

center of crisis and conflict. Rose wants a lover, a "man 

for [her] lifem (Munro, ïiDY 164) , someone who will be so 

considerate as to see, as is Simon in nSimon's Luck," that 

the furnace is not functioning well and that what she 

"needs is some insulationu (Munro, hDY 160) . Rose wants to 
love and to be loved. But she cannot risk exposure because 

she is afraid that if she reveals her need, opens her heart 

entirely to a particular "other," she will scare him away. 

He will react ta her as if she were an abnormal woman, 

whose "tendemess is greedy, [whose] sensuality is 

dishonest" (Munro, HDY 169) . Again, f illed with a "low, 
steady hum of uneasiness, fatigue, apprehension" ( M ~ o ,  

WDY 158). she wants to be protected by the warmly 

protective Simon, but when ehe recognizes her desire for 

such total domination, she realizes that there will be some 

potential humiliation: She would be able to do nothing "but 

to lie under Simon," "but to give way to pangs and 

convulsionsff (Munro, kTDY 165) . Thus, she is caught in 
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between her deeire for the protective warmth of a man and 

aspiration for freedom and independence. 

The basic question Who do you think you are?" is left 

unanswered at the end of the novel. When Mwurofs heroine 

returns to Hanratty, finiehing her circling journey, she is 

s t i l l  not sure of who she is, Her last effort is to forge 

honest connections with Ralph. For her, trying to 

understand Ralph is analogous to trying to understand 

herself. But '[wlhat could she Say about herself and Ralph 

Gillespie, except that she felt his life, close, closer 

than the lives of men she'd loved, one slot over from fier 

ownM (Munro, WDY 2 0 6 ) ?  Munro's heroine seems not to see any 

hope in finding an answer. 

Surf acing 

Obviously, Atwood does not limit her protagonist in 

Surfacing to the role as victim. She treats her subject in 

a broader perspective: *Canada as a whole is a victimm 

(Atwood, Survival 35) . H e r  heroinef s escape from city to 

wildeniess, her rediscovery of her self, and her sumival 

and salvation are paralleled by her assumption of the role 
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as cultural exorcist. What is particularly remarkable in 

Surfacing is then the combined process of searching for 

both individual identity and national one: Vhere is here?" 

as well as Who am I?' In this sense, the female mice 

npolitically and culturally personifies Canadan (Irvine, 

Sub/vision 11) . 

The novelrs turning point is in Chapter l?. It is in 

this chapter that Atwood's heroine dives into a lake in 

search of aboriginal paintings ahe believes her missing 

father has discovered on an undemater cliff face. It is 

also in this chapter that she finds what turns out to be 

her fatherrs drowned body. Imagining it to be like a foetus 

in a bottle, she recalls an abortion she has undergone a 

few years before, an experience that she bas repressed, and 

that only now "surfacesu in her mind. 

As a result of this strange atonement with her 

naturalist father, Atwood's estranged and curiously numbed 

heroine is revitalized. She begins to attune herself once 

more to the wilderness she has known as a child. She makes 

contact with the "goden of the place; with "the abodes of 

powerf ul or protect ive spirits" (Atwood, Surfacing 111) , 



and with "the sacred places, the places where you could 

learn the truthw (Atwood, Surfacinq 155) . Atwoodf s heroine 
instinctively sloughs off mAmeticaniam,m the derivative 

barbarism that Atwood views as characteristic of modern 

Canadian culture, and that she is careful to show is not 

confined to America itself: 

It doesnft matter w h a t  country they8re from, my 
head said, theyfre still American, they're whatls 
in store for us, what we are turning into. They 
epread themselves like a virus, they get into the 
brain and take over the cells and the cells 
change from inside and the ones that have the 
disease can't tell the difference. (Atwood, 
Surfacing 13 9 ) 

Atwood's heroine proceeds to assume the role of 

cultural exorcist, that is to say, someone who bas been 

exposed to Vhnericanisma but who has absorbed it only in 

order to divest herself of it more effectively when the 

time cornes in order to "refuse to be [its] victim" (Atwood, 

Surfacing 2 0 6 ) .  And it is in this role that she makes an 

offering to the guardian spirits of the lake. It is also in 

this role that, after offering up her wedding ring, 

together with the drawinge and scrapbooks of childhood, she 

ritually undresses: 



1 untie my feet from the shoes and w a l k  d o m  to 
the shore; the earth is damp, cold, pock-marked 
with raindrops. 1 pile the blanket on the rock 
and step into the water and lie dom. When every 
part of me ie wet 1 take off my clothes, peeling 
them away from my flesh like wallpaper. (Atwood, 
Surfacing 191) 

The upshot of the heroiners cultural exorcism is a 

cornplete attunement to her environment. Once she has 

ritually decontaminated herself, she is as if 

indistinguishable from, or transparent to, the primeval 

natural order. She might be one of the "man-animals" of the 

aboriginal drawings discovered by her father: "1% ice- 

clear, transparent, m y  bones and the child inside me 

showing through the green webs of my flesh, the ribs and 

shadows, the muscles jelly, the trees are like this too, 

they shimmer, their cores glow through the wood and barkn 

(Atwood, Surfacing 195 ) . Moreover , when Atwood' s heroine 

proceeds to reject the idea of language itself , language 

considered as the quintessential human characteristic, it 

is as if she has emerged into the environment: "1 am not an 

animal or a tree," she thinks, XI am the thing in which the 

trees and animale move and grow. 1 am a placew(Atwood, 

Surfacing 195 ) . 
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Finally, after discovering and performing the 

foregoing rituals, the heroine consumnatee het atonement 

with her parents. Now she realizes that she muet reassume 

the ways of the society ehe ha8 symbolically rejected: 'To 

prefer life, 1 owe them thatm (Atwood. Surfacing 202) . 
Indeed, although the ending of the novel is wesolved, the 

reader may well understand that, on her re-entry into 

R&nericana culture, this cultural exorcist will at least 

carry with herself a new sense of place, the place that is 

Canada. 

Who am I?" and Where is here?": the process of 

searching for both individual and national identity is 

remarkable in many contemporary Canadian novels. Munrofs 

Lives of Girls and Women and Who Do You Think You Are? 

demonstrate the procees of searching for individual 

identity. Despite the fact that Liveo of Girls and Women is 

narrated ftom the point of view of Del as an adult, it 

remains eseentially a story of the movement from childhood 

to adolescence. We know nothing of the specifics of Del's 

adult l i f e  and we do not see her functioning ae an adult 
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other than in her perceptions of her past life and self. It 

is obvious that the procese of defining herself will 

continue into her adulthood. The fundamental question in 

Who Do You Think Yau Are? remains unanswered at the end. 

But such an ambiguous ending implies eomething promieing, 

suggesting that Rose's future is full of possibilities as 

well as uncertainties. ft may also imply that whether Rose 

has found her identity or not is not important: essential 

to the novel is the quest itself . Thus, Who Do You Think 

You Are? is a spiral. It witnesses noticeable changes in 

its protagonist, who does not end where she started, and 

who, by fleeing poverty and isolation, by fighting against 

the expectations of her father and that sexually biased 

society, and finally by getting out of misery of sexual 

humiliations, moves closer to her desired independence and 

f reedom. 

Needless to eay, on one level, Atwoodts Surfacing is a 

perfectly traditional quest for identity: its heroine 

attempts to reconcile herself with the parents from whom 

she has become estranged, and thus in a eense to become her 

own parent, an autonomous self able to parent a child. But 
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~twood does not limit herself to that sense alone. She 

d r a w s  attention to the wider signifieance of this quest. 

For Surfacing is also very much concerned with 'the range 

of responees Canadians have had to the American preeence" 

(Broege Ill), with the poeeibility of a distinctive 

Canadian identity, and Atwood uses her female character t o  

dramatize the cultural ambiguities that constitute the 

Canadian identity. T o  be more exact, it is concerned with 

the "placex that is the basis of this cultural identity. As 

Northrop F r y e  once said of the Canadian imaginative 

sensibility in general: "ft is less perplexed by the 

question 'Who am I?' than by such a riddle as 'Where is 

here? ' " ( 2 2 0 )  . In that sense, Atwood' s Surfacing adds a 

further dimension to Munro's L i v e s  of G i r l s  and Women and 

Who Do You T h i n k  You Are?, for it combines the national 

search for a cultural identity with the feminist quest for 

a distinctive gender selfhood. 



Stniggle for Identity in Chinese Womenfs Writing: 

Efforts and Limits 

On the Same Horizon 

In the words of Lydia H. Liu, [r] omantic love and 

marriage are often rejected as a result of woman's quest 

for selfhood, which explains why the majority of female 

protagonists ... are single, divorced, or have troubled 

marriagen (51) . Zhang Xinxinf s novella On the Same Horizon 

serves as a good example of a work in which female 

subjectivity challenges male egotism. 

Soon after her story On the Same Horizon was 

published, Zhang Xinxin was severely criticized for her 

bourgeois liberalism and individualism reflected in this 

work. One critic says: 

This work solely stresses individual strife as 
decisive, brazenly advocates the protagonistsf 
individualistic philosophy of life..,. The author 
sympathizee with and eulogizes [her protagonists] 
and regard their attitude as progressive.,.. 
[Zhang Xinxin's protagonists] are mad competitors 
fighting againet the nwhole world" simply for 
their own benefit: social status and money. 
Understandably, they find it hard to shed off 
their sense of emptiness and pessimisrn. We should 
ask: what is there in [Zhang Xinxinfs characters] 



that deeerves our sympathy and eulogy? Isn't it 
clear that to praise them is the sarne as to 
advocate and promote extreme individualism and 
the bourgeois theory of sumival for the fittest? 
(Zhu 4)  

The two protagoniste of the story are widely different 

in character. The woman married the man at a moment when 

one further examination would have qualified her for 

entrance to the university. This is the beginning of their 

conflict: Resisting her hueband's entreaties, she does not 

want children, and eventually seizes her last chance to get 

into the Film Academy. This step away from her husband is 

accompanied by an abortion and a request for divorce. In 

the story, Zhang Xinxinrs heroine constantly complains 

about her husbandfs male egotism: 'He only expected me to 

love him;  but he never thought of loving me. He wants to 

enjoy family happiness and wants me to sacrifice everything 

else for his sole enjoymentm (Zhang Xinxin, On the Same 

Horizon 177). She is very much aware that "if 1 give up 

everything for him and have nothing left  for myself, 1 will 

not be his intellectual equal anymore, and conaequently he 

will lose intereet in mem (Zhang Xinxin, ûn the Same 

Horizon 177). She keeps raising such essential questions 
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as : 'LWhat about me? Who am I?" (Zhang Xinxin, ~ I Z  the Same 

Horizon 196) . Obviously, Zhang Xinxin's heroine is 

dieturbed by an undercurrent of dissatisfaction. H e r  

husband's indifference to her aspirations and feelings 

agonizes and frustratee her. Determined to find, rescue, 

and 

her 

reshape her self from oblivion, ehe insists on pursuing 

own goals. even at the expense of love and marriage. 

Particularly noticeable in Zhang Xinxin's On the Same 

Horizon is the heroine's uncompromising individualism as 

well as feminist consciousness. In the story the heroine 

acquires and then loses both love and marriage. As one 

critic points out. "this story reflects the author's 

pursuit for sexual equalitya (Wang Fei 46) . "She, " Zhang 

Xinxin's heroine, wants to mite and study after coming 

back from the countryside; and "heIn her artist husband, is 

so much engrossed in the world of conpetition that he 

ignores her, her wishes, and theit life together. She has 

her aspirations and is determined to pursue her own goals. 

She believes that both she and he are standing on and 

starting from the same mhorizon,a and she attempts to reach 

for a higher "positionn just the same as he does. However, 
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while he throws himself entirely into the pursuit of fame 

and fortune, he sees her striving to become a movie-maker 

as unnecessary and worthlees and her endeavors futile. He 

often says to her when a dispute breaks out between them: 

mYour problem is that you have too strong a character, and 

you always want to be among the bestœ (Zhang Xinxin, On the 

Same Horizon 200). Their similar strong characters cause 

many contradictions between them, and the contradictions 

accumulate. Disappointed and frustrated by his failure to 

understand her and determined to follow her own pursuit, 

she leaves him and has an abortion, which leads to their 

eventual separation and divorce. The story ends in a 

restaurant, where the couple is about to finalize their 

divorce. 

T h e  Ark 

In Zhang Jie's "Love Must Not Be Forgotten," Zhong Yu, 

the tragic heroine, longs fox idealistic romantic love. She 

feels keenly the lack of such love in reality, and, 

therefore, she has to live in her dreams of love. Although 

she has an object of love, he is only a dreamïike or 
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illusory image existing and accompanying her in spirit. She 

seems to keep a eelf to her own, but this is not an 

independent self; it is a fragile self which is 

fundamentally dependent on her love for a man. Both her 

emotional and physical existence ie eustained by this love. 

Whereae her *Love Muet Not Be Forgottena depicts the 

tragedy caused by the separation of love and marriage, 

Zhang Jief s The Ark moves one step forward. The latter 

indicates that in order to seek a less painful and more 

independent life, women may get out of their unhappy 

marriage by leaving and divorcing their husbands, although 

this effort is an agonizing and frustrating process. In 

this story Zhang Jie raises some basic problems that women 

have to face . Her story portrays women as sex objects and 

as possession of men, the contradiction between career and 

family, discrimination against women in job and other 

opportunities, and relation with men as single women. By 

endowing her heroines with enough etrength and courage to 

reject the role as victime of patriarchal oppression, the 

author reminds the reader that m [ t ] ~ e  liberation was more 

than gaining improvement of economic and political status; 
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it was also necessary that women develop confidence and 

strength in order to realize their full value and 

potentialn (Zhang Sie, The Ark 156) . 
However. there is a âiscernible ambivalence in Zhang 

Jie's story. Zhang Jiefs heroines have enough courage and 

strength to walk out on their husbands because they cannot 

tolerate the unhappy marriage any more. They t ry to 

establish an independent self with dignity and integrity by 

working honestly and conscientiously. They even believe 

that "it might soon be time for 'the mare to pull the 

cart.' If it were really true that the world developed in 

circles, then wasn't a return to the matriarchal society 

inevitablem (Zhang Jie. The Ark 114)? Their confidence and 

diligence, however, aeem to have brought them little hope 

and comfort. Jinghua writes conscientiously, but her essays 

are being criticized for her candid views. Liu Quants 

efforts to transfer to a better job run into one obstacle 

after another. Similarly, Liang Qian sees little hope of 

success as a film director. Furthemore, these heroines 

seem still to be longing for strong anns to rely on. They 

need the love of men and cannot have a happy l i fe  without 
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that love. Liu Quangs situation best illustrates their 

dilemma: although she suffered a great deal when living 

with her husband, ahe still "thought back about her own 

husband without any leftover anger or reeentment." She 

still misses hie %trong and ... broad chest" (Zhang Jie, 
The Ark 166) . 

In this story, the author tries to find another 

solution for ber heroines, that is, female bonds. Zhang 

Jie's three heroines, al1 being single, live together in an 

apartment nick-named nWidowsr Club." They try very hard to 

build a common life for themselves. They cook together, 

they plan an outing, and they attempt to set up a nice and 

cornfortable home. The bond of the three wornen and their 

friendship are vital for them to survive. In the words of 

Zhang Jingyuan, 'female bonding, not matemity (muxing) or 

uxoriality (qixing), is closer to what we mean by 

' f emininity (nüxing) ' " (34) . Furthemore, Zhang Jingyuan 

perceives female friendship, or female bonding, not only as 

a disruptive force againet patriarchy but also as the very 

essence of f emininity . 

Unfortunately, such alternatives as female bonds or 



female friendship seem not to provide a eatiefactory 

solution to the problems that Zhang Jie'e heroines face. 

They still feel a vast void in their lives which cannot be 

filled except for the true love of a man. Although the 

author tries very hard to establieh her heroines as 

independent women, her protagoniste seem to be still 

Liang Qian put her cup dom, leaned over and, as 
if she were a man, patted Liu Quan's shoulder. 

"Have your ice cream. Itfs already melted." 
Ah! Liang Qian had patted her shoulder ... as 

if she were a man! (Zhang Jie, The Ark 193) 

So Liu man gets some momentary comfort because she feels 

as if Liang Qian were a man and she w e r e  getting comfort 

from a man, strong and caring. 

The description of Zhu Zhenxiang and his wife reveals 

again the authorfs idea of an ideal family and a perfect 

relationship between hueband and wife. Liu man and Zhu are 

talking at Zhu% home. Then the wife cornes in and puts d o m  

two cups of juice and leaves the room, "[SI he had barely 

turned around to look at Liu Quan and had cast no 

suspicious or disapproving glances in her direction." The 

wife gently closes the door behind her "to cut out the soft 



sound of music wafted in from another roomm ( Z h Â n g  Jie, The 

i&k 184). Obviously, this is a home full of gentleness, 

caring, harmony, and music; and the couple is filled with 

love, trust and support for each other. So L i u  Quan feels 

that "[elven the china in th i s  house carried the mood of 

compassion, understanding and serenitym (Zhang Jie,  The Ark 

184). And she believes that she would be a lot more 

confident if she should live in such an environment. The 

story indicates that such is a life that women should be 

living. Such is a life that the author admires and endorses 

because she mites these passages in minute detail and with 

ardent admiration. 

Zhang Jiefs story implies that friendship among women 

is no substitute for the genuine love between men and 

women, That is why the three heroines are in endless 

trouble and their life is often a mess. What is equally 

true is that they may lose al1 their ferninine beauty, as 

Liang Qian finds herself in that situation: 

How had she gotten t a  this state? ... He (her 
separated husband) noticed her thin,  stick-like 
legs and her wasted hips. Then, following his 
gaze upwards, he saw her sunken chest and her 
thin yellow face. H e  could no longer find 



anything lovable or even interesthg about her. 
How on earth could she have become so haggard, so 
pathetic? (Zhang Jie, The Ark 143) 

Liang Qian's situation suggeets that a woman who lacks the 

love of a man withers. In this respect, Zhang Jie's women 

cannot free themselves from the male gaze and can only find 

their self in men's eyes. Obviously, their ealvation is not 

complete, for they still desire strong arms of men to rely 

on. Not surprisingly, their pursuit for self identity has 

not achieved as much as they wish, despite their endless 

efforts . 

In Zhang Jiefs "Emerald," 'the protagoniet Zeng Linger 

becomes a fernale subject not through identifying with other 

women but through enduring intense isolation and overcoming 

ber romantic loveu (Liu 4 9 ) .  In this story, the heroine 

Linger is established as an ideal mode1 of devoted love and 

selfless sacrifice: 

She had fixed her eyes raptly on Zuo Wei, who was 
eitting in one corner hanging hie head. Corne 
clean? Confess? She could think of nothing but 
him, the man she loved. She would gladly 
sacrifice everything for him: her political 



future, her career, her freedom and the respect 
of other people. (Zhang Jie, 'EmeraldU 25) 

Her sacrifice is huge: because she confesses to his 

political mcrimesw to gave him, she is labeled a rightist 

and baniehed to a remote village, where she is forced to do 

physical labor. What is woree ie that ehe gets pregnant 

because of her one nightfs sex with Zuo Wei before she 

leaves for the countryside. In that village, she gives 

birth to his illegitimate child and. in order to protect 

her lover. she refuses to tell anyone who the father is. 

She endures al1 the humiliation and harassment without a 

word of protest. 

In order for the readers to realize fully the value in 

Linger, the author introducee another woman. Beihe, in her 

story, who actually represents another aspect of the self 

in woman, Beihe is also in love with Zuo Wei, but she knows 

better  how to get hold of the man she covets. And she 

succeeds in possessing him. While Linger is sacrificing al1 

she has-her energy. time, and body for the man she loves 

selflessly, Beihe is planning every step to set up a 

prestigious career for Zuo Wei and establish a presentable 



family for him and herself. Obviously, we face two 

different attitudes, two different pointe of views, and two 

different ways of life, embodied in two different 

personalities. The author compare8 them to two boats: 

It seemed as though they w e r e  on two boats 
brushing past one another at sea. One was a 
sumptuous white-pleasure boat, al1 richly 
decorated in gold. Moving calmly through the 
water, it went wherever ehe wanted it to. The 
other was an old wooden tub, its tattered sails 
at the mercy of the wind, pulled this way and 
that . Linger was grasping the rudder, holding the 
oars. And the boat was being tossed about, thrown 
up and d o m  on the w a v e s .  

[Beiher s] boat swif tly caught up with 
Lingerfs, confidently moved in front, speeding to 
its destination. She was standing on deck looking 
back. The outline of Lingerrs boat, buffeted up 
and dom, became more and more indistinct. But 
then the crewmen euddenly told [Beihe] that their 
boat had engine trouble, that it couldnft be 
fixed, and that the boiler-room was taking in 
water. It was frightening. Why was it only today 
that she realized the truth: her life w a s  
aimless, would never have any destination to 
reach. She was only m o v i n g  through a m i r a g e .  
Wouldnft it be better to be an ordinary woman 
like Linger, to experience a womanfs joys and 
sorrows? (Zhang Jie , .EmeraldW 5 7 - 58 ) 

In contrast to the three heroines in The Ark, Zhang 

Jie's heroine in "The Emeraldw seems to have achieved much 

in her struggle for self independence and identity. Linger 

seems to be perfect in every aspect, in as much as she has 
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fulfilled her duty as a lover and a mother, she has worked 

hard for her career, she has overcome mental and physical 

hardships, and, above all, ehe has withstood al1 the 

insults and humiliations. However, the major weakness in 

Zhang Jie's presentation of Linger as a perfect Chinese 

woman is that the heroine does not realize that she has 

lost her self in her worthless sacrifice, which is required 

of women of generations upon generations by patriarchal 

tradition. Instead of challenging patriarchal dominance, 

Zhang JieJs "Emeraldw basically remains the same as many 

stories to ld  before. Women suffer, women sacrifice, men 

succeed, and men build their succese upon womenrs pains and 

sacrifice. Even Beihe cornes to realize that "for many 

years, we fought for the same manf s love, bravely 

sacrificed everything for him. But in the end we discovered 

it wasn't worth it. And he was totally unaware of our 

sacrifice, or perhaps thought it was what we ought to don 

(Zhang Jie, WmeraldW 5 7 ) .  

Robert E. Hegel maintains that [t] he Chinese 

conception of self expreesed in literature has seldom been 
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apolitical or aloof from the social needs of its timea 

( 3 5 9 )  . Until the end of the Cultural Revolution, Chinese 

communist literature primarily portrayed the individual as 

a rational entity composed of a set  of persona1 and social 

values. The individual was treated as a producer who 

applies these values in the workplace (be it school, 

office, factory, farm, etc.) to make a decision regarding a 

work-related problem. The theories behind this kind of 

literature presumed that by presenting such a model of the 

self, above or to the exclusion of any other feature of the 

self, literary works could encourage their readers to act 

as the model presented. Literature was manipulated as an 

ideological tool to alter perceptions and behavior. 

In her article Temale Images and National Myth," Meng 

Yue discusses some dominant female images preaented by 

Chinese literary works before 1978 and attempts to prove 

how these ideologically-oriented images serve to eliminate 

female subjectivity and uphold the authority of the 

Cornmunist Party. She points out: 

On the one hand, the statefs political discourse 
translated itself through women into the private 
context of desire, love, marriage, divorce, and 



familial relations, and, on the other hand, it 
turned woman into an agent politicizing desire, 
love, and family relations by delimiting and 
tepressing suniality, self, and al1 private 
emotions . (118) 

Things began to change after the Cultural Revolution. 

More and more Chinese women writers came to realize that 

subjectivity, or selfhood, will give women a eense of 

autonomy, continuous identity. a history and agency in the 

world. As Linda Hutcheon puts it , [w] omen must def ine 

their subjectivity before they can question it; they rnust 

first assert the selfhood they have been denied by the 

doninant culturen (Canadian Postmodern 6 )  . Despite their 

ambivalence and limitations, Canadian and Chinese women 

writers share a common belief when their works present 

womenrs conscious strivings for self fulfillment and convey 

a strong sympathy toward their admirable efforts. 



C0NQ;rUS ION 

Women cannot fully understand their ovn livee until 

they eee their experiences explored in literature. They 

cannot fully realize their own values until they understand 

that "it is not the inferiority of women that has caused 

their historical insignificance; it is rather their 

historical insignificance that has doomed thern to 

inferiority" (de Beauvoir 132). Therefore, unless and until 

women realize that their secondary standing is not imposed 

of necessity by natural Yeminine* characteristics but 

rather by strong forces of cultural and social tradition 

under the purposeful control of men, and that they must 

reconstruct their past, draw on it, and transmit it to the 

next generation, their oppression will persist. 

Margaret Atwoodo s The Bdible Woman, Surfacing, and The 

Handmaid8 s Tale explore eexual relationships and 

particularly undermine one of the traditions of the 

representation of women, their passivity. What dominates 

the narrative development, however, is the womanrs role as 

sufferer. While paying attention to the ways the female 
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characters manipulate their respective situations, this 

thesis has concentrated on the victim positions imposed 

upon them and that they act out. 

This thesis has also attempted to investigate and 

analyze the different narrative strategies of Canadian and 

Chinese women writers and understand in what sense and to 

what degree these narrative differences contribute to the 

feminist consciousness embodied in their works. "The most 

obvious tension i n  the Canadian literary situation is the 

use of language* (Northrop Frye 219) . Clearly, Canadian 
women writers are constantly obsessed with language and its 

contexts. The protagonists in both Gallant's A Fairly Good 

T i m e  and Kogawafs Obasan attempt to establish a dialogue or 

association with their mothers. In Gallant's novel, Shirley 

is making constant efforts to find a language with which 

she cari comunicate with her mother, only to find herself 

in a dilemma of a "dialogue of the deaf." The generations 

fail to contact. Throughout the novel, the mother and 

daughter seem to be performing a dialogue of the deaf. 

Shirley's failure t o  establish any significant dialogue 

with her mother is largely due to her situation in 
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language. She ie caught between language and significance. 

In Obasan, the daughterOs attempt to establish an 

association with her mother has also to be achieved through 

language. With the discovery/recovery of the 'Young Mother 

of Nagasaki," the narrative mice finally becomes an 

affirmative voice and is replaced by the poetic voice, in 

which the speaking subject celebrates the most persona1 of 

human bonds. The presence of thie poetic language in the 

novel rearranges the other genres of writing and adds the 

power of the semiotic to the expression of racial memory. 

By analyzing the works written by such Chinese women 

writers as Wang Anyi, Zhang Jie, and Zhang Xinxin, this 

thesis has intended to answer these questions: How did 

Chinese womenrs literature develop in the eighties? What 

distinguishes contemporary Chinese women writers from their 

Western counterparts in thematic concerns? What are the 

favorable strategies employed by conzemporary Chinese women 

writers to demythify male-centered discourse? The Chinese 

literary scene of the post-Mao era witnessed the emergence 

of hunckeds of stories with love themes, which marks a 

relatively liberal and individualistic trend that haa 
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typified Chinese thinking in recent years. It is notewotthy 

that the emphasis of contemporary Chinese women writers on 

love is reminiscent of pre-Marxist radicalism in China 

around the time of the May Fourth Movement, which served as 

the background of Ding Ling's The Diary of Miss Sophie." 

Whether or not Wang Anyi, Zhang Jie, and Zhang Xinxin are 

aware of this, or consciously seek to revive an earlier 

Chinese radical outlook, is not certain. Nevertheless, the 

suggestions may be worth keeping in mind for its revival of 

themes in Chinese radicalism that have a long, powerful 

legacy-regardless of whether they reveal a tendency on the 

part of Chinese women to respond similarly across time to 

similar frustrations, or the continuing vitality of 

mernories that have been officially suppressed for decades. 

Particularly noteworthy is the fact that the emphasis 

of Chinese feminist writing of the 1980s was more political 

in  the sense that the wxiters were more concerned with the 

injustice and inequality that women face in their social 

and political life and were more actively engaged in 

raising women's mpolitical" consciousness of their 

oppression by men. Zhang Jie' s novella The Ark initiates 
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such a trend. In this story Zhang Jie puts under suspicion 

what socialism has promised women. Implicit in The Ark is 

het bold question: C a n  womenos liberation really hinge upon 

a political revolution? and if the answer is positive, why 

do male supremacy and socialism continue to complement each 

other? The author aeems to w a r n  us that women may still be 

victims in a society ostensibly designed for their welfare. 

The tone of her novella, however, is not entirely 

pessimistic. Although failures and frustrations are always 

haunting her heroines, their strivings may give rise to 

sound and fury in an otherwise stagnant society still ruled 

by men. 

Critics agree that Chinese writers pay m o r e  attention 

to  plots than narrative techniques. However, more and more 

women writers are beginning to focus on the narrative means 

which help promote feminist coneciousness embodied in their 

works. Chinese women writers are breaking new ground not 

only in terms of subject matter, but also in terme of 

language, literary form and technique. Their works have 

shown how particular narrative techniques can be used to 

problematize and challenge orthodox literary ideology, 
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because "[fleminist criticiem could argue that narratology 

itself is ideologicalm (Lanser 345). Significantly, while 

Canadian women writers concentrate on deconstructing "the 

sentence," undermining the symbolic syetem of language w i t h  

the "languagem of the semiotic, their Chinese counterparts 

like Zhang Jie and Zhang Xinxin rely on particular 

narrative techniques to locate the core of patriarchal 

power. As Mieke Bal says, "[tlhe use of formally adequate 

and precise tools is not interesting in itself, but it can 

clarify other very relevant issues and provide insights 

which otherwise remain vaguem (121) . Hopefully, a joint 
force of narratology and feminist criticism may provide a 

particularly valuable foundation for exploring one of the 

most cornplex and troubling issues for feminist criticism: 

Whether there is indeed a wwomenfs writingn and/or female 

tradition, that is, whether men and women do mite 

differently. 

What makes the novels of Canadian women writers 

particularly valuable is, to a large degree, the 

seriousness with which they present women both in search of 

themselves . In Munro' s Lives of G i r l s  and Women and Who Do 



You Think You Are?, and Atwood's Surfacing, feminist 

impulses work to problematize the very nature of selfhood 

("character formationR) or subfectivity. Subjectivity in 

the Western liberal humanist tradition is defined in terms 

of rationality, individuality, and power ; in other words , 

it is defined in terms of thoae domains traditionally 

denied women, who are relegated instead to the realms of 

intuition, familial collectivity, and submission. By 

questioning the very nature of selfhood defined in Western 

culture, these works attempt to 'offer reasons to rethink 

the notion of 'definitive' inscriptions of identity, 

especially the ex-centric, 'minoritarian' identity: Big 

Bear, Riel . . . women! " (Hutcheon, Canadian Postmodern 108) . 

Similarly, Vernale subjectivity has occupied the 

center stage of womenfs literature since Ding Ling" (Liu 

45). The May Fourth literati8s advocacy of the self and 

subjectivity engendered one of the most exciting phenomena 

of that ers-female writers8 writing about gendered 

subjectivity and sexuality. It i e  hardly surprising that 

half a century later contemporary Chinese women wziters 

still face the question of female subjectivity. Like Ding 
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Ling, contemporary Chineee women writers such as Zhang Jie 

and Wlang Xinxin eituate 'female subjectivity in a process 

that challenges the received idea of womanhoodU (Liu 5 0 )  . 

In her The Ark. Zhang Jie focuees on the common plight of 

three women, proj ecting female eubj ectivity as a form of 

collective female consciousness. At the end of The Ark, one 

of the three heroines proposes a toast, hoping to 

strengthen their female bond. Similarly, in representing 

womenfs struggle for an individual identity, Zhang Xinxin's 

On the Same Horizon conveys a strong sympathy toward women 

in their quest for self. Obviouely, their search for 

identity is both a challenge to the social noms of 

womanhood and an effort for establishing a n e w  self. 

David Wang points out that *[f]or al1 the divergences 

contained within. the fundamental concern of feminist 

criticism remains unchallengeable, namely, to establish a 

n e w  paradigm of reading and writing literature in the 

interest of womenn ( 2 3 7 )  . This thesis has employed Western 
feminist literary theories and Third World feminist 

criticism to analyze literary works written by seven 
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Canadian and Chinese women writers. It is hoped that such 

an effort bas contributed to this fundamental concern of 

feminist criticism, It is also hoped that this thesis, a 

comparative analysis of seven contemporary Canadian and 

Chinese women writere, has added another. concrete response 

to Yuan's questions quoted at the end of the Introduction. 
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Margaret Atwood 

1. Biographieal Sketch 

Born in Ottawa in 1939, Margaret Atwood was educated 

at the University of Toronto and at Radcliffe College. She 

first taught Englieh at the University of British Columbia, 

and then at Sir George Williams University, the University 

of Alberta, and York University. She has lived in Toronto, 

Boston, Vancouver, Montreal, and London, and traveled 

extensively. She first made her reptation in the sixties 

as a poet with The Circle Game and The Animals in That 

Country. Margaret Atwood has won quite a number of awards 

and prizes: Union Poetry Prize in 1969, Bess Hopkins Prize 

in 1974, Canadian Booksellers Association Award in 1977, 

Molson Prize in 1980, International Writer's Prize in 1982, 

and Governor-General's Award for Fiction in 1985. 
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 avis Gallant 

1. Biographical Sketch 

Born in Montreal in 1922, Mavis Gallant spent rnost of 

her childhood in Canada* Since the age of twenty-eight, she 

has lived and written in Europe. Yet she has deliberately 

retained hes Canadian citizenship. She won Governor 

Generalfs Award for Fiction in 1982. She n o w  lives in  

Paris, France. 

II. Major Literary Works 

The O t h e r  Paris. Houghton Miffin, 1956 .  

Green Water, Green S k y .  Houghton Miffin, 1960. 

A F a i r l y  Good The. New York: Random Houee, 1974. 

The End of the World and Other Stories. Toronto: MeClelland 
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Joy Kogawa 

1. Biographical Sketch 

Joy Kogawa was born in Vancouver in 1935. Like other 

Japanese Canadians, she and her family were interned and 

persecuted during the Second World War. She has worked as a 

school teacher, a writer for the Prime Minister's office, 

and Writer-in-Residence at the University of Ottawa. Joy 

Kogawa has contributed to many anthologies and periodicals. 

In 1981 She published her novel Obasan and won the Books in 

Canada First Novel Award. The next year her Obasan received 

the Canadian Authors' Association Book of the Year Award. 

II. Major Literary Works 

The Splintered Moon. Fredericton: Fiddlehead Poetry Books, 

1967. 

A Choice of Dreams. Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1974. 

Jericho Road. Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1977. 

Obasan. Toronto: Lester and Orpen Dennya, 1982. 

Wonian in the Woods. New York: Mosaic, 1985. 
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Ttsuka. Toronto: Viking, 1992. 

T h e  Rain Ascends . Toronto : Knopf , 1995 . 
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Alice M u n r o  

1. Biwaphical  Sketch 

Alice MUKO wae born in Wingham, Ontario, in 1931. She 

was educated at Univereity of Western Ontario. In 1968 her 

first book of stories, Dance of the Happy Shades, was 

published and won Governor-General's Award for Fiction. She 

also received Canadian Bookseller's Award for Lives of 

Girls and W o m e n  in 1971, Canada-Australia Literary Prize in 

1974, Governor-Generalrs Award for Fiction for Who Do You 

Think You Are? in 1978, and Governor-General' s Award for 

Fict ion for T h e  P m g r e s s  of L o v e  in 1986. 

II. Major Literary Works 

Dance of the Happy Shades. Toronto: Ryerson, 1968. 

L i v e s  of G i r l s  and Women. Toronto: McGraw-Hill Ryerson, 

1971. 

Something Irve Been Meaning to Tell You. Toronto : McGraw- 

Hill Ryerson, 1974. 

Who Do You Think You Are? Toronto: Macmillan, 1978. 
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Wang Anyi 

1. Biographical Sketch 

Born 1954 in Nanjing and brought up in Shanghai, Wang 

Anyi was sent down to Anhui Province in 1970 during the 

Cultural Revolution. There she joined a local perfonning 

arts troupe as a cellist. In 1978 she returned to Shanghai, 

and then she statted her career as a miter. She first 

ttied her hand at prose, and published her first work of 

f ict ion in 1980.  Wang Anyi is now acknowledged as one of 

the most promising women writers to have emerged in China 

in the 1980s; she is also one of the most prolif ic .  

publishing short etories, novellas, as well as novels. 

11 . Major Literary Works 

And the Rain Patters On (Yu, sha, sha, sha) . Tianjin: 

Hundred Flowers Literature and Art, 1981. 

Short Stories and Novellas of Wang A n y i  (Wang Anyi zhong 

duan pian xiaoahuo j i) . B e i j  h g :  Chinese Youth, 1984.  

L i t t l e  Bao Village: A Collection of Short Stories and 
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Novellas (Xiao bao zhuang: zhong duan pian xiaoehuo 

ji) . Shanghai: Shanghai Literature and Arts, 1986. 
A Junior High Graduate of 1969 (69 jie chuzhong eheng) . 

Beijing: Chinese Youth, 1986. 

Love on a Barren Moountain (Huangshan zhi lian) . October 4 

(1986). 

Love in a Small Town (Xiaocheng zh i  lian) . Shanghai 

Literature 8 (1986). 

Brocade Va l l ey  (Jinxiu Gu zhi lian) . B e l l  Mountain 1 

(1987) . 
Ecstatic Days on a ~ i l l  (Gang shang de shiji) . Bell 

Mountain 1 (1989). 

Dreams at the Sea (Haishang fanhua meng). Guangzhou: Flower 
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Zhang Jie 

1. Biographicaî Sketch 

Zhang Jie vas born in 1937. During the anti-Japanese 

war, her parents separated and ber mother, a teacher, 

brought her up in a village in Liaoning Province. She loved 

music and literature, but was persuaded to study economics, 

a more useful subject to New China. Upon graduating from 

the Peopler s University in Beij ing, she worked several 

years in an industrial bureau, then transferred to a film 

studio where she got a chance to mite t w o  film scripts. 

She is n o w  a professional writer and enjoys w i d e  popularity 

in  C h i n a .  Zhang Jie did not start to write until after the 

fa11 of the -Gang of Foura and the end of the Cultural 

Revolution. In 1978, her story "The Music of the Forestn 

won a prize as one of the best short stories of that year. 

Since then she has published many short stories, essays, 

novellas, and a novel, Leaden Wings. 

II. Major Literary Works 
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B e i j i n g  Literature 11 (1979). 

The  Ark (Fangzhou). -est 2 (1982). 

"The Tirne 1s Not Yet Ripea (Shij ian haiwei chengshou) . 
Beijing Literature 9 (1983) . 

"EmeraldU (Zumu lu) . Flower C i t y  3 (1984) . 

Leaden Wings (Chenzhong de chibang) . B e i  j ing : People * s 

Literature Publishing House, 1980. 

matf s Wrong w i t h  W h ?  ( T a  you shenme bin?) B e l l  Mountain 4 

(1986) . 

"The Las t Altituden (Zuihou de gaodu) . People's Li terature 

3 (1989) . 

"Murder" (Mousha) . Authors 5 (1989) . 

"The Anxiety of the FeetR (Jiao de saodong) . Tianjin 
L i t e r a t u r e  6 (1989). 

"Mr. Ke's D a y s  and Nights" (Ke xiansheng de baitian he 

yiewan), Shanghai Literature 1 (1991). 

Agita t ion (Shang ho). Hong Kong: Cosmos Books, 1991. 

The Red Mushroom (Hong mogu) . Shang huo. Hong Kong: Cosmos 

Books, 1991. 
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Zhang X i w i n  

1. Biographical Sketch 

Zhang Xinxin was born in Nanjing in 1953. She was sent 

to the countryside in 1969 and becarne a farm w o r k e r  in the 

Northeast of China. After the Cultural Revolution she 

entered the C e n t r a l  Drama Academy in  1979 and graduated 

five years later. She is now a director at the People's Art 

Theatre in Beijing. Zhang X i n x i n  started writing in 1978. 

However, her name did not d r a w  much attention until her 

story On the Same Horizon was published in 1981. Her 

thematic concerns and narrative strategies made her one of 

the most controversial Chinese writers in the 1980s. 

II. Major Literary Works 

"How Did 1 Miss YouPg8 ( W o  zai nar cuoguo le ni?) . Harves t 5 

(1980). 

ûn the Same Horizon (Zai tongyi dipingxian shang) . Harvest 

6 (1981). 

The Dream of Our Generation (Wemen zheige n i ~ j  i de meng) . 



Harvest 4 (1982) - 
Theatrical Ef fectsa (Juchaag xiaoguo) . Bei j ing  Li terature 

4 (1983) . 
"Orchid Madness* (Fengkuang de juuzilan) . Li terary Digest 

Monthly 9 (1983) . 
R e t u n i n g  Home (Hui laoj ia) . Beijing Li terature 12 (1984) . 

T h e  L a s t  H a v a  (Zuihou tingbo di) . Chinese W r i  ters 1 

(1985) . 
Càinese Prof i l e s  ( B e i j  ing ren) . Shanghai : Shanghai 

Literature and Arts, 1986. 
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